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This dissertation reports on the narrated experiences of nine adult ESL learners 

enrolled in an Intensive English Program (IEP) as they negotiated a sense of belonging to 

new linguistic communities of practice outside of their home countries. In this qualitative 

multiple-case study, I analyzed first-person accounts of the language socialization 

process by which the learners’ participation in new social communities resulted in shifts 

in their social positionings and changes in their self-concept. In my analysis, I drew upon 

theoretical frameworks that view learning as a situated social practice in which 

individuals form new identities as a result of their (non)participation in communities of 

practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998). 

In order to investigate the research problem, I conducted ethnographic forms of 

data collection over a six-month period. I became a participant observer in an advanced 

level Listening and Speaking course during one semester and conducted regular formal 

classroom observations.  In addition to observations, I conducted individual in-depth 

interviews with the learners, and they participated in a photo-narrative assignment in 

which they documented their experiences through photography. This camera project 

culminated in a formal, narrative presentation to the class, which was recorded and used 

for analysis. The five women and four men who became the focal participants of the 
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study were diverse in age, academic and professional ambitions, and cultural and 

linguistic background. 

The findings of the study presented in this dissertation represent my interpretive 

analysis of the participants’ narratives of departing their home countries and negotiating a 

meaningful sense of self vis-à-vis the host community as well as the various transmigrant 

communities that were important to them. The findings show that, through the process of 

L2 learning and transmigration, the participants constructed migrant identities (Block, 

2007), and these identities could be both expansive and restrictive.  Additionally, the 

findings show the ways in which these language learners were agentic in accessing L2 

communities and forging attachments within them, and how these moves were designed 

as “answers” to how they were discursively positioned within the worlds that were 

important to them. 
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Chapter One 

INTRODUCTION 

  

 This dissertation reports on the narrated experiences of nine adult ESL learners 

enrolled in an Intensive English Program (IEP) as they negotiated a sense of belonging to 

new linguistic communities of practice outside of their home countries. In this 

dissertation, I analyzed first-person accounts of the language socialization process by 

which the students’ participation in social communities led to changes in their self 

concept as well as their social positions. In my cross-case analysis, I drew upon 

theoretical frameworks that view learning as a situated social practice in which 

individuals form new identities as a result of their (non)participation within communities 

of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991).  

 

Theoretical Background to the Research Topic 

For many, the decision to learn a second language involves the departure from 

one’s familiar home life in exchange for the instability of life abroad. These border-

crossings can become spaces for transformation and reinvention, as individuals construct 

new identities through their encounters within new communities of practice outside of 

their home countries. Many individuals can experience second-language learning as 

transformative because not only do new linguistic identities emerge, but also broader, 

non-linguistic categories of change occur. In other words, the geographical and 

metaphorical border-crossings involved in the language learning process can be critical 

life experiences that redefine and transform the self.  

In many ways, L2 learning is an intriguing identity project for examination. As 

contemporary investigations of social identity emphasize, individuals can be consciously 

engaged in a “project” of constructing an identity as they interact with the various 

discourses encountered in social communities and negotiate viable positions within those 

communities. Second language learning can sensibly embrace such a project, particularly 

in the instances in which learners make critical geographical departures as part of their L2 
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learning trajectories. These moves can be seen as conscious commitments to assume a 

newcomer identity—as foreigners and non-native speakers outside of their home 

countries—and negotiate their belonging within new linguistic communities of practice. 

In this way, one’s undertaking of the second language learning project can provide the 

space to examine identity in how Fortier (2000) characterized it—as “a threshold…a 

location that by definition frames the passage from one space to another” (p. 2)—or as “a 

passage” (Probyn, 1996). Thus, it can be beneficial, if not necessary, to conceptualize L2 

learning as not only a process of acquisition of new structures and systems, but ultimately 

as a process of becoming, or of “identification” (Hall, 1996).  

In order to examine learners’ experiences of becoming and belonging, greater 

regard is currently being given to emic perspectives on language learning. Through 

examination of learner stories, we may be offered broader insights into the ways second 

language learning is social practice, particularly among learners who migrate to a host 

country and struggle for recognition and new attachments. The rise in (auto)biographical 

research in SLA has drawn more attention not only to the role of human agency in SLA 

and the various ways in which learners construct their own learning experiences, but also 

to the ways in which learners’ agency is complicated by the power structures that make 

up the various worlds to which they desire participation.  Each of these dynamics are 

continuously at play as learners construct an L2 self-concept and negotiate new social 

positionings in L2 communities.  

 

 The participation framework.  In this dissertation, I approached the research 

topic of second language identities by using a framework that views identity as the 

product of participation in social communities. I drew primarily from Lave and Wenger’s 

(1991) and Wenger’s (1999) communities of practice theory, to explore how the learning 

that occurred among the nine participants was located in their evolving membership and 

(non)participation in social communities. Additionally, I drew on SLA theoretical 

approaches that consider L2 learning as social practice, as opposed to a process that is 

relegated to an individual’s mind.  Grounded in postmodern approaches to L2 learning, 
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the participation metaphor “[presents] languages as separate worlds which define and 

transform the self “ (Pavlenko, 1998, p. 15).  Ultimately, framing the research problem in 

this way was, in my view, an appropriate approach to learners’ biographical experiences 

of belonging and not-belonging as they negotiated access and participation within new 

communities of practice.  

 However, I need to point out that this framework is currently complicated by 

contemporary migration practices located among adult L2 learners—those resulting from 

globalization, advancements in communications technology, and an increasingly mobile 

workforce.  Many learners enrolled in Intensive English Program (IEP) settings follow 

transmigratory trajectories, maintaining and managing attachments to their worlds of 

home and the L1, while forging new attachments within the host community. Although 

learners may value expert (native-speaking) communities and consider participation in 

such communities critical to their L2 learning, these learners can be equally involved 

within “transnational social spaces” (Faist, 2000; Pries, 2001), as they are continuously 

traversing geographical and cultural spaces. Thus, my understanding of what constitutes 

“peripherality” within communities of practice necessitated thoughtful consideration of 

the various modes of belonging available to adult ESL learners who are engaged in 

transmigratory paths.  

 

THE STUDY 

 

Research Questions and Overview of the Research Design 

 Throughout my dissertation study, I was guided by the following research 

questions:  

1. How does learning ESL necessitate a negotiation of identities among adult 

ESL learners enrolled in an Intensive English Program (IEP)? 

2. How do learners’ positionality in communities of practice (material or 

imagined) shape their identity practice? 
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3. What are the conditions and activities that constitute “the periphery” in 

communities of practice, and how does peripherality facilitate or hinder full 

participation?  

 

To answer these three research questions, I conducted a multiple case study of 

nine adult ESL learners enrolled in an advanced Listening and Speaking course in an IEP.  

The five female and four male participants were diverse in age, professional ambitions, 

and linguistic and cultural background. In this dissertation, I will focus on the 

participants’ narrative experiences of departure and arrival, and how their encounters 

within new communities led to new ways of understanding themselves. In order to co-

construct the narratives for analysis, I used ethnographic methods of data collection, 

including life-history interviews and formal observations.  In addition, the learners 

presented photo-narratives of their life abroad. Through these performances, they used 

photographs to represent critical points along their journey, and they reflected on their 

inner thoughts and self-concept at various stages. The transcriptions and photographs of 

these presentations were used as an additional data source for analysis.  

 

Significance of the Study 

Although there has been increasing attention to the ways in which learners’ 

multiple identities are implicated in the language learning process, and current research 

has begun to focus on L2 learning as framed by individuals’ broader migratory 

trajectories, there are some issues that have been thus far under-examined. First, there has 

been little study of second language identities among adults learning ESL in an IEP 

setting. As an ESL teacher with a background in working with IEP students, I was 

particularly interested in whether an investigation of learners in this setting would 

corroborate previous findings in second language identity research.  

Second, as Block (2007) underscored, there is a need for more focused attention 

to social class in second language identity research, and part of my rationale for the study 

was to focus on a group of learners who could be characterized as “middling-
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transmigrants” (Conradson & Latham, 2005), a group that has been little studied as 

language learners. I will describe this concept in more detail in Chapter 2, but it will 

suffice to say here that many IEP learners share in some characteristics of middle-class 

transmigrants: they arrive in the host country with privileged forms of cultural capital 

(literacy, previous schooling, legitimate immigration documentation); they are neither 

elite nor in dire straits (Wiles, 2008); and, for them, ESL learning is often part of a 

professional trajectory that entails a transmigratory lifestyle. I viewed an investigation of 

IEP learners as an opportunity to explore how these particular characteristics of social 

class could be implicated in second language identity practice.  

As a teacher in this setting, I was aware of the variation among learners in their 

attachment to the local learning context, as well as native-speaking communities.  This 

variation can often be due to the contrasting lengths of time they stay in the host country, 

for what purposes, and what type of visas they obtain. IEPs serve a wide array of 

learners, from visiting scholars, to undergraduate and graduate students, to business 

professionals (I will discuss IEPs in greater detail in Chapter 2), and these programs are 

often comprised of a transient student body.  

It is perhaps because of those characteristics of IEPs that I encountered the 

common stereotype of these learners as being privileged “tourists” who are learning 

English as part of their vacation time or as a means to occupy extra time while in the 

United States for other purposes. Such an understanding of IEP learners would suggest 

that they are not invested in local communities of practice; thus, they would not undergo 

disruption to their subjectivities nor change significantly in their self-concept. For all of 

the reasons mentioned in this section, I saw an investigation of this context as potentially 

significant for second language identity research. In light of the particulars of such a 

context, I wanted to explore if and how these learners constructed a meaningful sense of 

self vis-à-vis the host community, and what effects the practices of migration and second 

language learning had on their self-concept and their positionality in communities of 

practice. 
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Chapter Two 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, I will describe the theoretical orientations that guided my 

dissertation, as well as give an overview of the research that has been conducted in the 

area of second language identities. The introduction provides a framework for my 

approach to the study of identity. Following, I will present two major categories of 

literature. In the first major section, I provide a sketch of how identity research fits within 

the large scope of Second Language Acquisition and Applied Linguistics research. In the 

second major section, I specifically address some of the issues related to the participants 

and context of my study: adult middling-transmigrants studying in Intensive English 

Programs. My intent is not to limit my literature discussion to Chapter Two, but to lay 

much of the foundation that I will draw upon throughout the dissertation. I will expand on 

some of the literature in the findings chapters as appropriate, and will introduce some 

new literature in the last chapter of the dissertation in light of the actual study findings.   

 

Defining Identity 

 Defining and describing the meaning of “identity” is, from the start, a daunting 

task. The topic has been explored within multiple disciplines, and investigations into the 

nature of human identity have been approached from diverse theoretical standpoints. To 

begin in broad terms, my framing of the research questions rested upon some 

assumptions about identity that have been put forth by postructuralist perspectives in the 

social sciences. First, identities are more than static, ahistorical features or demographic 

categories (such as those based on race, gender, or age). These identity categories can be 

fluid and unstable, and they are socially constructed in context. Second, a person does not 

possess one fixed or unified identity, but can embody multiple social identities in 

multiple contexts. Finally, identity can be an ongoing project in which an individual 

consciously engages. The stance I am taking on identity could incorporate each of the 
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following at once: identity is enacted by the individual, identity is imposed on the 

individual, identity is continually negotiated (often contentiously) by the individual 

through participation in social communities.  

 As postmodern approaches suggest, one’s identity involves more than the 

individual’s will to mean, but it involves how the individual engages with broader 

meaning-making structures of the world in which one is acting. The concept of 

“discourses” is closely tied to how one’s identity is socially constructed. Paul Du Gay 

(1996) described discourses as not only providing the language for talking about a topic, 

but “a way of producing a particular kind of knowledge about a topic” (p. 43). James 

Gee’s (1996) notion of Discourses is also helpful to understanding how identities embody 

certain cultural models, including, but not limited to, language use. He defined 

Discourses as “ways of being in the world, or forms of life which integrate words, acts, 

values, beliefs, attitudes, and social identities, as well as gestures, glances, body positions 

and clothes” (p. 127). In Gee’s view, discourses can be seen as resources for identity 

construction; they essentially provide “identity kits” for being and doing in the world, at a 

particular time and place.  

Viewing discourses in this way gives particular meaning to Weedon’s (1997) 

assumption that identities are continually “reconstituted in discourse.” Weedon’s 

articulation of subjectivity and subject positions is key to understanding identity as an 

ongoing process of resistance. Language learners, non-citizens, and non-native speakers, 

for example, often encounter a gap between the subject positions offered to them and 

their “individual interests.” Out of this space of difference can come resistance to those 

subject positions offered to them—subject positions that are constructed via dominant 

socio-historical narratives of the host community (e.g., foreigners as non-members; 

foreigners as threatening to traditional values). In Weedon’s (2004) view, one can see 

how identity can be a site of conflict, as there can often be “a radical difference between 

how individuals see themselves and how others define them” (p.14). The identity 

“project” is at heart a contradictory one because the individual is continuously engaged 
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with a variety of discourses that compete to define the body according the many 

categories that are constructed around it—gender, age, physical ability, language, etc.  

 

Identity, positioning, and power.  Davies and Harré (1990, 1999) centered their 

conceptualizations of “discourses” and “discursive practice” in their approach how 

identities are produced.  They defined discursive practice as “the ways in which people 

actively produce social and psychological realities” (1999: 34). Their idea of 

“positioning” encompassed the constitutive nature of discourses, yet did not discount the 

“choosing subject” who is may resist subject positions made available by particular 

discursive practices. Just as Weedon (1997) put forth, Davies and Harré saw individuals 

as “constituted and reconstituted through the various discursive practices in which they 

participate” (p. 35).  Further, they emphasized the individual as narrator, one who is 

continuously negotiating oneself within multiple (and often competing) storylines 

grounded in a variety of discourses.  As individuals construct an understanding of their 

experiences, they consciously factor themselves into these storylines, making their way 

among a variety of subject positions.  

As the work of Gee, Davies and Harré, and Weedon suggest, an individual’s 

identity construction cannot be understood outside of the broader power structures that 

make up the individual’s social worlds. In the particular case of second language 

learning, it is critical to incorporate models of power into how we theorize language 

competence. As Norton (2000) argued, we need to understand better how learners are 

offered or denied access to new linguistic communities and their resources. Norton’s 

work, which I will describe in more detail in the next section, has greatly informed my 

understanding of second language identities, particularly in how learners’ social 

positionings upon entrance into new communities of practice shape their L2 identities. 

Like Norton’s study of immigrant women in Canada, my thinking on the topic of 

language learning and identity is partly framed by situated theories of learning (Lave & 

Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998) in which identity is understood through the process of 

participation in social communities. Within this framework, regard is given to how 
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unequal distributions of power within social communities help to shape individuals’ paths 

toward membership and recognition.  At the same time, language learners are agents of 

choice who consciously factor themselves into a variety of power-laden “storylines” as 

they make sense of their life experiences.  

In viewing identities this way, we can appreciate the ongoing and contentious 

practice that is self-making. Block (2007), in tracing theoretical approaches to second 

language identity research, put forth: 

Identities are about negotiating new subject positions at the crossroads of the past, 

present and future. Individuals are shaped by their sociohistories but they also 

shape their sociohistories as life goes on. The entire process is conflictive as 

opposed to harmonious and individuals often feel ambivalent. (p. 27) 

 

As his summing statement suggests, who we are includes who we were and who 

we wish to be. As ongoing and uncertain “projects,” L2 identities often involve the 

reconciling of ambivalent feelings about oneself in the L2 and negotiating future subject 

positions that integrate the L2 self within one’s broader life narrative. Identity work can 

be a contradictory process of achieving a “coherent life narrative” out of the struggles we 

encounter (Block, 2007). 

To summarize this introduction to the topic, the theoretical orientations described 

above conceptualize identity as multiple and fluid, socially constructed, ongoing and both 

conscious and unconscious, and contentiously negotiated. Although there is ample 

argument to include more diverse approaches to the topic of identity in language learning 

(e.g., psychoanalytical), these postmodern views of identity have been adopted by 

researchers in Second Language Acquisition and Applied Linguistics in order to 

investigate the interrelationship of language learning and identity.  

 

SECOND LANGUAGE IDENTITY RESEARCH IN SLA AND APPLIED LINGUISTICS 

 Research on the interrelationship between language and identity in Second 

Language Acquisition and Applied Linguistics has been on the rise in the last 15 to 20 

years. Several scholars in these fields have pointed to Firth and Wagner’s (1997) 

influential work, suggesting that this interest in second/foreign language identity research 
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stemmed from a broader awakening in these fields to include postructuralist approaches. 

Although Firth and Wagner were not specifically calling for research on identity, they did 

call for some vital extensions to past SLA research that resulted in questions surrounding 

identity and how to study it: (1) more emphasis on the social and interactional dimensions 

of language learning and use, (2) emic perspectives on fundamental concepts, and (3) a 

more fair SLA database, one that is balanced in theoretical approaches and considers both 

the cognitive and social dimensions of language acquisition. Broadly, all three of these 

concerns are at the heart of research on identity and language learning.  

Ultimately, identity research is interested in how learners form new subjectivities 

and conceptualizations of the world, and how they occupy new social positionings as a 

result of learning multiple languages. We can locate some major trends in identity 

research.  One major trend in this line of research looks at autobiographical and 

biographical L2 learning stories (Pavlenko, 1998, 2001, 2004, Pavlenko & Lantolf, 2000, 

Norton, 2000, 2002, Kinginger, 2004). Another trend has looked at electronically 

mediated L2 identities (Lam, 2004, Belz & Kinginger, 2002). A third trend in identity 

research has presented community case studies in which identity is examined as a product 

of social relationships within communities of practice (Leki, 2001; Morita, 2004; Toohey, 

2000). Within each of these trends, scholars have explored a variety of contexts, 

including the learner vis-à-vis teacher identity (Lantolf & Genung, 2003), study abroad 

(Kinginger, 2004), second language contexts (Edwards, 2010; Leki, 2001; Morita, 2004; 

Teutch-Dwyer, 2001; Miller, 2003; Norton, 2000, 2002), and foreign language contexts 

(Coffey & Street, 2008, Marx, 2002, Kanno, 2003). In general, identity research places 

emphasis on the how language learning is context-driven and part of a discursive 

assimilation in which learners participate.  

 This growing interest in second language identity in SLA and Applied Linguistics 

is in many ways an attempt to understand better what has been traditionally viewed as 

“the invisible learner” (Benson, 2004) in these fields. In other words, there has been an 

increased need to shift from language-focused to learner-focused inquiry, and part of that 

need is to understand better what has been traditionally termed as “individual 
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differences” or “learner diversity” in SLA. “In a world in which the boundaries between 

sociocultural contest are increasingly blurred,” Benson (2004) argued, “learner diversity 

indeed appears to take on a new character, in which the construction of new, and often 

highly individualized, multilingual identities through second language learning plays a 

crucial role” (p. 19, emphasis in the original).  

In light of this turn in the scope of SLA research, I will discuss two major 

attributes of second language identity research that I consider important for my study.  

First, second language identity research has sought to understand learners as social beings 

who engage in negotiations for power as non-native speakers attempting to access new 

linguistic communities. Second, second language identity research has emphasized and 

valued emic perspectives on language learning. First-person narrative and L2 stories have 

been legitimized as data sources in this line of inquiry. The following sections will 

provide an overview of some of the theoretical orientations and prior research that have 

guided both of these characteristics.  

 

L2 Learners’ Social Worlds 

The participation metaphor. Perhaps because L2 identity research began to gain 

momentum during the “sociocultural turn” in SLA, many of the recent studies conducted 

in this area (and those that I will review in this chapter) draw from social theories of 

learning and focus on social identities (theories I outlined in the introduction to this 

chapter). A look at how identity is implicated in the second language learner process 

necessitates a focus on the learner in society. This focus on the learner and the language 

learning context has called into question the dominant metaphor of “acquisition” and its 

preferences for processes of the mind (or even brain). Those who have advocated for a 

paradigm shift (Kramsch, 2003; Lantolf and Pavlenko, 2002; Norton, 1995, 2000; 

Watson-Gegeo, 2004) do not propose that we replace the old metaphor but expand our 

understanding of language learning to include critical examination of the social processes 

individuals go through as they master a new language. This widened perspective also 

aims to unlink the phenomenon of second language learning from that of acquisition, in 
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universalist terms. Pavlenko (1998) described the two metaphors (acquisition vs. 

participation) as stemming from distinct epistemologies: 

The former metaphor stems from a universalist epistemology, implicitly 

suggesting that one’s subjectivity is independent of language and hierarchically 

above it (the self is ‘in control;’ it possesses the language); the latter, on the other 

hand, draws of relativist and postmodernist approaches, presenting languages as 

separate worlds which define and transform the self. (p. 15)  

 

So, one can gather from Pavlenko’s comments that research from a participation 

metaphor is not only interested in how the multiple identities of language learners are 

implicated in the SLA process, but how subjectivities are transformed through the 

experience of participating in new social spaces as a speaker of a new language. As 

research has thus far shown, this change can occur on multiple levels and is not limited 

to linguistic factors.   

 In line with this widening of perspective, the theoretical frameworks I believe 

most useful in thinking of the topic of language and identity views language learning as 

participation in a linguistic community and regards language itself as a social practice.  

The work of Lave and Wenger (1991) is often cited by those who are interested in 

exploring how learning is socially mediated and situated in practice. The community of 

practice (CoP) framework, further developed by Wenger (1998), came about in 

opposition to mainstream psychologists’ view of learning as an individual achievement 

and their focus on cognition. The CoP framework views learning relationally—learning is 

located in the evolving membership of individuals in social communities, and it occurs 

through participation and activity within those communities. According to Wenger 

(1998), learning is practice, and it cannot be divorced from the context in which it occurs. 

Ultimately, learning can be conceptualized as shifts in identity as learners participate in 

communities of practice and as they form identities in relation to those communities.  

 In order to describe this framework as it is located in the “lived-in” world, Lave 

and Wenger’s (1991) original work explored various contexts in which newcomers enter 

a CoP and engage in apprentice-like relationships with experts in the community (e.g., 

midwives in the Yucatan; butchers working in supermarkets).  Since Lave and Wenger’s 
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original work, a number of scholars have been interested in applying it to second 

language learning in both classrooms and natural learning environments. Lave and 

Wenger’s distinction between “expert” and “novice” is important to this study, as 

language learners and their relationships with native speakers are often described in these 

terms. It is through this relationship that certain identities are formed. Non-native 

speakers and non-citizens learn to see themselves differently in migrant contexts than 

they do in their home communities. Because second language learners enter the host-

community with labels of “novice” and “newcomer,” it is important to consider how they 

are able to negotiate access to L2 community resources despite an initial peripheral 

positioning vis-à-vis the host community.  

The concept of legitimate peripheral participation (LPP) is a central component 

to the CoP framework, and it is one that has been re-examined in light of L2-learning 

research. In the original CoP framework, LPP was seen as a positive and necessary point 

in which newcomers are situated, as a vital part of learners’ apprenticeship experiences. 

LPP assumes that all newcomers enter communities with equal access to community 

resources and experts of the practice, and equal footing on their paths to full participation. 

L2 studies that have applied the concept of LPP (Leki, 2001; Morita, 2004; Norton, 2001; 

Toohey, 1998, 2000) have found that LPP “is not how it is” (Kanno, 1998: 128), 

particularly in regards to language minority students. L2 learners enter these communities 

on uneven footings, and peripherality is often forced upon newcomers—rather than 

sanctioned by them—due to unequal power distributions based on language ideologies, 

community biases, and discriminatory practices.  

 Morita (2004) reiterated the importance of “legitimacy” as it was laid out in 

LPP’s original conception: it is through legitimacy, and only through legitimacy, that 

learners’ breaches of community practices can be seen as prospective learning 

opportunities instead of as reasons for exclusion from that community. On the contrary, 

in many instances peripherality results from experts’ view of non-native speakers’ 

perceived illegitimacy. Leki’s (2001) study of international graduate students found that 

the bilingual learners’ entrance to the community was met with a priori assumptions 
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about their inability to contribute to group projects. Further, the “apprenticeship” identity 

was not sanctioned by the learners, and it was not viewed as a positive positioning.  

 “Legitimacy,” “peripherality,” and “participation” are all critical concepts in the 

study of learning and identity, and must be problematized against contexts to which 

learners are recruited. I have taken on these concepts in my consideration of the “migrant 

context” (Block, 2007) in which newcomers are characterized as non-citizens and non-

native speakers of English, and experts are perceived as citizens and native speakers. Past 

research has shown that these constructs need further exploration; hence, the rationale for 

my study rests on the need to understand these concepts better as they relate to 

perspectives on second language identities. To do this, we must consider how power, 

positionality, and agency factor into models of language competence.  

 

Positionality, agency, and access. Norton’s (2000) study of immigrant women in 

Canada showed evidence for the need to incorporate the “individual difference” of power 

into models of language competence (namely, Canale and Swain’s 1985 well-regarded 

model of communicative competence). The findings from Norton’s study revealed 

several under-examined aspects of social identity that complicate a learner’s access to 

native speakers and critical resources in the target language. The immigrant women in the 

study were often forced onto the periphery of linguistic communities of practice, and the 

reasons that they were or were not able to achieve competence in English had to do with 

their social positionings within the various communities in which they interacted, and 

whether or not they were able to negotiate their right to participate in those communities. 

Norton (2000) summarized this central struggle located across the women’s individual 

stories: 

While the women can have exposure to English through television, radio, and 

newspapers, the opportunity to practice speaking English outside the classroom is 

dependent largely on their access to Anglophone social networks. Access to such 

networks was difficult to achieve for these immigrant women. (p. 135) 

 

In order to understand how and why learners are allowed or denied access to such 

networks, Norton argued, there is a need for comprehensive understanding of social 
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identity, one “that integrates the language learner and the language learning context” to 

balance out well-developed psychological approaches to the acquisition process. She 

addressed this unbalance by drawing on postructuralist theories of identity that paid 

specific attention to how second language learners engage in social negotiations for 

power.  

Norton’s (2000) study was partly guided by the work of Bourdieu (1977, 1991). 

Bourdieu’s work addressed positional identities—those that depend on one’s position vis-

à-vis others in the social world. Language itself is a symbolic tool used in society for 

negotiating and preserving positions of power. He argued that a person’s “right to be 

heard” or “right to impose reception” should be included within the traditional models of 

language competence. By including positional identities within models of competence we 

may better understand why some learners become more “competent” in a second 

language than others do.  

Equally relevant, and not lost in Norton’s analysis, is the necessary consideration 

of human agency and the learner’s own strategies of creating the conditions under which 

he or she acts. As Lantolf and Pavlenko (2001) pointed out, positioning is not an 

individual feat, but it is constructed through relationships: 

…individuals do not simply position themselves in a community; rather, there is a 

dialectic struggle between the learner and the community out of which emerges 

the learner’s position and identity. (p. 149) 

 

 Moje and Lewis (2007) maintained that an act of agency be conceptualized as the 

“strategic making and remaking of selves, identities, activities, relationships, cultural 

tools and resources, and histories, as embedded within relationships of power” (p. 18). 

Further, learner histories—or learners’ prior understandings and experiences within 

certain communities of practice—are implicated in acts of agency. In other words, 

individuals’ learning histories not only sustain future trajectories and their motivation to 

negotiate new subject positions, but they can also sustain their motivation to be “actively 

engaged in constructing the terms and conditions of their own learning” (Lantolf & 

Pavlenko, 2001, p. 145).  
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As Norton’s (2000) study brought to light, there are several social factors 

involved in gaining the critical access to L2 communities and community resources 

necessary for learning. Access is complicated by the reality that newcomers’ (L2 

learners’) relationship with experts’ (L2 speakers) is often marked by an unequal 

distribution of power. Other studies have looked at target-community attitudes with 

regards to newcomers (Miller, 1999), newcomers attitudes toward the community 

(Blender, 1997), and gender differences (Edwards, 2010; Siegal, 1996; Teutch-Dwyer, 

2001), and they have found that multiple social identities of learners interact with the 

mainstream target culture. How those identities are constituted in discourse can result in 

learners’ marginality by the host community. 

The evidence of all the studies revealed that learners can be kept on the periphery 

of target language communities as a result of the various social positionings that learners 

may or may not be successful at (re)negotiating. Critical attention to context is necessary 

because learners’ paths to participation are complicated by the social, historical, and 

political forces at work within the learning environment. In many ways, my study is an 

attempt to contribute to a better understanding of the activities and practices of L2 

learners on the periphery. However, before I situate the study further by describing some 

of the literature related to the learning context and participant group, it is worth giving an 

overview of another major area of attention within second language identity research, that 

of trend toward (auto)biographical research in second language learning.  

 

L2 Learner Stories 

The second major topic in this section highlights another major effort of second 

language identity research, and that is the legitimizing of first-person accounts of the L2 

learning process. Fundamental to the growing research in identity is the use of L2 stories, 

and scholars who explore the use of narratives in applied linguistics have contributed to 

the heterogeneity of epistemological stances from which SLA theory can draw. Deborah 

Cameron (2008) commented on this need for emic sensitivity, explaining what language 

memoirs can reveal about learner subjectivity: 
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They make clear, for instance, that the acquisition of a new language raises 

questions of subjectivity and desire: the problems confronted by the learner are 

not just technical or mechanical (‘how do I say X in this language?’) but involve 

complex issues of identity (‘who am I when I speak this language?’, or 

alternatively, ‘can I be “me” when I speak this language?’). (p. 91) 

 

Pavlenko’s (1998, 2001a, 2004) research on autobiographical memoirs led to 

some important insights into how language is linked to subjectivity, inner-speech, and the 

(re)construction of selves that individuals go through when they acquire multiple 

languages. These studies looked at “classic immigrants” who, over the course of many 

years, crossed over to the L2 and L2 culture.  

Equally relevant, however, are the practices of transmigrants who, in light of 

globalization and advances in technology, are more commonly engaged in circular 

journeys or meaningful stays in multiple locales abroad, for significant periods of time. 

The practices of transmigrants pose some particular questions for identity research. For 

example, Marx (2002) described her re-entry into the context of her L1 and C1 (English 

in Canada) after years of living in a L2 and C2 context (German in Germany). Her self-

study expanded on the notion of self-translation, based on her experiences of multiple 

border-crossings. In light of Marx’s study, it becomes relevant to ask if everyone 

experiences a “re-construction” of self with every border crossing, especially in a 

globalized world where it is common to move in and out of multiple cultural spaces. 

Another important finding of this study was that, while post-modernism and cultural 

theory view identities as multiple and fluid, perhaps there still exists a need to manage 

identities ways that “maintain one’s self across boundaries” (p. 266)  

 

Narrative and the language learning project. The analysis of first-person 

accounts in applied linguistics research has increased our understanding of “learner 

identity”—going beyond the assumption that learners occupy one ahistorical, static 

identity within a given language learning context. More qualitative analyses of L2 stories 

have also complicated understandings of motivation in second language acquisition. 

Although we have gained important insights by studying language acquisition as a 
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localized, pedagogical practice, analyses of emic perspectives help us to enrich our 

understanding of learner identity and learner motivations as constructed over time and 

across cultural spaces (Benson, 2004) .  

In their study of narrative and identity, Coffey and Street (2008) acknowledged 

the legitimacy of learners’ own examination of the factors “both predisposing and 

sustaining different trajectories of language learning” (p. 452). They aptly named the 

process the language learning project, and through their analysis of life-history accounts, 

they showed how L2 learners actively construct personal identities and how those 

identities are expressed through specific narrative resources. Coffey and Street drew 

heavily on Holland and Lachicotte’s metaphor of the “figured world”—or the 

“narrativized world”—to illuminate the “relationship between discursive representation 

of experience in autobiography and language learning as an enacted identity project” (p. 

454).  

 In studies that specifically look at language learning life-histories and identity, 

such as Coffey and Street (2008), the “language learner” is seen as a figurative identity 

constructed within specific cultural context. As Holland, Lachicotte, Skinner, and Cain 

(1998) pointed out, figured worlds are historical phenomena, developed through the 

participants’ activity. In studying figured worlds, the focus is on process—how social 

actors learn to be through their participation in figured worlds. Participants enter these 

cultural spaces for different reasons, and their particular trajectories are shaped not only 

by social, historical, and political factors unique to a cultural space, but by their own 

history-in-person (Holland & Lave, 2001). In fact, the way in which participants enter 

these cultural spaces is already labeled, and the positional nature of these identities 

complicates any notion of perceived homogeneity within a figured world.  

In conclusion, the examination of biographical and autobiographical L2 learning 

stories has contributed greatly to our understanding of second language identities in the 

following ways: L2 stories offer glimpses into how language is linked to inner-speech 

and one’s world views; L2 stories provide insights into the ways in which the self is 

transformed through participation in new linguistic communities; L2 stories can show the 
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ways in which motivation changes and is sustained over time; and L2 stories can draw on 

a number of narrative resources in order to represent L2 identities discursively as 

constructed over time and space.  

 

Second language identities and my study. Now that I have described two of the 

major attributes of second language identity research that guided my approach to this 

dissertation, I will move on to some of the literature that relates specifically to the 

learning context of the study and the participant group. Adult students enrolled in 

Intensive English programs have thus far been understudied in second language identity 

research; therefore, it is important to describe and give background to not only to the 

context of IEP study, but to the adult learners one might find in this learning context. To 

do so, I will tend to some of the issues that characterize this type of learner as unique, and 

discuss how the practices of “middling-transmigrants” (Conradson & Latham, 2005) pose 

some specific questions for the study of language learning and identity.  

 

 

 

MIGRATION, PERIPHERALITY, AND PARTICIPATION: STUDY IN INTENSIVE ENGLISH 

PROGRAMS 

 

Migration and Migrant Identities 

The migrant context. For the participants of this study, and many across the 

world, the decision to study a language involved migration. The metaphor of “border 

crossing” has been frequently used in discussions of language learning; often, individuals 

encounter new communities (material or imagined) through the process of acquiring 

multiple languages. Several categories related to context and language learning are 

commonly used in second language acquisition: second language study, foreign language 

study, study abroad, and the very broad “natural” language study.  
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It can be argued that these distinctions are important to the study of language 

learning because major issues related to context (such as access to authentic resources 

and native speakers of the L2) are context-specific, even though power, race, ethnicity, 

and social class further complicate such issues. On the surface, these labels reference all-

purpose geographical points of departure and arrival. Learners arrive, for some purpose, 

into a particular language learning setting that can be characterized according to how she 

is positioned in relation to native speakers (e.g. as a second language learner living in the 

target culture, or a foreign language learner remaining in the L1 culture) and motivation 

for arriving (e.g. academic study abroad, dealings in international business, or hopes of 

overcoming social and economic obstacles).  

 Attention to these issues is important to identity research because these 

investigations are highly interested in how individuals are “recruited” into particular 

cultural spaces and how their position within those spaces are shaped by the experience 

of recruitment. In studying language and identity, language-setting labels should be more 

critically examined in order to account for the unique learning trajectories frame the 

social spaces in which individuals negotiate their identities. Block (2010) emphasizes the 

difficulty and caveats of researchers’ attempts to categorize migrants and second 

language learners, and, in my own study, I found it difficult to see a clear-cut boundary 

within which to categorize the participants. Although most of the participants had arrived 

in the United States for the purpose of study, I have chosen to characterize them as 

migrants, instead of as study-abroad students, for reasons that I will explain in the next 

section.  

 

The migrant identity. In his 2007 book “Second Language Identities,” Block 

described several identity types (e.g. ethnic, racial, migrant, national, linguistic, gender) 

that are involved in a person’s social identity project. He emphasized that these identity 

types are “about positionings by others and self-positionings” and that they are “co-

constructed and, furthermore, simultaneously individual and collective in nature” (p. 42), 

reiterating the sociocultural stance that SLA research on identity has thus far favored. 
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Although he argued that more psychological perspectives are needed in the area of 

identity and language learning, it is no doubt that each of these social identity types are 

implicated in the second language learning process. In his work, Block defined the 

migrant identity based on “ways of living in a new country, on a scale ranging from 

classic immigrant to transmigrant” (p. 43). Block (2010) further clarifies this definition to 

include “ways of living in a new geographical setting, as a classic immigrant, a 

transmigrant, and asylum seeker, or tourist and so on” (p. 483). He went on to clarify 

that, as for all the identity types, it is impossible to discuss one type without the others. In 

other words, the migrant identity is often a classed, gendered, and racialized identity.  

Still, placing Block’s (2007, 2010) concept of the migrant identity at the center of 

this investigation can prove to be helpful in understanding the identity practices of adult 

ESL learners living, studying, and working in multiple locales abroad. In his work, Block 

advocated for a place among identity perspectives for the overt and growing interest in 

individuals who traverse global paths as part of their life processes; his discussion of the 

migrant identity was “an attempt to capture the subject positions of millions who have, 

over the years, crossed geographical borders in their lifetimes” (p. 31). As I will present 

shortly, I made use of this argument in my dissertation, showing that it is through the 

participants’ construction of a migrant identity that the second language learning process 

became a transformative process for them.  

Overall, this group of learners had committed to academic and professional paths 

that required them to live and work outside of their home countries for a length of time of 

at least a year
1
, and they were invested in the host communities abroad enough to 

establish important relationships and attachments to local social spaces. As I will describe 

at length, this group of learners had life experiences much different from immigrants’ and 

                                                
1
 Jordan and Düvell (2003) defined migration as “the movement of people across borders, both by choice and under 

economic and political forces, which involves stays of over a year” (p. 5). Most of the individuals who took part in my 

study had plans to stay in the United States from two to five years. I would argue that the one participant who stayed 

for only six months (Sonia) could still be considered as a migrant because of her extensive years of experience living 

outside of her home country for various lengths of time, for the purpose of her profession. In fact, after her departure at 

the end of the data the semester of the study, she returned to the United States some months later with plans to stay 

permanently. 
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children of immigrants’ who arrive in the United States in dire straits. These learners 

were documented and held legitimate visas, they were of middle-class backgrounds, and 

had high-levels of education and other forms of cultural capital that allowed for upward 

social and economic mobility. Also, this group of learners was distinct from “classic 

immigrants” who leave their home-countries with no intention of returning. For these 

reasons, I saw it appropriate to apply what migration theorists have termed in recent years 

“middling transmigrants” (Conradson & Latham, 2005; Ho, 2009; Wiles, 2008).  

 

Middling-transnationalism. In recent decades, traditional models of classic 

migrant or expatriate migration trajectories have been seen as limited in light of new 

modes of movement and belonging across geographical boundaries. In other words, 

people are more and more engaged in circular journeys, continually moving in and out of 

social spaces that may or may not be contained along nation-state lines. Harvey’s (1989) 

notion of the “time-space compression” is often referenced in discussions about how 

technology and transportation have changed traditional migration practices. Individuals 

are able to contact and participate in multiple communities all over the world much 

faster, whether physically or virtually, lessening the once greater distances between them. 

In turn, individuals who emigrate are able to maintain close ties and contacts in their 

home countries while living, working, or studying outside of it. The term 

“transnationalism” has been defined and approached from multiple perspectives, and the 

concept of “transnational social spaces” (Faist, 2000; Pries, 2001) has been used to 

characterize the spaces occupied by those involved in the continual traversing of 

geographical and cultural spaces.  

Pries (2001) described “social spaces” as “relatively dense and durable 

configurations of social practices, systems and symbols of artifacts” (p. 5). These social 

spaces can be “stacked” within one geographic space, or they extend across more than 

one geographic space. The latter defines the concept of transnational social spaces, 

which Pries (2001) described as “pluri-local frames of reference that structure everyday 

practices, social positions, employment trajectories, and biographic and human identities 
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[that] simultaneously exist above and beyond the social context of national societies” (p. 

23). Anderson’s (1991) concept of “imagined  communities” adds to our understanding 

individuals’ sense of belonging within transmigrant spaces, as it is commonplace to see 

oneself as a member of communities that extend across more than one material, 

geographical space. For example, in migrant contexts, ESL learners may see themselves 

as attached to other members of their own broad ethnic, national, and racial groups (e.g., 

other Japanese students living abroad) even though they have never related face-to-face. 

Another example would be the bond ESL learners feel among themselves as non-native 

speakers living in a foreign country, regardless of whether they ever interact within the 

same contained physical space.  

As I will describe in the findings chapters of the dissertation, the participants of 

this study interacted within transnational social spaces, sharing social practices and 

symbols that characterize second language learner and migrant communities (e.g. visas 

and the visa regime; employment with international companies). It is important to point 

out that, like many IEP students, these “middling transmigrants” were privileged in the 

sense that they had arrived with adequate social and cultural capital (e.g., legal 

documentation, literacy and previous schooling in their home countries, professional 

employment). Conradson and Latham (2005) described “middling transmigrants” in the 

following way: 

They are often, but not always, well-educated. They may come from wealthy 

families, but more often than not, they appear to be simply middle class. In terms 

of societies they come from, and those they are travelling to, they are very much 

in the middle. (p. 229) 

 

To add to that characterization, Wiles (2008) described middling transmigrants as 

“neither elite, nor extremely poor or in dire straits.” They are motivated to move by 

social, cultural, academic, and even self-explorational intentions, rather than by strict 

economic or political reasons. Wiles also described their attachments to transnational 

social spaces as “shaped by a relationship between two places and periods of residence in 

both, and shaped by the combination of lifestyle choice and visa regime” (p. 117). These 

types of migrants are distinct in how they interact and engage in immigration discourses. 
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As Ho (2009) pointed out, middling-transmigration complicates the study of migration 

because it is viewed as not an isolated act but a life-style. Middling transmigrants 

generally avoid poor living conditions in the host country, they can be very strategic in 

negotiating the visa regime, and their reason for migration is usually centered around one 

activity (work, study, leisure). They often have “portable skill sets” and are 

“boundaryless” in terms of their professional trajectory (Ho, 2009). A final point to 

emphasize is that these individuals know that they can return to their countries whenever 

they choose.  

Although there is a growing amount of research focusing on middling-

transmigration and the practices of highly-skilled individuals living and working abroad 

(Ho, 2009; Wiles, 2008), there has not been much investigation of this type of adult 

language learner in the area of identity and SLA research. Schmidt’s (1983) well known 

study of Wes, a Japanese man establishing a professional career as a photographer in 

Hawaii, foregrounded some of the issues brought up in later studies of identity that drew 

from new developments in immigration theory. Like Karol, an adult Polish man who was 

the focus in Teutch-Dwyer’s (2001) study, Wes reached a high level of sociolinguistic, 

strategic, and discourse competence, yet became “fossilized” in his grammatical 

competence. In his study, Schmidt did not open a line of inquiry regarding social identity 

per se, but did characterize Wes as occupying a favorable position in terms of 

Schumann’s “Acculturation Model” (1986), having positive attitudes toward the host 

community and the motivation to integrate with native speakers as his professional career 

became more and more successful. As Block (2007) argued, however, “seeing Wes as a 

middling transmigrant seems more appropriate than seeing him as simply a deficient ESL 

learner” (p. 68).  

Wes’s English, although stunted in grammatical development, worked for him 

within the various circles in which he participated. It was quite possible that, as a native 

of one of the wealthiest countries in the world with an established professional career, 

there was little incentive to acculturate fully to the linguistic practices of the native-

speaking group. In hindsight, this early study of the adult migrant context brought some 
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questions to the surface regarding the dichotomy between the L1 and L2 communities. In 

other words, middling-transmigration and learners’ frequent participation in transnational 

social spaces can blur the boundaries of a “target language group,” and more study of 

these types of learners is needed to understand better what “integration” and 

“acculturation” mean in the context of globalization, increased technology, and a growing 

transmigrant middle-class.  

The middling-transmigrants who are the participants of my study had decided to 

come to the United States as part of their academic or professional trajectories (or both).  

Although these learners had more-or-less control over their transmigratory paths, their 

social positionings as IEP students as well as their ability to access local, native-speaking 

communities of practice were complicated by their novice and non-native speaker status. 

It would be helpful, before moving on to the study findings, to say a little bit about the 

nature of IEP programs in the United States, in order to situate further these learners in a 

particular context that has been traditionally seen as peripheral to the larger, native-

speaking university community.  

 

 

LPP and Study in Intensive English Programs 

 Robert Kaplan titled his chapter in A Handbook for Language Program 

Administrators (edited by Christison & Stoller, 1997) as “An IEP as many-splendored 

thing.” His choice of title could not be more appropriate for an attempt to capture how 

IEPs are understood, how they function, and what they do. In the most general terms, 

IEPs are language programs affiliated with a university that serve international students 

and professionals who wish to learn English. However, as Kaplan’s title insinuates, there 

has historically been much variation in how these programs are understood in terms of 

pedagogy, student make-up, program administration, and the program’s place within the 

larger academic hierarchy of the university.  

 I will spare the reader a long description of how these programs began and how 

they evolved, but I do want to point out some general issues that relate to how these 
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programs are understood—and, more importantly, how IEP students are understood—by 

the larger university community. IEPs were initially established in response to the 

growing number of international students who came to the United States for university 

study, following the end of World War II. As Goodwin and Nacht (1983) pointed out, the 

establishment of ESL programs at higher-educational institutions did not come with 

much forward planning. Approaches to meeting the needs of students who could not keep 

up with native-speaking students in their academic courses have changed over the years. 

Although the initial approach was remediation, the increasing role of Applied Linguistics 

and the advancement of theory in the area of SLA posed several new questions for the 

practice of language teaching, which, at the university level, was traditionally focused on 

foreign language education and foreign language departments. In these departments, 

language learning was essentially seen as an intellectual activity, and the approach taken 

was grammar-translation. As new methodologies emerged, the field continued of ESL 

continued to evolve, and historically there has been no general agreement among IEPs as 

to a uniform teaching approach.  

 As one could imagine, without much forward planning from the beginning, IEPs 

did not have a clear place among the hierarchy of established academic units within the 

university. Any of the following scenarios could, at some point, characterize the 

placement of an IEP within the university community: English departments, 

foreign/modern language departments, schools of education, the international office, or a 

continuing education program (Kaplan, 1997, outlines several reasons for this). In 

addition, IEP teachers have not always had a clear cut place within the academic faculty 

community. Although it is common for IEP teachers to hold degrees at the master and 

doctorate level, they are not necessarily seen as members of the faculty of academic 

departments on tenure-tracks. One might say that these faculty positions are seen as less 

prestigious to the larger university faculty, and that they are instructors in training-type 

programs rather than rigorous content areas.  

 Today, although still varied in their place within the administrative structure of 

universities, IEPs can serve a multitude of learners. They may offer general intensive 
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courses for undergraduates needing to pass the TOEFL exam and enter a regular degree 

program, academic programs tailored to graduate-level students, training for international 

teaching assistants, “bridge” classes for international students beginning a degree 

program, and general English courses for any member of the community wishing to 

improve their English for business, academics, or pleasure. They can be highly lucrative 

institutions in terms of revenue, and can range in enrollment from the tens to hundreds. In 

any case, it is no stretch to characterize IEPs as peripheral institutions in what they do 

and who they serve, for the reasons outlined above.  

 

 IEP study and LPP. Because the participation metaphor serves as a framework 

for my dissertation study, I want to point out that the concept of legitimate peripheral 

participation (LPP) is an interesting one in light of the institutional structure of IEPs in 

relationship to the university community. Given the labels of recruitment, it is important 

to note the complex nature of peripheral positioning, and it is worth revisiting Lave and 

Wenger’s (1991) assertion that LPP be seen as a holistic concept in which each of its 

three components are fully understood only in their relationship with each other. I often 

use the term “peripherality” to describe the participants’ place within a new community 

in which they were novices to expert practices; I also use it to describe the physical 

locations they occupied in relation to expert communities, such as the university 

academic community. However, I do not mean to assume that peripherality precluded 

empowerment. In fact, IEP learners’ various modes of participation can result in 

continuous shifts in power.  

In this study, although IEP learners’ entrance into the local community was 

labeled as I described above, it is this labeling that, in one important way, afforded them 

legitimacy. Legitimacy is granted through the governing visa process (a legal legitimacy 

to participate) as well as through the university community’s recognition of the IEP 

program and its students. As ESL students, they were legitimate peripheral participants 

whose path toward full participation was sanctioned by those in power. Their 

participation in this program offered them a legitimate path toward achieving the cultural 
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capital necessary to be admitted to the university. In this way, their positions as IEP 

students was a positive position from which they engaged with experts for the purposes 

of reaching full participation. At the same time, this peripheral positioning could be 

equally disempowering. As we will see, IEP students can face obstacles toward 

participation in native speaking communities—those both within the university world and 

those that are part of the larger local host community.  
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Chapter Three 

METHOD 

 

EPISTEMOLOGICAL APPROACH  

 

 In this dissertation, I sought to understand the emic perspectives of adult ESL 

learners enrolled in an Intensive English Program. Throughout the study, I was guided by 

the following research questions: 

• How does learning English as a second language necessitate a negotiation of 

identities? 

• How do learners’ positionality in communities of practice (material or imagined) 

shape their identity practice? 

• What are the conditions and activities that constitute “the periphery” in 

communities of practice, and how does peripherality facilitate or hinder full 

participation?  

I approached these research questions from a social constructionist 

epistemological stance. Michael Crotty (2003) defined social constructionism as “the 

view that all knowledge, and therefore all meaningful reality as such, is contingent upon 

human practices, being constructed in and out of interaction between human beings and 

their world, and developed and transmitted within an essentially social context,” (p. 42; 

emphasis in original). Crotty’s definition suggests that meaning does not exist in the 

world separate from human practices. The process of inquiry is not to discover meaning 

deposited a priori, but to interpret the ways in which meaning is constructed and 

transmitted within social contexts.  

This epistemological orientation informed my research methodology, which will 

be outlined in detail in this Chapter.  I will begin with my rationale for a qualitative 

approach to this investigation, and I will define the multiple case-study design. Then, I 

will describe the details of the study design, introduce the setting and participants, and 
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describe the methods of data collection. Finally, I will explain my approach to data 

analysis and give an overview of the findings chapters of the dissertation.  

 

Qualitative Research and Case-study Design 

 In this dissertation, I analyzed first-person accounts of the language socialization 

process by which the students’ participation in communities of practice led to 

transformative subject positions. The project aimed to contribute to a growing body of 

research that explores emic perspectives on language learning and regards learner identity 

as multidimensional and constructed within social contexts. Given the project goals, my 

research orientation necessitated a focus on meaning in context, and it required a “data 

collection instrument that is sensitive to underlying meaning when gathering and 

interpreting data” (Merriam, 1998). A qualitative research approach was most appropriate 

for this project, as it favored a close and interactive stance on my part toward the research 

participants.  This approach acknowledges the biases of the researcher instrument, but 

seeks to produce a trustworthy and generalizible description of the phenomenon through 

rigorous analysis of triangulated data. 

 

 The multiple-case study design. There are several ways to design a qualitative 

research project, but one of the most common in the social sciences is the case-study 

design. Because the case study design is widely used, it is not surprising that there are 

contradictory definitions among researchers. One of the distinctive characteristics of the 

case study is the emphasis on process, as is the nature of interpretive research. Yet, some 

contend that a case study is defined in terms of its end product, whereas others argue that 

it should be defined by its unit of study. Merriam (1998) pointed out this central problem: 

Part of the confusion surrounding case studies is that the process of conducting a 

case study is conflated with both the unit of study (the case) and the product of 

this type of investigation (p. 27).  

 

For the purposes this dissertation project, I am adopting Merriam’s slant toward 

the former—approaching a particular unit of study—to characterize the design as a case 
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study. Merriam’s definition of a case draws on Smith’s (1978) notion of the case as a 

“bounded system.” Accordingly, the case must have recognizable boundaries that limit 

amount of people and processes involved.  

 Although there were several ways to define the “case” in this particular study, I 

have chosen to identify the case here as an adult ESL learner enrolled in an Intensive 

English Program. The participants are bounded together in several ways—for example, 

through their participation in a common classroom community, as well as their 

involvement within the phenomenon of identity practice in multilingual contexts. 

However, because this project addressed individual narratives of language learning 

abroad, I saw it most appropriate to view each narrative (each participant) as a case, 

thereby presenting my research as a multiple-case-study. My rationale for a multiple-

case-study design was that it could result in a more compelling interpretation of the 

findings because such interpretation would emerge among a “range of similar and 

contrasting cases” that could enhance their transferability (Merriam, 1998, p. 40) 

 

RESEARCH DESIGN 

 The basic design of this research project was the investigation of a specific class 

community of adult ESL learners enrolled for a semester of study in a university 

Intensive English Program. I became a participant-observer within a classroom 

community for the duration of the Spring 2009 semester. I conducted formal 

observations, individual interviews, and document analysis from January to June of that 

year. I should state upfront that this is not, in fact, presented as a classroom study. My 

participation in the classroom community was an important means of getting to know the 

participants, but their narrations of experiences outside of this community became a 

substantial piece of the picture.  Within the framework of participation in communities of 

practice (Lave and Wenger, 1991), the classroom was viewed as a central and meaningful 

world to the participants, one that could be studied within itself. However, I am viewing 

it as one of the many worlds in which these individuals interacted. The classroom is part 
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of the narrative, and my observations of their experiences within it are integrated into 

each of the learners’ broader narrations of experience.  

 In the following section, I will outline the details of the study design. I will begin 

with a description of the research setting, and then introduce the nine focal participants. 

Following, I will discuss the data collection tools used, along with the outlying issues that 

surfaced during the period of data collection. I will conclude with my approach to data 

analysis.  

 

Description of the Setting 

The institutional setting of the Intensive English Program (IEP). The study 

was conducted with a group of adult ESL learners enrolled in the Intensive English 

Program (IEP) at a large university in the south. Throughout the dissertation, the 

institutional setting will be referred to an IEP because the nature of this setting fits the 

general description of an IEP, and the participants met standard requirements for entrance 

to such a program. Generally, students in these types of programs have to acquire either 

an F-1 or J-1 visa, and pay significant tuition. Full-time students (required of those on F-1 

visas) must be enrolled for at least four courses per semester. Further, because of visa 

requirements, strict attendance records are kept on each student, and those students who 

fail to meet attendance requirements face the possibility of probation or termination of 

their visas.  

As I described in more detail in chapter two, there are several qualities of IEPs 

that make them unique spaces within university communities, many of which pertained to 

this particular IEP.  Physically, the IEP was housed in the university’s international 

office, which served international students, faculty, and visiting scholars. Within this 

office, several administrative and academic activities were conducted. Services included 

an office of advisors who could assist students and scholars with various matters, such as 

their immigration status, housing, employment, medical care and insurance, financial aid, 

and personal concerns. In addition to this administrative entity, the international office 

housed several intercultural programs as well as the university study abroad office.  
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English language services not only included the IEP, but services for admitted UT 

international teaching assistants and graduate students needing to meet the language 

requirements to teach and do graduate study. The IEP physically took up much of the 

space of the building, and it included the director’s, coordinators’, and teachers’ offices, a 

lobby of sorts with a reception desk, and several classrooms in which ESL classes were 

held. Finally, the IEP housed a few computer-lab spaces, the largest of which (the SMS 

Lab) was a popular common space for ESL students.  This large room had several 

computers available, as well as several round tables around which groups could gather. 

This space was where students went to use the internet, research, and study, as well as 

socialize. It was a very loud place in between classes, and many of the participants in the 

study frequented it daily.  

In relation to the entire campus, the physical location of the international office 

was peripheral. It was situated at the western edge of campus proper, further west of 

which one would be surrounded by private university dormitories and apartments, Greek 

houses, eating and drinking establishments, and, interestingly enough, three other private 

ESL schools. In other words, the IEP was located at the point where the university 

campus fades into the student body “living spaces.” In practice, the IEP was also 

peripheral. Although some classes were held in “regular” academic buildings around 

campus, a good portion were held in the ESL classrooms inside the international office. 

The class I observed met in the international office, as did several of the participants’ 

additional language courses.  In general, although there were intercultural programs 

offered to ESL students (such as a “language exchange” type of program in which they 

could be paired with an American student and meet regularly), the participants of the 

study conducted their daily academic activities separate from the regular degree-seeking 

student body.  

 

Description of the two types of IEP programs. The IEP offered two types of 

programs in which ESL students could enroll, the English Language Program (ELP), or 

the Academic English Program (AEP). Both programs were comprised of core courses 
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such as Reading, Writing, Listening & Speaking, and Grammar, but they differed in 

admission requirements and program goals. The ELP was geared to students looking to 

expand English “for communication, study, business, or pleasure” (Program Brochure) 

and students could join from various sectors of the global community, as the only 

admission requirement was a high school diploma and some knowledge of English 

vocabulary. Students in this program could include undergraduates seeking admittance to 

a proper degree program, visiting scholars, business people, and family members of the 

university’s faculty and students. The AEP, on the other hand, was geared to graduate 

students preparing to enter a graduate program at an English-speaking university. 

Admission requirements to the AEP program included prior completion of an 

undergraduate degree and at least a low-intermediate proficiency in English.  

I chose to work with ELP students for a few reasons. Because of the more narrow 

AEP prerequisites and curricular design, I thought I would encounter a more diverse 

group of learners in the ELP program. Further, as the director indicated to me, ELP 

students may have more time to participate in extra-curricular activities, such as the life-

history interviews and camera project (detailed below) because they are not dealing with 

the eminent pressures of applying and being accepted to graduate school. It was for those 

reasons (learner diversity and available time) that I initially chose to work with ELP 

students; however, I should note that two of my participants were, in fact, involved in 

graduate study. Alim was preparing to enter an MBA program and had previously been 

enrolled in the AEP, and Hugo was employed by the university in a post-doc position in 

the Chemistry department.  

 

Description of the specific Listening and Speaking course. Generally speaking, 

IEPs offer language programs that could consist of up to five or six hours of English 

instruction per day. These programs cover typical content areas, such as grammar, 

reading, writing, listening, speaking, American idioms, and culture-related courses. 

Within this particular ELP program, listening and speaking were combined into one 

course, and it was offered for 4.5 hours per week. Like the courses on grammar, writing 
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and reading, there were six levels available, and depending on the semester, these levels 

could be further divided into A and B levels. The class in which I became a participant 

observer was a Listening and Speaking Level 6A course (with 6B not available that 

semester). So, it was the highest level possible of the course during the semester of data 

collection. 

I chose to work with a Listening and Speaking class because, in these courses, 

interaction is greatly encouraged, and the students’ backgrounds and experiences are 

often drawn upon for activities and instructional purposes. Also, I believed that the in-

depth interviews and the photo journal presentation would be most in line with the 

instructional goals of a course focused on oral skills. I chose to work with students at the 

advanced level because I believed that participants with higher language proficiency 

would strengthen the trustworthiness of the interview data in English, as several native 

languages existed among the participants and translation was not an option. Also, 

students with more experience in the second language could possibly reflect more deeply 

on their language learning experience, handle more complex interview questions, and 

elaborate on a wider variety of issues in the interviews and photo journal. A description 

of the sample selection, my entrance into the community, and how I became acquainted 

with the participants will be discussed in greater detail, but before I move on to that 

section, I would like to provide a broad description of Townesville and the area. 

 

A general description of Townesville. Given that many of the participants’ 

stories that I will present in the findings involve their relationships and activities outside 

of the ESL program, it is important to consider some of the characteristics of the area. 

Townesville was located in a large southern state with a long history with Mexico. As in 

many other parts of the state, there was a strong presence of Mexican-American culture 

as well as the Spanish language. The university was the largest of all state universities, 

and size and prestige contributed to the ethnic and cultural diversity of the larger 

Townesville community.  
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Historically, Townesville had been known as a haven of counter-culture attitudes, 

being a distinctively liberal city in a largely conservative state. More contemporarily, it 

had become known for its music scene, particularly in the genres of Tejano, Country-

Western, and Songwriting traditions. For all of the reasons I have mentioned thus far, it 

would be hardly unusual to see individuals of diverse cultural backgrounds in the city 

center, and in particular, the university campus. The city was also know for its laid-back, 

casual dress-style; there were quite few places in which one might feel underdressed.  

However, despite the character of the city described above, many of its 

historically Mexican and African American neighborhoods remained segregated vis-à-vis 

the mainstream Anglo neighborhoods. Further, as in the case of many American cities, 

central areas of enterprise (including the university) were constantly expanding, and 

several of these Mexican and African-American neighborhoods were undergoing 

gentrification; thus, many minority residents were being pushed to peripheral parts of the 

city.  

 

The Classroom and Participants 

Entrance into the community. Before the semester began, I met with the director 

to obtain permission to approach ELP teachers about possible participation in the 

research project. He suggested that I attend the pre-semester faculty meeting and talk 

briefly about the project and ask for voluntary participation. At the end of the meeting I 

was approached by one of the teachers, Anne, who was interested to know more about 

my role as a participant observer and my project goals. I laid out my plan of regular class 

observations, in-depth interviews with members of the class, and completion of a photo 

journal and final presentation. We negotiated and agreed that project goals were in line 

with her course objectives, but she preferred to discuss the possibility of participation 

with her class before I met them, and have them agree to it before she committed.  

During the first week of classes, Anne explained to the class the main components 

for participation in the project and proposed the idea of having an “outside” observer in 

the classroom during instruction, with whom they would converse one-on-one throughout 
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the semester. The students expressed a strong interest to participate and were excited 

about having extra speaking time with a native speaker of English. Upon their verbal 

agreement, I began observing classes regularly beginning the second week of the 

semester. 

  

 The participants. I met the participants for the first time during my first classroom 

observation. At the start of the semester, there were 13 students enrolled in the course. 

One student dropped before mid-term; she had to return to her home country with her 

husband for reasons unknown to me. The 12 students remaining comprised the classroom 

community, which was diverse in age, native language, professional and academic 

experience, and cultural background. At the close of the period of data collection, nine of 

the twelve students became focal participants of the study and are the cases analyzed for 

this dissertation. The reasons that the participant pool was narrowed are explained in a 

later section.  The nine students are Alim, David, Eun, Hafsa, Hugo, Mun-He, Musa, 

Sonia, and Yuri. Table 3.1 (below) gives an overview of the nine focal participants’ age, 

native country, and linguistic background. Table 3.2 (below) gives an overview of the 

participants’ planned time to live/work/study outside of their home country, during the 

period of data collection.  

 

Figure 3.1 Overview of the Participants 

Pseudonym Gender Age (at the time 

of data collection) 

Home 

Country 

Native Language 

Alim M 26 Saudi Arabia Arabic 

David M 34 Korea Korean 

Eun F 31 Korea Korean 

Hafsa F 20 China Mandarin 

Hugo M 29 Spain Spanish 

Mun-He F 31 Korea Korean 

Musa M 19 Saudi Arabia Arabic 

Sonia F 39 Brazil Portuguese 

Yuri M 21 Japan Japanese (Chinese as a 

heritage language) 
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Figure 3.2 Overview of Participants’ Time Abroad 

Pseudonym Date arrived in 

Townesville – Date to 

depart 

Total time planned to live 

in US this stay 

Alim Oct 07 - indefinite At least 3 years 

David Aug 08 - Aug 09 1 year 

Eun April 08 - indefinite At least 2 years 

Hafsa Aug 08 - indefinite At least 4 years 

Hugo Dec 09 - indefinite At least 2 years 

Mun-He Dec 09 - Dec 10 1 year 

Musa Sep 09 - Sep 10 At least 5 years 

Sonia Oct 08 - April 09 7 months 

Yuri June 08 - Aug 08; 

returned Dec 09 - Aug 09 

11 months 

 

 

I will now introduce  each of the nine participants, highlighting why and how they 

arrived in Townesville, their main motivations to learn English, and some of their 

personal characteristics that were important to their L2 learning stories.  

 

Alim 

 Alim, who was from a metropolitan city in western Saudi Arabia, had been in 

Townesville for a year and a half when I met him. He had much previous experience 

travelling internationally; during his teenage years, he had travelled with his father as a 

business apprentice. He gained much life experience during his travels with his father, 

but he eventually decided to break away from his father’s pursuits and start his own 

career in international business/accounting. His job with the prestigious international firm 

Burns and Elders brought him to New Zealand, where he had lived prior to arriving in 

Townesville. His main reason for coming to the United States was to enter an MBA 

program, which held the promise of a good contract and salary with the firm. He received 

a scholarship from the Saudi Arabian King, which granted him the finances to live and 

study full-time. Although he was enrolled in an ELP course during the time of the study, 

he had previously taken AEP courses. His main reason for studying English was to pass 
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the GMAT and be admitted to an American MBA program. At the time of the study, 

Alim was twenty-six years old and unmarried.  

 

David 

 David was a Korean man in his mid-thirties with an established career in 

international business. Like Alim, he was also employed by Burns and Elders. His desire 

to obtain a position in one of the company’s offices in an English-speaking country was 

what had motivated him to take a year off from his professional career and devote 

himself to full-time English study. In addition to English courses, David was enrolled in 

two international business courses through the community college and the university 

extension. Learning to play golf was also a goal for David, during his year abroad. 

Because it was common practice to conduct important business on the golf course, David 

considered it a crucial ability he needed to add to his skill set.  

David was also a family man. His wife and young daughter came to Townesville 

with him, and when I met him, his wife was five months pregnant with their first son.  

Because he and his family did not have health insurance, David was responsible for 

securing his wife’s prenatal care through various non-profit organizations. Much of his 

time in Townesville was devoted to navigating a completely new medical system and 

figuring out the most safe and affordable way for his wife to receive birth assistance. 

David spoke Korean with his family although his daughter was enrolled in a local 

elementary school and was learning English quickly.  David rarely spoke in English in 

the home and was very self-conscious when he spoke it in public. David and his family 

planned to return to their home country after one year of living abroad but in the future 

David had hoped to secure a job position outside of Korea in an English-speaking 

country.  

 

Eun 

 Eun was a 31-year-old doctor from Korea who was recently married. Her 

husband’s decision to obtain a graduate degree in the United States brought her to 
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Townesville, where she had been living nearly a year when I met her. The move required 

her to take time off from her busy professional life as an obstetrician in Korea, but she 

had full intention of practicing medicine in the United States. It was that goal that 

motivated her to study English and pass the American medical exams required of 

international doctors.  

Eun was a very soft-spoken and shy woman, and many of the participants openly 

described her that way. She expressed often that she felt very self-conscious when 

speaking English, even though she had studied it since a young age. Her first experience 

abroad was during a trip to Europe, when she was attending university. It was the first 

time she spoke English for authentic communicative purposes, but since then, she had 

struggled to find ways to practice and improve her spoken English. She and her husband 

were open to staying in the United States as long as possible, and Eun hoped to become 

an established doctor in the States. 

 

Hafsa 

 Hafsa was the youngest woman of the group. Just after turning 20, she left her 

hometown in southern China alone to study English in Townesville, with hopes of being 

admitted to the university’s business college. Before arriving in the United States, Hafsa 

had studied and lived in Malaysia for a short time, but she did not feel that it was the right 

environment for her. She confronted her parents with her wishes to leave Malaysia and 

study in the United States. Although many members of her family did not approve, her 

parents remained supportive; they decided on Townesville because of a personal contact 

here.  

Hafsa identified herself as a Chinese Muslim. She considered her religious 

identity as a special part of who she was, especially because it did not represent the 

majority in China. Her mother and father were central figures in her life, and she 

expressed over and over that her success in her studies and career was part of her duty to 

family.  Hafsa was enrolled in the IEP as a fulltime student, and her typical day would 

keep her on campus from 9am to 7pm because she often went to the library after classes 
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to study before returning to her apartment. During the semester in which we interacted, 

Hafsa was preparing for the TOEFL exam and applying for admission to the College of 

Business. 

 

Hugo 

Of all the group members, Hugo was the most educated and established in his 

professional career.  Born in southern Spain, Hugo completed undergraduate and 

graduate studies in Natural Sciences there. After completed his doctorate, Hugo applied 

for post-doc positions in both Europe and the United States. Although he received some 

competitive offers in Europe, his desire to live and work in America pushed him to accept 

an offer in Townesville, where he arrived the December just before I met the group. 

Hugo’s work in the Chemistry department kept him very busy; he spent long hours there 

both during the week and the weekends. He was also in the throws of planning a wedding 

to take place that coming May, in Spain, after which his wife would join him in 

Townesville. 

Hugo was unique to the group because he was the only participant who was not 

on a student visa and could legally work in the United States.  Upon his arrival, he 

decided he would take one English course in order to improve his speaking and listening 

skills. After this first semester, he knew he would no longer have the time to do so. 

English was necessary for his professional career, but as an academic, his doctorate status 

and membership in the scientific community protected him from standardized 

assessments required for “entrance” into the university community.  Although English 

was the official language of scientific research, he was expected already to have a 

command of the language and be able to publish in it. Hugo had studied English from a 

young age, and had spent significant time as a student in parts of Ireland and in Berkeley, 

CA; however, he contended that he needed to improve his oral skills. Despite the 

necessity to his career to improve his English, he described his main motivation as 

“enjoyment” and that the English classes were part of his leisure time. 
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Mun-He 

Mun-He grew up in a rural village in Korea, but had spent much of her adult life 

in the city. When I met her, she had just arrived in Townesville with her family. She was 

in her mid-30s, and married with a four-year-old son. In Korea, Mun-He attended 

university in order to become an elementary school English teacher.  However, she 

believed she did not have the skills in English to continue in her job. Because instruction 

in English Listening and Speaking had become part of Korea’s national curriculum 

beginning in the 1990’s, Korean teachers were having to shift their instructional focus on 

oral skills, even at the elementary level. Although Mun-He had studied English since 

middle school, she did not feel confident in her own oral skills. Because of this, she felt 

incompetent as an English teacher, and she decided to quit her teaching job and study 

abroad for one year. 

Mun-He’s family made great sacrifices for her to realize her dreams. Her husband 

quit his job as a civil servant, and her son was taken out of school in Korea. Most difficult 

for Mun-He was their living situation in the States. Because of limited finances, her 

husband and son lived four hours away in Bordertown, with her sister-in-law and family. 

Mun-He lived in the dormitories on campus, and later, during her second semester, 

moved to a private apartment. The distance from her family was very difficult for Mun-

He, and often she would take off classes early on Friday to take the bus to Bordertown for 

the weekend. Often, Mun-He expressed that the sacrifices her family made for her were 

what motivated her to improve her English and take every advantage offered to her while 

living and studying abroad.  

 

Musa 

Musa was the youngest member of the group, but he was one of the most 

confident in himself and his abilities in English. Before arriving in Townesville, Musa 

had just completed high school in his home town, located in eastern Saudi Arabia (an 

area much different from where Alim grew up).  As an aspiring engineer, Musa earned a 

spot with the ESSA program, which provided five-year scholarships for Saudi Arabian 
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students to complete a degree in Engineering at an international university.
2
 ESSA 

students were unique in that they were under more surveillance than others, and their 

academic trajectories were very strict and non-negotiable.  

Musa was from a divorced family, so as the oldest son, he had to become 

somewhat of a father figure to his younger brother, who was autistic. His separation from 

his brother and mother in Saudi Arabia was difficult for him, but he viewed his path as 

part of his family’s future. His success would eventually allow him to take care of his 

mother and brother, as well as provide for his own family one day. This was important to 

him.  

Musa had completed the first semester of his scholarship when I met him. I 

observed him to be outgoing, fun-loving, kind, and very talkative. Musa was noticed 

wherever he went. In the various spaces I observed him, male friends frequently 

approached him to greet him and joke around. I frequently observed female students 

flirting with him lightly, even pinching his cheeks or touching his hair (his poofy afro 

was one of his signature features). To the girls, Musa seemed “adorable,” and their 

flirtatious actions seemed to be a light-hearted way of showing of affection rather than a 

serious interest in romance. Musa’s youthful optimism, as well as the humility he exuded 

as part of his inexperience, also played into the positive way he was perceived by class 

members and other students I observed him with. When I was interacting with him, Musa 

was in the process of applying to universities and waiting to hear if he had been accepted.  

 

Sonia 

Sonia was the oldest member of the group (at age 39) with many life experiences 

behind her. Sonia was born in a small town in Brazil, but had spent much of her adult life 

in the city of Rio de Jianero. She was established in her career in finance, but the current 

                                                
2
 Students on this scholarship program spent their first year studying ESL and completing prerequisites in Math and 

Science, before beginning a four-year degree program. Although ESSA students were not guaranteed admission to the 

university, they were provided with support in applying. It was not uncommon that an ESSA student would have to 

move after their first year, since often they would not be accepted to the same university in which they were enrolled in 

the IEP. Finally, ESSA students were financed 100 percent through their scholarship, including a living stipend in 

addition of “free” tuition, room and board. This stipend was dependent on their regular class attendance, and they were 

docked dollars for each class they missed.  
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international economic crisis had propelled her to re-focus her path and expand her skill 

set in order to compete in the field. Improving her English was very important in doing 

this, and so was becoming familiar with U.S. business culture. Of all the participants, 

Sonia’s stay in Townesville was the shortest (approximately six months), but she had 

much previous experience travelling abroad for both business and pleasure. In fact, one 

year after the study was conducted, Sonia returned to Townesville with plans to stay 

permanently (she became engaged to an American man). Over the years, she became 

familiar with several major US cities, as well as areas of Canada, the UK, and South 

America. Freedom to travel and explore new places was an important part of her life and 

sense of self, and she was very comfortable outside of her home country. As I learned 

through member checks, Sonia had returned to the United States some months after her 

departure in the Spring of 2009. She had plans to become a permanent resident.  

Sonia had two sisters living in Townesville, as well as two nieces. When she 

decided to enroll in English courses abroad, this family connection was what pulled her 

to Townesville over other possible locations. She was the oldest of her sisters, but had no 

children of her own. She had married three times previously, and had a current boyfriend 

back in Brazil. Sonia’s philosophy about life, in my observations, was to be open to new 

experiences and be willing to learn and grow from them. She talked fondly about her ex-

husbands and the great learning experiences that each marriage gave her. She described 

her relationship with her nieces as “the crazy aunt,” and she adored their special 

relationship. To the class, she considered herself a “great aunt” to the group. My 

observations certainly supported this characterization of her role. Sonia was confident, 

curious, empathetic, and nurturing. Although her main goal in the class was to improve 

her English skills, as the oldest, she took on a supportive role to many of the other 

learners. She laughed, cut-up, and continually encouraged the others to speak.  

 

Yuri 

Yuri was a 21 year old Japanese woman who was currently completing her 

university degree back in Japan. She was born in China (her mother was Chinese), so 
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Yuri was bilingual, although she admitted to struggling in her heritage language of 

Mandarin. When I met Yuri, she was beginning her second semester of IEP study in 

Townesville, although these were not consecutive. She had attended the summer semester 

prior, but had returned to Japan for the fall. During her time back in Japan, Yuri tried to 

maintain the progress she had made in English, but the challenges she faced to do so 

propelled her to return for two more semesters of study in Townesville. Yuri’s only regret 

was that her studies put a financial burden on her parents, because her father had become 

unemployed as a result of the current world-wide economic downturn. Like most of the 

participants, her visa restricted her from legally working in the United States, which was 

a somewhat frustrating situation for her.  

Yuri developed a strong relationship with Musa and his small group of ESSA 

friends. She moved apartment buildings during the semester and became neighbors with 

Musa and his three roommates. She spent much time at their apartment and this 

relationship was very valuable to her. Often she was late to class (which began at nine 

o’clock) because she had stayed up late visiting at Musa’s apartment. Although Yuri 

expressed the importance of her studies while she was in Townesville, she was also very 

motivated to make friends and be socially active.  

 

 Overall, this particular group of learners was diverse in gender, age, cultural and 

linguistic background, international experience, professional paths, and goals for learning 

English. However, their life paths bonded them as middling transmigrants, negotiating 

multilingual communities. Now that I have introduced the participants as well as the 

cultural spaces in which I interacted with them, I will move on to describe the project 

itself, beginning with researcher positionality and, then, the methods used to collect data.  

 

Positionality of the Researcher 

 Because the goal of the current research project was to give a voice to emic 

perspectives on ESL learning, it is important to describe my researcher positionality. The 

personal nature of the research questions, as well as the epistemological stance from 
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which I was working, favored closeness over distance, and involvement over constraint in 

terms of the researcher-participant relationship.  I considered my role as researching with 

the participants, rather than researching on them, and this role required an interactive 

stance with each learner in which we worked together to construct stories that validated 

and gave meaning to variation and nuance that are traditionally under-investigated in 

SLA research.  

 Although I occupied a regular role within the classroom community, this project 

was not designed as a classroom study, nor was it designed to draw conclusions specific 

to classroom learning. My membership within the classroom community was a means by 

which to develop a relationship with each of the participants upon which we could 

explore some of the issues at hand together. My membership within the classroom 

community was also important in getting to know the participants on a personal level 

because many of the class activities drew on their personal experiences, life paths, and 

intercultural relationships.   

  

My role as a participant observer.  Anne’s (the teacher’s) care and expertise in 

approaching the class with the project, getting their initial agreement before I met them, 

made for a receptive first meeting with the participants. Anne’s trust and support of my 

role, as well as her genuine belief in the merit of the project, was invaluable to the 

participants’ positive reception of my role in the classroom. In terms of the classroom 

community, my main positionality could be described as a participant observer. The 

principal activity I conducted in class was recording detailed field notes of my 

observations. I began by taking on a limited participatory role in the classroom, and, 

although it remained limited, that role expanded as the semester progressed.  

My participant role was multifaceted because at times I participated in student 

activities, and other times I participated as a fellow “expert” along with Anne. Student 

activities included participating in small group discussions, or being a partner for a 

student during a paired activity, when there was an odd number of students. Other times, 

I was called on by Anne for my “expertise” as a native speaker of English. For example, 
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she might have consulted me as a second opinion in response to a students’ question 

concerning English language meaning and usage. Also, I would periodically oversee the 

class if Anne had to step out. Often, I occupied a “helper” position to the class, and they 

would frequently turn to me during group class activities with various questions about the 

language and the instructional activities in which they were engaged.  

My personality certainly influenced my positionality in the classroom. I am a 

rather introverted person who can be pretty shy in new situations. Those first few weeks, 

I was very concerned with being perceived as intrusive, so I remained somewhat reserved 

during class.  I also had to take into consideration that Anne and the students were all 

getting to know each other as well; they were beginning to establish class practices and 

getting comfortable with each other enough to speak in English freely. As the first few 

weeks went by, I felt that the group was getting comfortable with each other and with me, 

and I became increasingly interactive within the group as seemed appropriate for the 

participatory roles I described above.  

 

  Developing personal relationships. The nature of the listening and speaking 

classroom, along with Anne’s special teaching approach within that classroom, made it a 

space in which personal stories, beliefs, attitudes, culture, and even political views were 

shared. It was a space in which personal experiences could be received positively, but it 

was also a space in which ideas were contested, and community members felt free to 

challenge discourses that were dominant in both American culture and one’s native 

culture. Once the group became more comfortable with each other and me, I was not 

strictly an outsider in such interchanges, and I would share personal experiences at times. 

As the semester progressed, we all came to know each other on personal levels, and I 

observed the participants to be open and positive toward this aspect of the class.  

A few events that occurred during the first six weeks of the semester initiated a 

shift toward my taking on a more personal relationship with the group. About five weeks 

into the semester, Anne shared with the class that I was newly pregnant, and I believe that 

this announcement initiated a more personal connection between me and the class. From 
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that moment on, my experience carrying a baby and entering the world of motherhood 

was a topic of genuine concern and excitement among the group. I believe that my 

special “condition” alleviated some of the distance inherent in the researcher-participant 

relationship, and it opened up new ways to connect with the participants. To put it 

simply, my pregnancy brought us closer.  

It was also at this time, about five to six weeks into the semester, that I had 

completed some of the one-on-one interviews with the participants and was continuing to 

conduct them. The interviews were a means of further building personal relationships 

initiated through my classroom participation. My regular attendance and participation in 

the classroom community was helpful in developing some trust between us before we 

met one-one-one. I do not believe that the learners would have opened up as much as 

they did in the interviews if we had not already begun to establish a relationship in the 

classroom.  Developing personal relationships and becoming more familiar with each 

others’ multiple identities understandably shifted my researcher positionality over time.  

 

Methods of Data Collection 

I used ethnographic methods of data collection to explore the research questions 

put forward. I conducted regular class observations, formal interviews with the 

participants, an interview with the teacher, and I analyzed the participants’ photo journals 

and accompanying class presentation, as well as documents related to the course 

curriculum and IEP program.  Figure 3.3 below gives an overview of the data collection 

tools. 

Figure 3.3 Overview of data collection tools 

Fieldwork Interviews Content Analysis 

Regular formal observations 

of the Listening and Speaking 

class 

Individual participant 

interviews 

Field notes of observations  

Observations of the 

international office 

Post-photo-presentation 

interviews (individual) 

Photos and class presentation 

transcripts from the  

participants’ camera project  

Observations of participants in 

various social spaces related to 

the IEP program 

One teacher interview Class instructional materials 

IEP program materials 
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 In the following sections, I will explain the details of each of the main sources of 

data collection: observations, individual interviews, the “camera project,” and document 

analysis. 

 

 Observations. Over the course of the semester I observed class regularly. The 

class met three mornings from 9 until 10:30 a.m.  I observed all but four classes. During 

the class observations, I took detailed field notes by hand, describing the setting, 

arrangement of students, and artifacts used, as well as the participant interactions within 

the particular cultural space of the listening and speaking classroom. Coming into the 

investigation, I did not necessarily anticipate that instances of identity practice would be 

overt and directly observable; instead, I expected that the ultimate function of the 

observations would be to allow me to know and understand the participants better, as 

well as to note the aspects of the learning context that made it unique.  

Given the nature of the course and the course objectives, the teacher centered the 

class around activities that encouraged students to speak, interact, share experiences, and 

express their opinions on various topics outlined in the main textbook used for 

instruction. Because of the emphasis on speaking, students often drew upon their own life 

experiences during interactions and class activities. Observing these interactions led to 

valuable insights into the participants’ lives and experiences. The observations evoked 

interview questions; often, what I observed and learned about the students in the 

classroom was triangulated by what the students said in the interviews. Overall, 

classroom observations were important to the study in the following respects: 

1. They provided a rich description of the IEP classroom context as a unique cultural 

space, one in which specific artifacts, norms of behavior, and repertoire are all 

shared and recognized as markers of the community. 

2. I was better able to understand the participants’ themselves; evidence of their life 

and learning histories, as well as imagined communities, emerged in the space of 

classroom instruction. 
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3. Data content related to the participants lives and experiences that was collected in 

class served to corroborate data collected from the individual interviews.  

 

Issues that surfaced. Coming into the project, I had intended to record classroom 

interactions and instruction that I observed. However, the teacher expressed to me that, 

students were not comfortable with the recording. Given that the learners had just met 

each other and their teacher, and given that it was a course in which speaking freely and 

without pressure was central to the instructional goals, Anne explained that many of the 

students felt that a recorder might curb their participation. Her belief that recording would 

curb participation changed my rationale for requesting that classes be taped, because 

addressing my research questions was dependent upon the participants’ feeling free to 

speak openly in class about any topic at hand. I was happy to change my plan to meet the 

wishes of the group, especially as the goals of my project and the research questions did 

not necessitate word-for-word transcripts of classroom interactions. Instead of relying on 

audiotapes, I took detailed field notes that I typed up at regular intervals. Those were later 

analyzed and coded for themes.  

The only classroom interactions I recorded were during the last two weeks of 

class when the students delivered their photo-presentations. Prior to their presentations, I 

asked the group if they would feel comfortable with the recorder during their talks. That 

request was initially met with apprehension because several of the students (as I came to 

know) were very nervous about speaking in front of the whole class, and they were 

worried about how their language would sound. Anne and I assured them that the 

recording was for my ears only. Anne would not listen to it nor evaluate them on it. The 

sole reason I needed to record the presentations was because they were a very important 

part of my research project and I could not possibly capture their words through field 

notes. I needed the recordings so I would remember all of their thoughts and ideas 

exactly. My explanation of my intentions alleviated the participants’ worry, and they 

agreed to the recording.  
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Additional informal observations. In addition to formal classroom observations, I 

periodically observed the participants in various spaces in building. As I mentioned 

before, the SMS lab was a common space for ESL students that was highly frequented. It 

was often a loud and lively place between classes, and at times I could find the 

participants there socializing, studying, and working on the computers. Throughout the 

semester, I would visit that space and talk to some of the participants informally. Also, I 

conducted many of the formal interviews in this space. These informal observations 

helped me better understand some of the practices of the ESL community as a whole, and 

I was able to observe the participants interact with other international students.  

Also, throughout the semester, classes would convene together for different 

activities. For example, there would be social events to which all of the ELP students 

would be invited to partake in refreshments and mingle in a larger space. When these 

activities would occur during  class time, I would attend and chat informally with the 

students. These activities were another space in which I could observe the participants’ 

interactions within the larger ESL community. After such observations, I would 

immediately write field notes, which were used in data analysis. 

 

 One-on-one formal interviews. The main sources of data for this project were 

individual life history and in-depth interviews with the participants. In my approach to 

the interviews, I was not exactly viewing life history in the traditional vein of collecting 

detailed descriptions over time that incorporate various life activities, usually focused on 

one participant over a long period of time. Instead, I realized that I would be interacting 

with the participants for a relatively short period of time (at most six months) and I 

needed to focus on their “learning” histories—how and why they decided to learn English 

and how their learning history (or history-in-person) played into their current learning 

and identity practice. I conducted two to three individual interviews with eight 

participants. For the other four, only one interview was able to be scheduled due to time 

constraints and participant availability.  
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I scheduled the first interview with students during the first six weeks of the 

semester, and prefaced the assignment by explaining to the class that I would be asking 

them to tell me their unique “language learning story.” I drew a horizontal line on the 

board and suggested that they think about telling the story of how they learned English in 

a chronological fashion, beginning from their first introduction to the language, whether 

formal or not, up to what had brought them to the United States to study in this program. 

Although I knew that our one-on-one interaction would most likely not be limited to a 

neatly produced narrative but remain a back-and-forth exercise with me clarifying, 

interrupting, and asking follow-up questions throughout, I proposed that they think about 

the interview as a storytelling exercise so at least they would be aware of the topic of the 

interview and the type of questions to expect.  

The second interview was scheduled during the last six weeks of the semester. I 

told students that I would like to set up a time to follow up on our first interview and give 

them a chance to talk more about their present experiences as an international student and 

ESL learner in the United States. This interview focused on (1) clarifying and following 

up on issues raised during the first interview; (2) specific outside-of-class activities and 

communities in which they had become involved presently; (3) how their position as a 

nonnative speaker of English was influencing their experiences within local communities 

of practice; and (4) to follow up on the photos the students had taken as part of the 

camera project and their final presentation on their photos (the camera project and follow 

up questions are discussed in more detail below). For some participants, a third interview 

was needed in order to discuss their photos and presentation. The reason was that, for 

some students, the second interview was conducted before I received their photos and 

observed their class presentation; therefore, we set up a short time to meet and follow up 

on those activities.  

Finally, I conducted one formal interview with the teacher approximately one 

month after the semester had ended. The topics of this interview centered around her 

perception of the classroom community along with her place in it, her instructional 
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approaches, and her assessment of the learners’ progress.  All of the formal interviews 

with participants were digitally recorded and transcribed for later analysis.  

  

 The camera project. In addition to the life history interviews, participants were 

asked to complete a “camera project.” Each class member was given a disposable camera 

with specific instructions as to how to use the camera to meet the goals of the assignment. 

A copy of the exact instructions distributed to students can be found in Appendix A. In 

the paper copy of the instructions handed out to the learners, the students were asked to 

consider the following specific questions and use photos, instead of text or language, to 

answer them: 

a. What reflects who I am now in Townesville?  

b. What/who has become important to me? 

c. What is my “internal” map of Townesville? 

d. What activities do I do here that have become important to who I am now? 

e. How am I different from who/how I was at the beginning of the semester? 

 

Students were given disposable cameras with approximately five weeks to 

complete the photo-taking part of the assignment. They were instructed to turn their 

cameras into me so that I could develop their pictures and return them to the participants. 

They were instructed to use the developed photographs (both printed and digitally 

recorded on a CD) to organize a 10-minute final class presentation.  

 

Issues that surfaced. Several issues surfaced during the participants’ completion 

of this project that led to some modifications of the original guidelines. First, I mistakenly 

assumed that the participants would be familiar with using disposable cameras, so I did 

not provide lengthy and detailed instructions on how to use them. The main problem was 

that some students did not realize they needed to manually turn on the flash in order to 

take indoor photographs, so several of the participants ended up with only three to five 

“good” photographs. The second major issue that arose was due to some of the 
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participants’ lack of preparation and procrastination on the project. Some of them did not 

use the camera as conscientiously and waited until the last week to complete an 

assignment that required more time and attention than they gave it.  

Because of these two reasons, many of the participants used photos previously 

taken on their own digital cameras to organize presentations of their “life in 

Townesville.” Some participants supplemented with their own photos more than others. 

Only Sonia and Hafsa organized their presentation using only the developed photographs, 

and it was clear that these two participants completed the assignment most 

conscientiously in regards to using photography to answer the questions posed in the 

instructions. Although the others did consider the question posed, and prepared a 

thoughtful presentation, they contemplated less on how to frame and capture images 

while reflecting on the issues; instead, they essentially “chose” representative images 

from previously captured photos they had on their personal cameras. All of the 

participants except for Sonia and Hafsa used Powerpoint to label, arrange, and project 

their images during their presentations. Sonia and Hafsa used the printed photographs 

arranged on poster board or just held them in hand during their presentation.  

Due to the unforeseen issues and modifications mentioned above, the final 

product of the assignment evolved into something slightly broader than I initially 

intended, but there were certainly some advantages to the participants’ amended version 

of their final projects. Essentially, what the assignment became to the participants was a 

visual narration of their life in Townesville—who they were when they arrived, the 

experiences they encountered during their time in the United States, their changing self-

perceptions that resulted from their experiences, and their understanding of what the 

future held for their lives. The participants’ interpretation of the assignment resulted in 

stories of identity formation over time, organized in a past-present-future chronology, 

focusing on ways that the participants’ motivations, goals, and sense of self had changed 

as a result of their local experiences, intrapersonal relationships, and interactions. The 

narratives also illustrated how their multilingual identities (L1 and L2) were negotiated in 

different communities. The participants’ use of previously stored photographs allowed 
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for a more complete narrative of their life abroad, as they were able to include their 

arrival and various experiences they had had prior to the semester we were working 

together (several students had been in Townesville some time before I met them).  

 

Post-presentation activity. I had planned to meet briefly with each of the nine 

focal participants to discuss their photographs and conduct a short activity. 

Unfortunately, because the presentations were delivered during the last week of the 

semester, I was unable to meet with David, Yuri, and Alim about their presentation due to 

individual circumstances. Yuri and Alim left Townesville during the break (after the last 

day of class), and when they returned weeks later, I was still unable to arrange a time to 

meet with them due to their busy schedules. David’s wife delivered a baby shortly after 

the semester ended, so his attention to his family at this time made it difficult to contact 

him and arrange a time to meet. I was able to meet with the remaining six focal 

participants and conduct a short activity with the photographs. I asked each of them to 

imagine their photo-narratives as involving the negotiation of their L1 and L2 linguistic 

identities; they were asked to consider their “English-speaking” world, and their “native-

language-speaking” world. I asked them to categorize each of their photos in one or the 

other, with an option of placing them somewhere in between. As students went through 

their photos, I ask them to explain their choices. This activity was recorded and 

transcribed for later analysis.  

 

 Document analysis. Throughout the period of data collection, I analyzed various 

documents related to the research questions at hand.  Because “artifacts” are integral 

components to communities of practice and figured worlds, I analyzed materials shared 

among the participants in the community. These artifacts included the following: 

! Course syllabus 

! Course handouts and textbooks used 

! Audio-visual materials presented in class 

! Pamphlets and other handouts related to the IEP program and its advertisement 
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! Curriculum Guidelines/Procedural Faculty Handbook 

Lastly, the photographs that the participants shot for the camera project were 

considered part of the document analysis. However, unlike the above artifacts proposed, 

the photographs were analyzed through joint activities with most of the participants, 

during which they were interviewed about the photographs chosen.  Those transcribed 

interviews were later analyzed with other documents.  

 

Community withdrawal, narrowing the participant group.  The formal period of 

data collection began in mid-January and continued until the end of June. Once the 

semester came to a close in mid-May, many of the students left town for various reasons, 

some with hopes of returning to continue either their ESL studies or undergraduate 

studies as a freshman at UT. I continued to complete some final interviews with some of 

the participants through the month of June, and met with Anne for a formal interview a 

few weeks after the semester had ended. Following this formal period of data collection, I 

was able to keep in touch with several of the students through informal interactions via 

email and Facebook. These continuing interactions occurred mostly out of personal 

interest in each others’ lives and are not included in the data analyzed for the dissertation. 

 As mentioned before, nine of the twelve learners have become the focal 

participants for this project. The main reason for omitting three of the students was 

because of their lack of availability to complete interviews, their spotty class attendance, 

and their general ambivalence toward completing the requirements for participation in the 

study. I should say that, for the students, this ambivalence was due to tremendous 

academic pressures and responsibilities outside of this particular listening and speaking 

class. For some students more than others, maintaining an active social life kept them 

from regular class attendance and completion of assignments. Although these issues that 

surfaced among the non-focal participants are certainly worthy of analysis and are 

relevant to my research questions, the data collected on these participants are too 

incomplete to provide a balanced description when compared to the nine focal 

participants. 
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APPROACH TO DATA ANALYSIS 

“The researcher thus brings a construction of reality to the research 

situation, which interacts with other people’s constructions or 

interpretations of the phenomenon being studied. The final product of this 

type of study is yet another interpretation by the researcher of others’ 

views filtered through his or her own.”  (Merriam, pp 22-23). 

 

 As the above quotation suggests, the collection and analysis of the study data 

involved a collaborative process of constructing meaning around the phenomena of L2 

learning and migration. The findings of the study represent the interaction of my 

subjectivity with the data that I have collected. The end product is an original analysis 

that was constructed in collaboration with the participants, yet was produced from my 

own interpretive stance. In this section, I will address two areas: (1) data trustworthiness 

and (2) data analysis.  

 

Data Trustworthiness 

 In order to achieve trustworthiness of the data, I underwent persistent observation 

of the participants and prolonged engagement with the data sources. This data collection 

and analysis entailed the following processes: triangulation of the data, member checks, 

and peer debriefing.  

 

 Triangulation of the data. In order to achieve a “holistic understanding” 

(Mathison,1988) of the research problem investigated, I used the multiple forms of data 

collection tools as a means of triangulation. Each of the methods of data collection—

formal interviews, observations, the photo-narratives, document analysis—were tools by 

which to clarify and corroborate findings that emerged from each of the data sources. For 

example, initially striking issues or themes that became salient in the interviews were 

contrasted with observation data as well as transcripts of the participants’ photo-

narratives. Conversely, salient information gleaned from the observations and the photo-

narratives, could be addressed in the interviews. Additionally, by conducting two to three 
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interviews with the participants, I was able to clarify contrasting data and further explore 

issues that emerged from previous interviews.  

 

 Member checks. Member checks were conducted in two formats. First, and most 

widely, member checks were incorporated through my ongoing interaction with the 

participants during the period of data collection. As broad categories of experience began 

to surface, I was able to use the ongoing interview and observation process to check my 

understanding of their experiences with each of them. For example, I would address 

during the second interview an issue that came up in the first interview, in order to 

confirm my interpretations or clarify contrasting information.  

Second, I conducted formal member checks with three of the participants one year 

after the period of data collection, after the complete findings were written. As it will 

become apparent in the following results chapters, I organized the findings of the 

learners’ narratives by grouping the participants into three groups. For formal member 

checks, I contacted one participant from each of the three groups. Although many of the 

participants were no longer in the area (or the country) at this time, Sonia, Eun, and Musa 

were living close enough to Townesville that we were able to arrange a face-to-face 

meeting. These participants were given a final copy of the findings to read, and our 

meeting served as process of member-checking. Following our meeting, I added any new 

and relevant information, as well as these participants’ characterizations of the findings, 

throughout the results section where appropriate.  

 

Peer debriefing. During and following the period of data collection, I was in 

constant contact with my dissertation advisor. During our regular meetings, my advisor 

had access to various pieces of raw data, but the main purpose of these meetings was for 

me to debrief her of the categorizations and conclusions I was drawing from my analysis 

of the data. During these interactions, my advisor was able to offer comments about my 

interpretations of the findings and point out areas in need of further consideration. In the 
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next section, I will describe in more detail the process in which I was engaged as part of 

the data analysis.  

 

Processes of Data Analysis 

 The findings of this study are the product of two processes of analysis: (1) the 

constant comparison of “units of data” and (2) the writing process.  In the following 

sections, I will describe these two processes of analysis and conclude with an overview of 

the findings chapters of the dissertation.  

 

 Pre-writing levels of analysis. As is the case with most qualitative research, the 

first level of analysis begins when data collection begins. Typing up my observation field 

notes regularly, along with transcribing interview data, became rudimentary processes of 

analysis whereby broad categories of experience began to surface within each of the 

participant narratives. Initially striking issues that surfaced during observation were 

consciously explored during the first individual interviews, and salient issues that 

surfaced during those interviews were explored further during the second interview. This 

basic level of analysis was important to the data collection process; not only did it 

provide a continuity within my interactions with the participants, continually building 

upon shared knowledge, but it also made for stronger conclusions from the data because I 

was able to address areas that were vague or incomplete in follow up interactions with the 

participants. 

 After the data collection period came to a close, formal analysis began. My 

approach to the formal analysis could be categorized as the constant comparative method. 

This approach involved the constant going back and forth through the data and coding it 

for various themes that emerged. This approach began with basic category construction. 

Because I came into this dissertation project with an understanding and familiarity with 

some theoretical frameworks of how identity formation through participation in multiple 

communities of practice is described, I began with some simple categories drawn from 

these conceptual frameworks and background literature. I coded for salient modes of 
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participation, for distinguishing markers that defined various meaningful communities for 

the participants, and for evidence of their positionality within those communities. I 

further coded for evidence that related to types of identities at play (linguistic, ethnic, 

cultural, etc.) and categorized those accordingly.  

 Given that categorization of data is, in fact, part of the interpretive process, I 

encountered the friction that Davies (1999) described as part of ethnographic analysis. As 

the researcher distances herself both physically and intellectually from the data during the 

formal analysis period, the process involves a “creative tension,” as Davies described: 

…the process of ethnographic analysis involves a constant and hopefully creative 

tension between the necessary, if risky, processes of generalizing and explaining, 

and the ethnographic knowledge of real people, their actions and interactions 

gleaned through the experiences of field research. (p. 193-94)  

 

Rigorous analysis, from a distanced position, was important to the study’s 

credibility, as it involved a process by which “disparate, incompatible, even apparently 

contradictory information” (Merriam, 1998, p. 193) was transformed into a theoretically 

driven narrative.  My approach to this “creative tension” described by Davies was to 

converse with the data continuously, remaining “in it” at different points and time and at 

different levels. As clear regularities recurred across participant boundaries, categories 

expanded. Categories became more nuanced, and sub-categories emerged. As those 

subcategories were compared and contrasted, new relationships between categories 

emerged and became the basis for themes. In writing the findings, I aimed to link 

interpretive findings clearly to the data from which they derived.  

 

Writing the findings. The writing process was yet another level of interpretation 

in the process of data analysis. In considering the form in which these stories would take 

life, I had to consider new and meaningful ways in which categories were linked together. 

Both Merriam (1998) and Davies (1999) have pointed out that categories and themes are 

not the data themselves but abstractions of the data. Providing description and form to 

these abstractions was yet another means of transforming the data. As a result of the pre-

writing analysis of the data, I decided that the findings would be best presented in two 
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separate chapters. These chapters represent two major categories of the findings and draw 

on different rhetorical organizations. Below I give an overview: 

 

• Chapter 4, Narratives of Departure. This chapter introduces the 

participants through their specific stories of their departure from their 

home countries and arrival in Townesville. In this first part of the findings, 

I tell a common narrative that emerged across case-boundaries, using 

evidence and examples from all of the cases to support this central story. 

• Chapter 5, “My Life in Townesville.” This chapter brings us to the present 

and describes the participants’ experiences negotiating participation in 

various local communities of practice. Part 1 of the chapter is organized 

around a central narrative of “Common Social Spaces.” Part 2, “The 

Learners,” is organized by the individual narratives themselves. I grouped 

the participants into three sections, and within each section their 

individuals narratives are allowed to unfold in a more cohesive and 

chronological fashion.  

There were two approaches taken to writing the findings. In Chapter Four and 

Part 1 of Chapter Five, the narrative is rhetorically organized by the themes that emerged 

across the cases. However, Part 2 of Chapter five takes a rhetorical shift, and I focus on 

the individual cases as coherent stories. Although, in this significant section of the 

findings, it may appear that I am recounting each of their experiences as they occurred, 

these narratives are, in fact, a product of the categorizing and constant comparison 

approach taken in the pre-writing data analysis. The narratives constructed according to 

my interpretation of how themes that emerged across all of the cases related to one 

another, even though they are presented as coherent stories of experience.  
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Chapter Four 

NARRATIVES OF DEPARTURE 

 

Nine individual narratives were constructed as the participants described their 

English language learning experiences and their move(s) abroad. These broad narratives 

were ones of geographical and metaphorical migrations, as the participants’ language 

learning experience shifted from what they described as an abstract content area, or 

activity restricted to the space of schooling, to a social practice that involved their entire 

self acting in the world. Their language learning journey began several years before 

arriving in the US and their current enrollment in the IEP program. This first chapter 

reporting on the study findings will focus on their learning histories leading up to their 

arrival in Townesville. 

All of the participants arrived in Townesville with what I will call a narrative of 

departure. Through these accounts, they described a chronological trajectory beginning 

with their first encounters with English language instruction, up to their arrival in 

Townesville. In these accounts, the participants elaborated on their motivations for 

learning the language, their varying success with pedagogical approaches of the EFL 

classroom, and their often dissatisfying attempts to participate successfully in EFL 

communities. For these individuals, it was this sociohistoric narrative that became central 

to their climactic move to depart a familiar home life in exchange for personal and 

professional gain. These discursive representations of self centered around an ever-

evolving understanding of what it means to become not only an English speaker but a 

multilingual subject who participates in multiple social spaces as part of a migrant 

trajectory.  

  

Overview of the Chapter  

Through the production of the departure narrative, broad categories of experience 

surfaced, representative of the participants’ encounters with communities of practice, and 

how they constructed identities as a result of those encounters. In order to represent the 
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participants’ narrative identities, I present in this chapter a set of common themes that 

were located across the accounts. Similar to Coffey and Street’s (2008) analysis of 

learner autobiographies (described in Chapter 2), departure themes of expanding outward, 

surpassing limitations, and increasing symbolic power were salient across the narratives. 

However, additional themes also emerged that represented their local experiences as EFL 

learners, prior to their departure, that served as impetus to expand and surpass present 

limitations.  

The narratives begin with the participants’ initial distant relationship with the 

English language and English-speaking communities, which I describe language as 

outside the self. This distant relationship resulted in moments of disconnect in which the 

participants were not able to enact a second language identity in critical situations. These 

moments caused the learners to reevaluate their current learning trajectories and 

contemplate new directions. The learners’ search for a language community led to 

agentic moves across physical and metaphorical borders through travel abroad, which I 

describe through the following themes: going abroad as ‘eliminating the darkness,’ and 

going abroad as both an independent and collaborative move. The chapter concludes 

with a discussion of the significance of this departure narrative to the participants’ current 

learning experiences in Townesville. Essentially, the end of this narrative brings us to the 

present.  

 

Language as Outside the Self 

All of the focal participants had significant prior experience learning English as a 

foreign language in their home countries, often from a very young age. In describing 

these early encounters with English language instruction, the learners made references to 

English as an abstract system consisting of grammar rules that were to be mastered and 

used primarily in reading and writing contexts. Most of the participants’ early 

experiences occurred in formal classrooms in which grammar-translation was the 

preferred approach; teachers rarely used English for authentic communication in the 

classroom, and there was very little, if any, focus on listening and speaking in English. 
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Language ability was valued as the mastery of content, and during these initial years of 

learning, the target language existed essentially outside the self, as an abstract object, 

independent of and subordinate to the learners’ subjectivities.  

 

 Language as content.  Most of the participants were initially recruited into 

English classrooms because the language was required in school, where it was valued as 

a global language and a means to advancement within competitive academic and 

professional markets. Hugo was the only participant who described an intrinsic interest in 

learning English at a young age, before it was compulsory in school: 

 

Hugo:  I have always studied English for fun. For me it is something amusing, I enjoy it. 

And it started because I wanted to learn the lyrics, the meaning of the lyrics, of a 

rock group called Europe… Yes, I was crazy about that group and only with eight 

years old I started English. In Spain it was not compulsory until 10 years old, but I 

started learning with eight. I was younger when I started. That was my main 

motivation. 

 

As we will see as Hugo’s narrative unfolded, learning English became important 

to his academic career and his pursuit of a tenured academic position; yet, he continually 

maintained that learning English was fun, and it was a source of leisure and relaxation. 

Aside from these distinct motivations, however, his initial learning experience was 

similar to others’ in that there was a large focus on grammar and content knowledge. In 

the excerpt below, Hugo described the private classes he began at the age of eight and the 

focus on “grammar, grammar, and grammar”: 

  

Hugo:  It was a small group class. But it was in [the teacher’s] own house. We were all 

crowded in her kitchen. She was a former flight assistant, and she could speak 

very good English. And I was with that teacher for lets say 6 years with that 

teacher. And I learned a lot of grammar. Grammar, grammar, and grammar. We 

didn’t speak too much, we didn’t do any kind of listening and I realized that I 

only knew about grammar, I was good at grammar.  
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 Among the participants whose initial years of language instruction were 

compulsory in school, most of them recounted feelings of ambivalence toward the 

English language and classroom. English instruction was equated with the generic, 

mundane tasks that are often part of school culture—rote exercises, homework, and both 

low and high stakes examinations. In Alim’s account, he recalled negative feelings 

toward his teacher and classroom activities, seeing little value in participation besides an 

obligatory duty to advance along a school trajectory. Interestingly, like Hugo, he claimed 

to have been good at English in this context, even though his competence had no bearing 

on his ambivalent feelings toward the experience. 

 

Alim:  So I would just do my duty in the class, for the exam or for anything. So after 

that…I don’t want to remember it.  I don’t care. In the middle school I have the 

same problem, with the English teacher too. And he was really bad. Like he ask 

us to do something and maybe it’s really heavy for us. We cannot do it. So I was 

the best, the first person in the class, so if I couldn’t do it the other persons 

couldn’t do it. So we start to didn’t like this material, this subject. This is the 

second thing that happened to me in English. So with the time I just start to get A 

plus in the class, in the exam. After the exam I have nothing about this language. 

  

 It is evident from the above excerpt that Alim’s language ability was wholly 

separate from his sense of self—having an “A plus,” but having “nothing about this 

language.” At this point, speaking English was not a practice that Alim incorporated into 

his world, but it was “material,” or a “subject,” that seemed to be at his disposal when 

necessary.  

 

Grammar vs. “the real language.”  Like Alim, other participants related the same 

dissatisfaction with their perfunctory experience of getting by enough in language class to 

advance in the larger academic realm. Mun-he, like many Koreans of her generation, 

began learning English in middle school. As a young child growing up in a rural area, 

English was of little value within her family life (neither of her parents spoke English). 

Once she was of age to enter university, she described her motivation as mainly to pass 

high-stakes exams. 
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Mun-he: I was born in a small town, so my parents were good but they didn’t care about 

my grade in English. So when I came to middle school, I learned the alphabet. 

But I didn’t study hard because I had no reason to study, just…but after entering 

the high school, I concentrated on reading and grammar because I had to enter 

the university…take the exam….there is no speaking, some listening but it is 

usually easy.  

 

Above, Mun-He alluded to the “easy” nature of EFL instruction in her country. 

David, Yuri, and Hafsa expressed the same feelings regarding an unchallenging 

curriculum. The excerpts below also reflect their realizations that their learning 

experience was lacking, largely due to inadequate practice in listening and speaking.  

 

Yuri:  Students would just do whatever, she was Japanese. When the exam come up , 

it was really easy in her class, she had to make us get score. She didn’t have 

any dictionary, just read textbook and passed the test. 

 

David:  Uh in high school, and middle school, and university we focused on grammar 

reading that’s all. In the university we took some listening classes but that was 

not enough… 

  

David also suggested that grammar-only instruction was limited, and once he did 

have the opportunity to take classes in listening, those were also “not enough.” Hafsa’s 

comments about her experience studying English in Malaysia were particularly telling. 

She made a clear distinction between what was taught in classrooms and the “real 

language.”  

 

Hafsa: …we have English classes 5 or 6 classes a week. It’s hard to get more information 

about English and the real language. And also all our teachers are Chinese. So, 

you know. 

 

R:  So, it is focused on grammar. 

 

Hafsa: Yes, focused on grammar, focused on the exam test. 
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Hafsa’s thoughts reflected her present understanding that there was something 

more to language than classroom content, and that to access the “real language” it was 

necessary to access native speakers of English outside of class. Like Hafsa, many of the 

participants described a lack of opportunity to use the language outside of the classroom.  

 

Lack of community. What further complicated the learners’ early language 

experiences was the participants’ relative isolation from communities that valued the 

English for authentic, meaningful communication.  English remained an abstraction 

storied in the participants’ claims of having no one to talk to. The focus on English as an 

abstract system went hand in hand with the participants’ perception of context as devoid 

of opportunities to participate in expert communities. Here lies the central irony of the 

narratives: although the participants began learning English as a result of institutional 

visions heavily invested in English as a form of symbolic capital, and they spent years in 

language classrooms, none of the participants had any authentic use for it in their daily 

lives and interactions. In describing these experiences, the participants continually 

pointed out that reality.  

Musa, whose account of his own classroom learning echoed Alim’s experience, 

brought up the mismatch: 

Musa:  Most of our whole culture know a couple of English words, “One cheeseburger, 

one fries” and that’s it. And “yes/no” that’s it. Because our restaurants most of the 

time foreigners come to work in our restaurants. Most of them come from India or 

other countries. So, yeah, we can connect with them with English. But we don’t 

use that of much English. You could say that we don’t talk English in our country. 

 

Like other participants, when asked about speaking English in his home country, 

Musa responded by describing tenuous relationships with foreign communities. In his 

case, English-speaking communities were comprised of the immigrant groups that made 

up the country’s work-force. This ethnic and class divide further complicated Musa’s 

motivation to access these communities. English may have been an appropriate medium 

of communication between the two, but Musa’s comments described shallow interactions 

at best that make up a minimal portion of his and his peers’ daily practices. Further from 
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his recollections was any motivation to use the language among Saudi peers, classmates, 

or family members. Mun-He responded similarly in her claims that opportunities to speak 

English are dependent on access to “foreigners”: 

 

R:   In high school, did you ever speak English for real communication? 

Mun-He: No, I never met a foreigner…after entering university, I had a chance to 

meet foreigner, but not that much. 

 

 In Mun-He’s case, her parochial background provided her little motivation to use 

English with her parents. When it came to interacting in English with her friends, Mun-

He described a common struggle multilinguals face in Korean culture. 

  

R:   Did you ever speak English with your friends or family? 

Mun-He: No.   

R:   Why not? Everyone is learning English? 

Mun-He:  But my parents just graduate HS and they are not high educated people. 

My father is a little high educated, he can speak a little bit English. But my 

mother couldn’t read a sentence. She couldn’t. 

 

R:  What about your friends? 

Mun-He: My friends, they are also educated in English but it’s hard to communicate 

in private, in public places…it’s kind of other people think us, what are 

they doing speaking English? It’s a weird situation. 

 

R:   It doesn’t feel natural? 

 

Mun-He: If I saw another person speaking English in Korea, I think “oh she’s 

showing off and what is she doing?” So we can give her an evil eye like 

that… 

 

 Not only was English not preferred in native speaking communities, but as Mun-

He explained, it was particularly stigmatized among her Korean peers. Speaking English 

was perceived as “showing off” to one’s friends.  Eun also referred to the “weirdness” of 

speaking English with fellow Koreans: 
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R:  Do you ever speak English with your Korean friends? 

Eun: Uh, no.  

R: Why not? 

Eun: Uh, I think some of them maybe think it’s weird or why did you do that? 

 

 It is not a surprise that the L1 might be preferred in the native speaking context, 

for obvious reasons, but these women were particularly aware of the cultural faux pas 

that came from practicing English with peers. Eun described her dilemma within her own 

marriage, as her attempts to practice English with her husband (who was also studying 

English) were met with resistance. She reported that her husband thought of her as 

“arrogant or rude” when she spoke English. “In Korean I am not,” she explained, “but he 

think when I speak English, my attitude has some problem.” At this point in the narrative, 

Eun’s emerging L2 identity became a distinct subject position that seemed co-constructed 

with her peers as undesirably different from how she is perceived in her first language.  

For Mun-He and Eun, these initial performances of an L2 identity were not sanctioned by 

the community, which further complicated the process of these women incorporating 

English into their subjectivities.  

 At this point in the narrative of departure, we can see several characteristics of the 

EFL context that limited the participants’ ability to be and do in English. As they moved 

along their academic and professional trajectories, the participants narrated how their 

limited experiences with the language, particularly in listening and speaking, led to 

critical moments in which they realize the disconnect between their L1 and emerging L2 

identities. These critical moments led the participants to challenge these contextual 

limitations, and they became strategic agents in search of an L2 community. This initial 

search was narrativized in the participants’ desire to speak in English, which I interpreted 

as the participants’ need to be recognized as legitimate members of English-speaking 

communities.  
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Moments of Disconnect 

 “Critical moments” were numerous and reoccurring throughout the participants’ 

experience, both prior to their departure and during their time abroad. I characterize 

critical moments as moments in which the participants become acutely aware of a 

disconnect, rupture, or shift in their emerging second language identities as they related 

to the multilingual spaces they were occupying at various points along their learning 

trajectories. At this particular point within the narrative of departure, critical moments 

were referenced as points when the participants realized a significant gap in their 

language ability; these moments of disconnect resulted from an occasion when they 

realized the value of English in a particular context, yet they were unable to enact an L2 

identity. Often these were moments of frustration, especially since these learners had 

already invested years in language classrooms. These moments are critical also because 

they were points of breaking from the past—the participants understood the inadequacies 

of their past learning experience and contemplated new moves. 

 For example, Hugo experienced a moment of disconnect during his first summer 

studying English in Ireland as a teenager. It was Hugo’s first experience within an ESL 

context where English was used as the primary form of communication. It was during 

those first two summers abroad that Hugo encountered his first major struggle to interact 

in English: 

 

Hugo:  So frustrating, because I couldn’t understand anything. I said I was very good 

doing the reading exams but I could not understand anything. I was living with a 

small family in the middle of the hills in Ireland surrounded by cows (he laughs). 

The good part is that we had to go everyday to school, so lets say that the first I 

experienced… In the first two years I would say that it helped me to know that I 

needed to improve my spoken English and listening.  

 

After those first two summers in Ireland, Hugo decided to discontinue English 

classes with his previous teacher (the flight attendant) and find a teacher who was a 

native speaker of English. He reported it to be the “best thing [he] did.” These classes 
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were only two days a week, which did not seem like much to him, but Hugo placed value 

on the focus on speaking.  

 

Linguistic vs. professional identity: A critical disconnect.  For some of the 

other participants, moments of disconnect occurred later on in their lives, while 

establishing their professional careers. For Eun, Mun-He, David, Alim, and Sonia, the 

realization that English needed to be incorporated into their professional identities 

followed incidents of negative positioning because of what they perceived as their poor 

English ability. In her early years of establishing herself as an obstetrician, Eun 

encountered her first major struggle to communicate with her English-speaking patients: 

 

Eun: Um, actually, the hospital is very famous, very big hospital in Seoul, so many 

foreigners sometimes came to have check-up or because they were sick. But, um, 

I was very frustrated too, because I was a doctor but I couldn’t say that very 

comfortably or easily English. It is not a difficult one but I could not say. There is 

just a simple one, the opening talk, very hard. When the foreigners come in the 

room, I should say ‘lay down’ or…that was so difficult for me. So, I think it was 

first one of the problem was confidence and after that…um…at the time I was so 

frustrated because they expect me to speak English not very well but they might 

think I can talk in English but I couldn’t. 

 

Eun perceived herself as less of a doctor in English. She could not perform simple 

medical protocols nor participate in medical discourse communities in English. As we 

will see throughout the participants’ accounts, one overarching theme related to second 

language identities is the individual being perceived as less of a person—professionally, 

academically, personally—in the L2. Like Hugo, Eun remembered being “frustrated” at 

this moment of disconnect. She was not able to perform her professional identity because 

she could not yet be/do it in English. Mun-He recalled a similar critical moment during 

her first year as a English teacher. As a teacher, Mun-He perceived herself as the “expert” 

in English, responsible for the linguistic development of her students, particularly in 

speaking. She did not believe she could be a teacher in English because of her inabilities 

in the language: 
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Mun-He:  I got a job as a teacher in a private institute. But it was hard for me. They 

requested me to speak in English during the class. 

 

R:   That was hard? 

 

Mun-He: Yes. I can say it’s hard to speak in English during one hour, so I had a 

hard time studying with students. 

 

R:  What did you do? 

 

Mun-He: Just study kids, middle school students teaching grammars and reading 

sometimes speaking. But in Korean society speaking is getting more 

important and important, so I quit the job. 

  

 Mun-He quit her job and decided to come to Townesville and improve her 

English skills in listening and speaking. For Alim, this moment of disconnect came about 

through his interactions abroad with his father’s business as well as an employee of Burns 

and Elders, the prestigious international accounting firm with which he was employed:  

 

Alim:  So it was really hard, sometimes I need to travel I need to talk. And then what 

happened after I graduated university, when coming to Burns and Elders, in the 

interview they asked me if I speak English and I say, “No I don’t speak English.”  

 

Despite years of being a “successful” student of English in middle and high 

school, Alim had to admit that he did not speak English in his job interview with Burns 

and Elders. Like Mun-He, he “needed to talk,” and he could not. Later, he told his 

manager about his struggle with authentic communication in English, “It’s really hard for 

me. I can do something, but to speak it, to think about it, it’s really hard.” I interpret the 

difficult predicaments Mun-He and Alim encountered in their professional careers as 

representative of the difficult work of becoming an English speaker. In other words, for 

English to move from being an abstraction to a way meaning in the world, language 

learning became an arduous project that involved some disruption to their subjectivities. 
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Catalysts to connect. Like the other participants, Alim, who had admittedly 

coasted through English classes in school, realized that he had to invest more in his 

emerging second language identity. Once the company placed Alim in a New Zealand 

office, they provided him with private English classes with a native speaker, which 

turned out to be a very different instructional experience for him. Still, it was not until he 

became romantically involved with a British woman that he began to feel a true 

connection to his emerging second language identity. Not until then did he have a real 

reason to speak English, as he explained to his teacher when questioned about his 

resistance to speak: 

 

Alim:  And then after that he told me everything is fine. Why don’t you want to speak it? 

Your grammar is good, your writing is good. I don’t know. And then in New 

Zealand I start the idea of start to talk, talk, talk. My ex-girlfriend was British and 

she start to help me. So it was more easier for me. 

 

R: Well, she didn’t speak Arabic, right? 

 

Alim: No, I mean I know everything I just needed someone to help me to speak. 

Someone to wish me to speak. 

 

 Alim’s connection to the English language corresponded to his connection to an 

English speaker. His investment in a human relationship initiated a deeper connection to 

English, now more than an abstraction to him. This mode of participation represented a 

nascent internalization of second language practices:  

 

R: Did [that relationship] help you? 

Alim: Yeah, it was really help. Especially if something about love or something you 

want to do more about this one.  

 

Like for Alim, other participants described how moments of disconnect became 

catalysts to connect in some way. David, who was also employed by the prestigious 

Burns and Elders, sought out in his home country various avenues to English speaking 

communities before deciding to go abroad. After he was offered a promotion within the 
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company, interacting in English became more necessary, as he obtained an international 

client base. He became aware of a disconnect between his professional self and himself 

“in English.” As a result, English became a “mission”: 

 

David: Actually last year my company was merging to American, so that means English 

is becoming more important than before, and I work for an international company 

so I had a chance to have a conference with foreigners, like foreign CEO’s. So 

that was seriously stressful for me. So the mission is English course.  

 

 This “mission” began by David enrolling in over-the-phone English services 

offered by a Filipino company. This was a marked moment in his trajectory; after years 

of limited instruction in speaking, he described the phone-classes as successful in that it 

was the first time he was able to speak English “at home.” Although these classes were 

limited in how much they reportedly helped David to improve, the decision to enroll in 

them represented a turning point in David’s learning story. It was an agentic act to 

connect to and participate in English-speaking communities in ways that the traditional 

classroom did not afford him.  

Yuri’s back-and-forth story involves her continuing attempts to establish a place 

within an English speaking community. When I met Yuri in the Spring of 2009, she had 

just begun her second semester of study in Townesville. She had spent the prior summer 

of 2008 in Townesville, but had gone back to Japan intermittently for a few months 

before deciding to return to the US to pick up her English studies once again. During the 

interim in Japan, Yuri’s desire to maintain what she had learned abroad led to strategic 

moves to gain access to English speakers visiting Japan. Her decision to obtain a job as a 

waitress in the tourist district of Kyoto reflected her prolonged investment in constructing 

a second language identity: 

 

Yuri:  After last summer semester, after I went back to Japan, I think I really want to use 

my English. If I don’t use it’s easy to forget. So I choose a new part-time job in a 

hotel, a restaurant in a hotel, and it’s around the Kyoto station. And in Kyoto there 

is a lot of foreigners because it’s a good place for sightseeing, so I hope I can 

meet many foreigners in that restaurant, but it was different…Some foreigners 
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come to eat but it’s just like, “Hi, are you ready to order,” and I explain some 

dishes or how to eat and that’s all (laughter) It’s not like conversation [emphasis 

added]. 

 

 As illustrated in Yuri’s account, “using” one’s English in the EFL context is 

heavily reliant on access to foreign communities, which she described once again as 

limited. Although Yuri was strategic in positioning herself adjacent to foreigner 

communities, her attempts were met with disappointment. Her position as a waitress 

could only take her so far, and we are left to question the motivation of English-speaking 

customers to invest in authentic interactions with her. As one might imagine, these 

exchanges remained superficial and did not move beyond the content of the restaurant 

menu. Yuri’s reflections show once more a cognizance of the deeper nature of language; 

she recognized these shallow interactions as “not like conversation.” In other words, 

these interactions did not involve an enactment of her identities in English. Like the other 

participants illustrated, these moments of disconnect were revelations to Yuri that she had 

much further to go on her journey.  

 The accounts described above reflects the participants’ acute realization that there 

had been something missing from their language learning prior to these moments of 

disconnect. Ultimately, these moments became critical catalysts to make significant shifts 

in their learning trajectories. For these participants, “listening and speaking” practice 

became a focus for them, and they began to actively seek out what they perceive as 

English-speaking communities. This search for community climactically leads to their 

decision to depart a familiar home life and establish footing in a foreign country.  

 

Going Abroad to ‘Eliminate the Darkness’ 

 All of the participants viewed English study in the United States as a means to 

increase symbolic power, particularly in academic and professional realms. Becoming an 

English speaker held the promise of advancement within their current job, greater 

marketability in wider job markets, or a means to be accepted to an academic program at 

an American university. All of the participants described their current professional and 
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academic positions as limited due to their lack of ability in English. Following their 

dissatisfying experiences in EFL classrooms, they placed a huge emphasis on practicing 

English with native speakers. They wanted to connect, in some way, to English-speaking 

communities, and living and studying in the United States became the most desirable 

means to achieve these multifaceted goals. 

 However, for all of the participants, studying and living abroad involved more 

than a means to accumulate symbolic capital. As the participants reflected on their 

departure from their home countries, their motivations for change, and their feelings upon 

initial arrival, these journeys became very personal in nature. Their decision to leave 

home and establish footing in a foreign country held the promise of self-reinvention. The 

future, at this point in their narratives, became acutely central. The future, although more 

uncertain than ever, was symbolic of escape, promise, expansion, and light. Sonia, in her 

photo-presentation, creatively captured this theme. To begin her presentation, Sonia stood 

in front of the class with an empty black poster board and gave her introduction: 

 

Sonia: Good morning everybody. I’d like to share my journey here in Townesville. I 

arrived at the end of October, and I came with full expectations to change my life, 

but I have no idea what I am going to do. I really have no idea. I was dissatisfied 

with my work. I was not happy. I was missing my family because they were all 

here. I was the only one in Brazil. And I really had no idea what I would do, what 

I want to change in my life. So it was a leap of faith. To eliminate the darkness, I 

came here. [at this point, she turns over the poster to reveal her photo-journal of 

her life in Townesville] 

 

 At the point of departure, Sonia was “in the dark.” Her sense of self was fuzzy 

and undefined because of her feelings of disconnect at home, from her family and her 

work. For Sonia, departure symbolized a promise of rebalance within herself, a potential 

means to reconcile an uncomfortably fragmented identity. Her migration became an act 

of “eliminating the darkness,” and departure represented the promise of clarity. The 

darkness to light metaphor appeared across other participant narratives. Being in the dark 

was storied as a dissatisfaction with the confinements of home, whether that referred to 

the limited nature of EFL instruction in the home country, limited access to native 
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speakers, or limited space to move up within their academic and professional careers. 

Being in the dark was also a way to represent the participants’ feelings of discouragement 

that resulted from those moments of disconnect I discussed in the previous section. 

Living abroad represented the promise of expansion and growth.  

 

Townesville: A space for reinvention. During her photo-presentation, Eun 

showed the class the photo she took upon her first view of Townesville, as her plane was 

landing on a gorgeous spring day: 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Photograph Slide from Eun’s Photo-presentation 

For Eun, this image became representative of her sense of self upon arrival. She 

told the class: 

Eun:  My first impression of Townesville is this. The clean blue sky and the snowy 

white clouds. I thought it was so beautiful. So I imagined that I could do 

everything well here, but I don’t know. 

 

A life abroad was a chance to reinvent herself, as she saw a chance to “do 

everything well here.” Townesville became a space for expansion, a space in which her 

subjectivities could be potentially renegotiated. Like Eun, Mun-He understood the 

potential for change that living abroad offered. For her, this new location became a space 

in which she would be able to renegotiate her age as well her status as a married woman 

and mother. She began her presentation to the class by describing her “calling” to study 
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abroad. When people asked her to explain her decision to uproot her family and come to 

Townesville, she described her response as follows: 

Mun-He:  At that time, I couldn’t answer right away, but just I always wanted to 

study abroad. So that’s why I am here. It’s for me and my future. Even 

though I am married, I have a dream. And I think I’m still young so… 

  

 In other instances, Mun-He had described her decision to study abroad in more 

straightforward terms. Learning English was necessary to her future career. In this 

presentation, however, she admitted that her desire to go abroad was unexplainable. She 

referred to study abroad as a “dream”—one “for me and my future.” She spoke in 

individualistic terms, as if on a solitary mission. Mun-He’s story is particularly 

remarkable when we consider the great sacrifices her family had made to help her realize 

this dream. It is surprising that, here, she would explain that she made this decision going 

on a gut feeling.  It appeared that, underlying her claims of studying abroad being 

necessary career move, there was an inexplicable calling that resonated only within her.  

 Even more noteworthy was how Mun-He concluded her introduction, “Even 

though I am married, I have a dream. And I think I am still young.” This shift from living 

a somewhat ordinary life to a life of chance and reversal was an attempt to redefine her 

worth vis-à-vis heavily imposed identities of wife and mother. Mun-He’s decision to 

follow her own dream challenged the impositions on married women and mothers to be 

unselfish and subordinate to the family as a whole. This is a particularly telling moment 

in Mun-He’s story. For her, like Eun and Sonia, Townesville becomes a space in which 

she could renegotiate previous subjectivities and reinvent herself. As I will present in 

later sections, constructing a migrant identity of through her local experiences became 

processes by which she was able to achieve this re-negotiation to some degree. 

 

Future as “a dream”. When describing her reasons for leaving home and 

moving abroad, Mun-he referred to “a dream” that she felt called to realize. This 

“calling” motif was also apparent in other learner autobiographies in which it was 

difficult to pinpoint exactly those affective factors that pulled the participant to move to 
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America. Like Mun-He, Hugo described his desire to come to the United States as 

“something [he] cannot explain”: 

 

Hugo: Because I had always been fascinated by the American culture. It’s something I 

cannot explain, I cannot rationalize why, but I really wanted to experience coming 

here. I had my little dose, four years ago, but it wasn’t enough. I wanted to have 

plenty experience. 

 

Hugo turned down impressive job offers in Europe in favor of a chance to live in 

the United States. As Hugo implied, there was something romantic about coming to the 

United States, something qualitative that went beyond his otherwise straightforward 

motivation to pursue a scientific career. Musa also referenced this romance. Like Mun-

He, studying in the United States was described as a dream: 

 

Musa:   I always wanted to be in America, I mean, come on, it’s the land of opportunity. 

You meet a lot of people, I mean, yeah… Like everyone, believe me, everyone 

around the world wants to come to America. Especially from Africa, Asia, Europe 

parts. Because it is the other side of the world. 

 

In his photo-presentation, he added: 

Musa: When I came here it was kind of a dream for me to see like the whole world. And 

seeing America, for me, is like a really big plan. 

  

 Hugo’s and Musa’ accounts invoked the cultural myths surrounding the idea of 

“America.” They referenced a macro-narrative of America being a place of opportunity, 

where the promise of expansion and social mobility is always within reach. Musa alluded 

to an exoticism in coming to America, it being “the other side of the world.” The chance 

to live and study in the United States was “kind of a dream” for him, “like a really big 

plan.” The participants’ relationship with this macro-narrative factored into their 

recruitment into the figured world of the United States. For Hugo and Musa, as well as 

the for women discussed earlier, the move abroad represented a monumental shift in their 

life trajectory, not just their language-learning trajectory. The fact that several of the 

participants described it as a personal calling further highlights the individualistic nature 
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of these life-changing decisions. A common thread that ran throughout the 

autobiographies was the participants’ claims that they pursued this decision despite 

resistance from others close to them. At the same time, the learners were highly strategic 

in capitalizing on their connections abroad and following experienced trajectories to get 

there.  

 

Going Abroad as Both an Independent and Collaborative Journey  

 None of the nine participants simply landed in Townesville at random. Musa was 

the only one who did not have some personal connection—family or friends—in 

Townesville upon arrival. His story was one of traditional recruitment; his path abroad 

was largely directed by an agency of individuals whose job it was to work with the Saudi 

government and oil companies and “place” scholarship students in reputable US 

universities. For all of the other participants, arriving in Townesville was the result of 

strategic moves along vetted paths. All of the participants held the necessary cultural 

capital (academic degrees, family and personal networks abroad, visa documentation) 

that made for a successful entrance into study abroad communities. Still, although these 

participants capitalized on “meso-level constructs” (Faist 2000) that aided and guided 

their journey, the participants recounted individual acts of agency in which they pursued 

their intentions despite local resistance to their actions.  

 

 Studying abroad despite resistance. Each one of the nine participants expressed 

a desire to study abroad despite resistance from those close to them. Some also faced 

bureaucratic obstacles. It was at this point in their autobiographies when the participants 

recalled strong individual agency. Alim, for example, had already spent significant time 

in various locations abroad, and was living in New Zealand just before moving to the 

United States. Although he had much experience abroad, his decision to come to America 

was met resistance from his family, due to what they perceived as post-9/11 realities. 

Like many of Alim’s co-patriots, family members believed that Americans targeted 
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Muslims of all ethnicities, and they considered the United States a threatening 

environment for Saudi Arabians: 

 

Alim:  Even my family like, to be honest, they were crazy when I told them I was 

coming here. “What’s the reason? I mean, why choose the United States? There is 

Canada, England,” because my family like England. We went for summer 

vacations. I say, “What’s wrong. The United States is the BEST for business and 

that’s why I need to go to the United States.” 

 

 Not only did Alim encounter resistance from his family, but he also had to face 

institutional sanctions within the visa regime. At the time he applied for a visa, he 

encountered profiling and had to undergo more extensive surveillance to obtain the 

appropriate legal status to study in the United States.  Prior to his own experience, Alim 

had heard discouraging stories about his Saudi Arabian friends and the visa process.  

Often, he reported, fellow Saudis felt afraid to return home for visits during their time in 

America because of the possibility of not being allowed back into the country. One of his 

friends, who had a family in the United States and was nearing the end of his graduate 

studies, was denied re-entrance into the country after a holiday visit back to Saudi Arabia. 

“They lose everything,” Alim reported. This particular friend had to start over in Canada, 

and for many Saudis, Canada was preferred over the United States for work and study 

because of the risks that are currently part of the post 9-11 visa process. 

 Despite resistance from both familial and institutional fronts, I always observed 

Alim to be positive about his position as a foreigner in the United States, and he exuded 

self-confidence despite the discrimination he encountered as he attempted to integrate 

into local communities.  In terms of his attitude upon arrival, he resisted what he 

considered media distortions and trusted in his own good judgment and the inherent 

fairness of the law, as illustrated in the following excerpt: 

 

Alim: So most people are like , “If they don’t like us why would we go there?”  But, for 

me, my father told me “I don’t want you to go to the United States.” And I said 

“Why, if I follow the rules, follow the law of the country so what’s wrong?” [to 

which his father replied] “NO they might do something to you.”  Listen to the TV 
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or newspaper, they can write whatever they want, but there are some people 

behind that, they want to make something between us. 

 

 Although Alim was quite successful at renegotiating these negative imposed 

identities as he formed relationships with Americans, his entrance into local communities 

of practice was labeled, and, as we will see, these labels figured into his construction of 

his migrant identity. Like Alim, Hafsa, a Chinese Muslim, encountered the same ideas 

about American attitudes before she arrived. She had heard stories about American 

southerners being different from the city-dwellers of New York and Los Angeles in their 

unwelcoming attitude toward foreigners. Initially, Hafsa’s parents “sent” her to Malaysia 

to study English. Their reasoning was that it was a Muslim country and not very far from 

her home in southern China. After six months in Malaysia, Hafsa had to confront her 

parents about discontinuing her studies there. 

Although her parents initiated the move and were very supportive, Hafsa was 

vocal about the resistance she encountered from her extended family. These ideas had 

more to do with cultural expectations of young women than the larger configurations of 

Muslims living abroad. Hafsa reported that several family members wondered why she 

insisted on pursuing a career over getting married and starting a family. Because Hafsa 

was only eighteen when she departed, her family also expressed concerns about her 

travelling alone as a young woman.  

Despite these opinions, Hafsa maintained a strong will to follow her own 

intentions. During her photo-presentation, Hafsa showed the class a photo she took of her 

desk, book sack, and water bottle. The desk was empty and there was no one in the room.  

 

Picture 4.2  Photograph Slide from Hafsa’s Photo-presentation 
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For Hafsa, this photo represented her individual decision to come to Townesville, 

learn English, and pursue a degree in Business at an American university. She told the 

class: 

Hafsa:  …in my opinion we should do something alone by ourselves. In our lives we 

always make decisions without any people’s suggestion. 

 

Hugo’s thoughts echoed Hafsa’s message. He expressed the same individual 

determination to trust in himself despite others’ opinions: 

Hugo:  So even getting a better offer in Europe, being closer to family and my girlfriend, 

and getting more money, I insisted on coming to the United States. Finally, you 

can listen to many people, they give you suggestions, but the final decision is 

completely yours. 

 

Like Hafsa, Mun-He’s decision to go abroad was also met with familial resistance 

because of cultural expectations for women. She told the class: 

Mun-He: It was not an easy decision for me to study abroad. Because I had to bring 

my family. So some people around me didn’t understand my decision. 

Even my mother. So one day my mother said to me, “So why do you want 

to study abroad?” 

 

 Mun-He’s decision entailed a major role reversal within her family; her husband 

quit his job to become their son’s primary caretaker while Mun-He focused on her studies 

full-time. It is not surprising that this non-traditional family portrait was not well 

understood by “people around her,” particularly because Mun-He had been brought up in 

a rural context where traditional Korean values were important.   

 

Independence as ‘adventure.’  Moving abroad as an act of independence was 

particularly highlighted in Alim’s and Sonia’s biographies. In their stories, individuality 

was expressed through their “adventurous spirits.”  Most of the participants did not have 

extensive experience abroad prior to this move, but Sonia and Alim were adventurers 

who had worked, lived, and travelled in various countries prior to this semester in 

Townesville. Both understood the value of travel abroad to their sense of self; they often 

talked about how the encounters they had while exploring new places were important to 
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their life experience. In a sense, these two had a strong transmigrant identity before 

arriving in Townesville, which set them apart in this particular group of learners. For 

Alim, a transmigrant way of life had much to offer in terms of personal fulfillment: 

 

Alim:  I believe that the best thing is just to have many experiences, go around, travel 

around, know more people. The life is fun. 

 

 Sonia, at 39 of age, was seasoned in many aspects of life. She had married three 

times, lived and travelled in many parts of the United States, Canada, and South America, 

and established a successful career in finance. This variety of personal and professional 

experiences had offered her a unique perspective on her time in Townesville, and travel 

abroad in general. To Sonia, life consisted of multiple journeys, all of which are learning 

experiences and opportunities to change for the better. Of all the participants, I observed 

her to be the most open in her views; she was an adventurer in the sense that she 

continually sought out new opportunities to learn and grow as a person. The worst 

scenario, for Sonia, was to be stuck in a passive existence, to have stopped paying 

attention through life. The following excerpt from one of our interviews illustrates 

Sonia’s resolute perspective. She viewed this particular move abroad as a chance to 

rewrite her life’s path:  

 

Sonia: But here I came by myself, actually, because I couldn’t have the time to take a 

break for all the habits and the life I was having. Cause sometimes you forget 

about yourself and everything and you go through, you do something only 

because you have to do, you don’t start thinking about it. You stop thinking.  

 

R:  You are sleeping. 

Sonia: Yeah, something like that! And here I have had the time to stop and start thinking 

and having, getting a step over and a step backward, and a step forward and a step 

backward. Getting a side and take a look. And I think that most of the people 

should have this opportunity. I don’t know if they would take it as well as I am. I 

think it’s great for me. Most of the people should have this kind of experience to 

try to think about their lives and say, I’m getting 40, what am I going to do for the 

next 40? The middle of my life. So what am I going to do? Do I keep doing the 

way I was doing, or do I make changes? 
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 For Sonia, as for many of the other participants, the move abroad represented 

more than an opportunity to learn English, but a chance to become “more” of a person, to 

reinvent and expand her subjectivities. Like Mun-He, Sonia challenged imposed 

identities that come with being an older woman, but in Sonia’s case, she rejected the 

notion that she might be too old to start over, re-assess, and “make changes” in her life. 

She was not afraid to “get inside and take a look.” In other words, Sonia was keenly 

aware of who she was, having a strong sense her identity and, therefore, the potential for 

identity shift. We will see later on how this adventurous spirit figured into her local 

experiences in Townesville, as she was quite successful at integrating within various 

communities that ultimately led to significant identity shifts.  

 Although Sonia might have been the most verbal in terms of the metaphorical 

nature of her journey to Townesville, all of the participants had contemplated the 

potential for personal growth that living abroad represented. At these points in the 

participants’ autobiographies, individual agency and resoluteness became central factors 

in consummating their moves.  This part of the narratives told how the individual rose 

above societal and institutional resistance and forged paths in future directions. However, 

although individual agency factored greatly into the participants’ departure, their 

successful arrival was the result of a collaborative community effort.  

 

Incorporating other’s stories into one’s own. At this point in the story, study 

abroad shifted from being perceived as a “dream,” an indefinable place “out there,” to 

being a very real location that required a clear network of individuals who played key 

roles in getting there. Aside from Musa perhaps, all of the participants were strategic in 

capitalizing on their connections abroad, seeking out expert and veteran advice, and 

embarking on well-versed transmigratory paths. In the end, their successful arrival in 

Townesville was more than an individual feat; there were several players involved in 

their establishing footing in this foreign location.  
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 As discussed above, Alim had significant prior experience abroad, so his path to 

Townesville was the longest and most multifarious. Working for his father as a teenager, 

he was introduced to the transmigrant way of life under expert wings. He was more or 

less apprenticed in doing business abroad before he decided to break away and begin his 

own career. His employment with Burns and Elders brought him to New Zealand, where 

he became romantically involved with a British woman. Although the engagement fizzled 

as the distance between them grew (she decided to live in Canada whereas Alim preferred 

the United States), it was this relationship that initially pulled him to North America. 

Alim first arrived in Boston with plans to stay, but he did not enjoy either the cold 

temperatures and or cold attitudes he found in Boston. It was then that he contemplated a 

move south. Before doing so, he connected with one of his best friends from Saudi 

Arabia, who had been living in Texas for fourteen years: 

 

Alim:  So he talked me into coming here. Texas is a really nice place. There are really 

nice places to go. If you don’t like Townesville you can go to [other larger cities 

in the state]. He told me really nice places and recommended that I come here. So 

I believe in his experiences, he has been here fourteen years, so he knows every 

state. He has a wife here. So it’s okay. I just came here and I like it.  

  

 For Alim, who was trying to “organize” himself in a new location for at least two 

to three years, the experience of a veteran helped him understand his path as a foreigner 

in the United States. He “believed in [his friend’s] experiences” and incorporated his  

story into his own.  Sonia, the other seasoned transmigrant, also arrived in Townesville 

after multiple stints in this city prior. Her path was less linear than Alim’s because Sonia 

had two sisters living in the Townesville area, and she had been back and forth over the 

years. Because of her family connections, Sonia was familiar with Townesville before 

choosing to study there, and these family ties pulled her to Townesville amidst choices of 

other English-speaking locations. 

 

 The economics of personal networks abroad. For all of the participants, there 

were several reasons that Townesville was viewed as a desirable learning context—mild 
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seasons, a friendly reputation, and most notably the prestige of the university. However, 

for Sonia and others, this place represented more than an optimal place to study; it held 

particular advantages related to one’s quality of life. Like Sonia, Mun-He chose 

Townesville because it was ideal for her family life. The choice was also one of financial 

efficiency. Her husband’s sister and family lived in a smaller town about three hours 

from Townesville. In her photo-presentation, she explained to the class: 

 

Mun-He: My family lives in Bordertown, so I am going to show that picture. This is 

my boy. Before coming here, my sister in law’s family really encourage 

me to study here. They really welcomed us and my brother in law 

transferred from Korea to USA five years ago, so they are living here, and 

actually when they came here they bought a bicycle for my son and 

planted a tree for my son, so I am going to show that. This one.  

 

 Although, on one hand, Mun-He’s narrative of departure was a story of personal 

resolution and the pursuit of her individual dreams, on the other hand it is a story of 

external factors that pulled her to a specific location and made her journey more feasible. 

Mun-He’s intentions could not have been fulfilled simply by her own determination; it 

took major efforts on the part of her husband and son to make the journey. Her trajectory 

was guided by the opportunities that an international family network afforded her. As 

illustrated in the multiple photos she presented of her son and sister-and-law’s home, this 

particular location represented stability, familiarity, and minimal disruption for her son. 

The tree planted for her son was symbolic of his potential to thrive in a new place. Here 

and throughout my interactions with Mun-He, I observed her to be in conflict with her 

decision to pursue her own ambitions at the cost of her family. For Mun-He, her 

motivation and investment were not narrow and limited to her own ambitions but were 

complicated by her identity as a mother and her investment in the well-being of her 

family.  

Further, this move was financially difficult because the limited resources 

available to her family; they could not afford to all live with her in Townesville. 

Therefore, as a result of all of these contextual factors, it was truly necessary to rely on 
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family networks in order to make this move successfully. Over and over in my 

interactions and observations of Mun-He, she expressed great gratitude towards her 

husband for supporting her pursuits and being willing to make these sacrifices. Through 

this journey, Mun-He realized the “purpose of family,” and her gratitude for their 

sacrifices was motivation not to waste any time while in Townesville and to make the 

most of her learning experience.  

 David’s path to Townesville was also shaped by his personal networks abroad. As 

he explained to me in one of our interviews, the prestige of the university was a major 

pull for him, but the personal connections were what made “settling down” in a foreign 

place more feasible for his entire family: 

 

David: First of all, I am an accountant. UT Townesville if very famous for accounting. 

Number one university. Actually that is the one reason. And my friend works here 

for AV Electronics. It’s located in Townesville. So I moved with my wife and 

daughter, so I need have to settle down here. So I have to buy lots of stuff, and I 

have to apartment so I need help so that is one reason. 

 

 David’s vision of his year living in Townesville necessitated some community 

support, some “help.”  Like Mun-He, David’s strong identities as a spouse and parent 

complicated his professional and academic investments. His journey was larger than his 

individual motivations as he considered his role as the provider and protector of his 

family. For him, the stay in Townesville was not merely a stint abroad, but it involved 

settling down to the extent to which his wife and daughter could establish a comfortable 

footing with the least disruption possible. In addition, David’s wife arrived in 

Townesville pregnant, so much of David’s time in Townesville was invested in obtaining 

prenatal care for his wife and preparing for the birth of his second child. Although David 

and his family only planned to live in Townesville for one year, some major life events—

the birth of a child, and another child attending American schools—were to occur during 

this time. In many ways time abroad was a break from the familiar; however, the events 

of his family life grounded him in ways that commanded him to capitalize on community 

connections and invest in new community relationships.  
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 With the help of “veterans.” Hafsa and Hugo also paid tribute to the important 

players in their journey. Like Alim, Hugo relied on veteran guidance and support in his 

departure. A former professor and colleague played an integral role in him reaching the 

next big step toward a successful scientific career. After explaining to the class how 

important his current position with the university was to his career and how it was his 

main motivation to come to Townesville, he added:  

 

Hugo: I also have to say that a former teacher of mine at [a university in Spain] was here 

before and she encouraged me to come here. It’s a good scientific place, so I am 

thank to God for her. She also gave me contacts, come contacts, she also wrote for 

me a reference letter for other professors, and ok, that’s the main reason for being 

in Townesville. 

 

 Hugo’s remarks reflect the significant help he received along his journey. Having 

“contacts” was vital to him obtaining a legitimate place within the local scientific 

community, official employment with the university. It was this a priori legitimacy that 

allowed Hugo to be accepted into new communities of practice. In terms of the ESL 

classroom community, Hugo was able to position himself more powerfully than the other 

students because he was the only one who was not on a tourist or student visa. His visa 

status was secure whether or not he fulfilled the requirements of the ESL course. He was 

not “just a student;” he was a working academic for whom English courses were 

somewhat extra-curricular.  

 Hafsa, in contrast to Hugo, was the youngest of the participants, just beginning 

her professional path.  Family members in China with connections abroad were important 

to her English language learning and her path to the United States.  Hafsa’s uncle, who 

was a translator and had several English-speaking associates, introduced her to Tom. 

Tom was an American with experience living in Townesville; he became a family friend 

and an important “mentor” to Hafsa. She reported that Tom was the first person with 

whom she could have authentic interactions in English. He “understood a lot” when no 

one else in her community was able to help her with her language. When the possibility 
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of studying in the United States became a reality, Tom gave her much advice about 

Townesville. Hafsa reported that her family supported her move to Townesville because 

of the reputation of the university and this personal connection to the place.  

 Yuri, like Musa, was initially recruited to Townesville in a more traditional sense. 

The director of the IEP program made frequent visits to Japan and was friends with her 

English teacher. She followed both of their recommendations to enroll in an ESL summer 

session, but was disappointed after completing it because it was “too short” and she 

“couldn’t feel any change in herself.” She spent the following fall semester in Japan and 

then decided to go abroad again in the Spring.  Because of the connections she had made 

the previous summer, Townesville was the ideal location and she was excited to return. 

She admitted that the second departure was much less daunting than the first, because she 

was now a veteran, in a sense: 

Yuri: This time, yeah it’s different because this time I didn’t feel any worry and 

something. It was really comfortable for me because I already familiar with this 

direction I know where burger shop and book store and how to ride the bus. 

 

Yuri returned to Townesville with significant cultural capital, making her re-

entrance into migrant communities much smoother and less ridden with anxiety of the 

unknown.  

 

Beyond ‘push and pull.’  As I saw through the participants’ story of crossing 

over, the value of cultural capital and meso-level constructs were central to their 

migratory paths. Although Musa was the only one who did not have prior connections to 

Townesville, his crossing over was certainly aided by constructs of academic legitimacy 

(his prestigious scholarship), and it was ensured by the structural body of the ESSA 

agency, whose members oversaw each movement of the students’ crossing. Although we 

can locate basic push and pull factors in each of these individual’s migrations, Castles 

and Miller’s (2009) more nuanced model better captures the dynamic “overlapping and 

interacting systems” at play.  
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At the macro level, global forces working within the professional and academic 

markets made English language study abroad a means to accumulate necessary symbolic 

capital to advance in these global markets. At the micro level, all of the participants were 

attached to this journey for personal reasons, and they perceived going abroad as a means 

to improve their quality of life and, moreover, expand their sense of self. Finally, all of 

the participants moved at the meso-level, as they became involved in the social, 

occupational, and symbolic networks that were tied to their homeland and extend abroad. 

These networks consisted of their professional, academic, national, ethnic, religious, and 

social ties, and we will see through their local experiences how these ties shape the 

participants’ access to resources during their life in Townesville.  

 

The Significance of the Narrative of Departure 

 The participants’ narrative of departure concluded upon their arrival in 

Townesville and their entrance into the university’s English as a Second Language 

program. In these individuals’ effort to achieve a “coherent life narrative” (Block 2007), 

this particular chapter in their lives was a central practice in doing so. Within this 

narrative, the past, present, and future interacted in dynamic ways that allowed the 

participants to enact specific identities upon their arrival. Their present understanding of 

where they were and their language abilities factored greatly into their telling of the past.  

As they “went over” their learning experiences, these individuals were able to understand 

conflicts and feelings of ambivalence in ways they were not afforded at the time. These 

new understandings occurred through the participants’ realization that language was a 

social practice on which entrance to new communities was dependent. As they narrated 

their various encounters with communities of practice, the participants were able to trace 

emerging visions of the future and imagine a second language identity that would allow 

for expansion in both their personal and professional lives.  

 In these stories, not only did the present shape the telling of the past, but the 

telling of the past shaped the participants’ present experiences. As they began a new part 

of their lives abroad, this narrative was referenced continually as these individuals 
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negotiated entrance into various communities in Townesville. It was the story of who 

they were, where they came from, and where they were going.  It was a story they had to 

continually tell (to various extents) each time they attempted to integrate into new social 

spaces and form human relationships within those spaces.  

Further, it was this narrative that nourished their motivation to succeed in their 

present English studies, and it contained many of the critical moments that strengthened 

their investment in their emerging second language identity. It was a framework to 

understand their present stumblings and successes as they attempted to interact with 

native speakers and participate in expert communities. It was also how they connected to 

other non-native speakers, other migrants, and other ESL students with whom they 

imagined to share the same journey. Finally, it contained their vision of the future. The 

departure narrative was guided by a future place to which study abroad would bring 

them, and it was within this narrative that imaginings of future positionings began to take 

shape.  

 Having said all of this, this narrative was by no means contained and fossilized in 

time. Present experiences would always shape and reshape its telling. However, for the 

purpose of describing a specific period of time in the participants’ life, I treat these stories 

from a particular vantage point. These were the “language learning stories” that each 

participant constructed at the time I was interacting with them. It was these stories that 

brought us to the “present”—their life in Townesville.  The rest of the findings presented 

in the next chapter will focus on the participants’ present experiences as non-native 

individuals living and studying in the United States, those which they chronicled through 

various interactions—to class members during class, through our interviews, through 

their photo presentations, and through informal interactions I observed.  

 Now that we have “arrived” at present, the nature of the participants’ experiences 

shift. Their stories become very grounded in the present, absent of significant retrospect, 

and somewhat distracted from their long-term future goals. Although they remained 

aware of why they had come and where they were going, daily life abroad became an 

identity project in its own way, particularly in how they understood themselves as a 
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foreigner and a non-native speaker of English vis-à-vis the “expert” community. At this 

point in their ongoing narratives as English language learners, the following questions 

came to the front: How did the participants’ positionality in communities of practice 

(material or imagined) shape their identity practice? What were the conditions and 

activities that constitute “the periphery,” and how did peripherality facilitate or hinder 

full participation? Ultimately, the participants’ identity was shaped by their interactions 

within multiple communities, and it was through community interactions that they were 

transformed.  
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Chapter Five 

“MY LIFE IN TOWNESVILLE” 

 

 At the end of the semester for which I was collecting data, the participants 

presented their autobiographies as migrants living abroad and studying English as a 

Second Language through a photo-journal presentation and performance. They gave an 

overview to the class of the significant experiences, human relationships, and places that 

had shaped who they were and who they had become as a result of their experience away 

from their home countries. While narrating this chapter in their lives, the participants 

presented the photos that represented critical points along their journey, many of which 

reflected their inner thoughts and their sense of self at various stages. Sonia, the first 

participant to perform, opened her talk by expressing her excitement to share her 

“journey in Townesville” with her classmates. Like Sonia, the participants that followed 

framed their narratives in terms of their recent past, working off of titles such as “My 

Life in Townesville.”  Taking the participants’ lead, I have titled the second findings 

chapter of the study accordingly, marking it as a shift from the past in both time and 

space in order to chronicle the local activities that became important to their identity 

construction.   

 The photo-presentations were could be seen as a culmination of my interaction 

with the participants.  They served to frame and corroborate the less-linear narrative I had 

been co-constructing with them up to that point, through their ongoing descriptions, 

reports, and reflections on their experiences in Townesville. So, what type of story was 

this? In what ways were they chronicling identity practice? From a participation 

framework, I argue that participants were telling two distinct stories. On one hand, theirs 

was a story of migrant solidarity in which a good part of the participants’ lives revolved 

around their relationships, activities, and attachments within peripheral—“foreign”—

communities. On the other hand, as their motivation to learn English fueled their 

experience, their story was one of integrating (to various degrees) into expert, native-

speaking communities. Their investment within relationships with experts was sustained 
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by the value that the participants assigned to “real” native speakers of English.  

Therefore, their journey was one of attaining significant footing with Americans. 

Although each participant told both of these stories to varying degrees, it was clear that 

both stories were central to their identity practice.  

 

Overview of the Chapter. 

 In order to tell the learners’ stories of experience, this chapter is organized into 

two parts. In the first part, Common Social Spaces, I provide a detailed description of the 

transmigrant spaces that these ESL learners shared. Naturally, this section will largely 

focus on the classroom and ESL community in which I interacted regularly with the 

participants, but it will also describe the learners’ activities within various non-native 

community groups in Townesville that they described to me. Although these spaces were 

peripheral in relation to the host community, they became central to the learners because 

in these spaces they were able to embody expert positions and feel safe to try on new 

subject positions in the second language. It was also these spaces in which the learners 

were able to maintain a stable connection to their first-language identity and native-

language communities.  

The second major part of this chapter, The Learners, is devoted to the 

participants’ broader narratives of the participants’ experiences interacting within various 

communities of practice in Townesville—within and beyond the ESL-student 

community. In this section, the focus shifts to the participants’ unique perspectives. To do 

this, I will present an in-depth analysis of the participants’ stories.  I will present each of 

their stories either individually or through a common narrative that is shared among a 

group of learners. Ultimately, these narratives describe identity shifts that resulted from 

the participants’ experiences negotiating the periphery of communities and their various 

modes of participation within those communities. 
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PART ONE: COMMON SOCIAL SPACES 

As Lantolf and Pavlenko (2001) argued, we need more “robust and detailed case 

studies documenting the activities of people on the periphery of linguistic communities of 

practice” (p. 155) and we need to understand better how they gain or are refused full 

participation. Part of answering this call is to look more extensively at the “periphery.” 

Throughout this section, I will draw on Pries’s definition of “transmigrant social spaces” 

to describe the social spaces that were shared by the nine transmigrants. I characterize 

these peripheral spaces as transmigrant spaces because the communities that 

encompassed those spaces were made up of non-native individuals with ongoing ties to 

both their home country and the host community. Within these spaces, the participants 

shared symbolic practices and artifacts that characterized the ESL transmigrant 

community as well as other migrant communities within the broader host community. 

These spaces included the ESL classroom and international office, in which I regularly 

observed them, as well as the other non-native communities as described by the 

participants.  By understanding the learners’ attachments and relationships within these 

spaces, we can better understand their participation patterns as whole and gain a better 

understanding of what the physical and metaphorical space of the “periphery” actually 

meant for these learners.  

This part of the chapter will be presented in two sections. In the first section, I 

discuss the features of transmigrant communities that led to new ways of being for these 

participants. I describe the learners’ participation within the broader “international” 

community of the IEP program as well as other transmigrant spaces that became 

important to the learners. In the second section, I will focus on the community of the 

Listening and Speaking classroom in which I regularly observed all of the participants. I 

will describe the ways in which this community became a mediating space between 

novice (language learner) and expert (native speaking) communities.   
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Transmigrant Communities 

 A central factor in the participants’ migrant identities was their belonging to 

transmigrant communities—a term that the learners’ rarely used themselves, preferring 

“international” or “ESL,” or various modifiers that represented non-American 

communities (e.g., Korean, Saudi Arabian, etc.).  As transmigrants, these individuals 

maintained loyalties to both their home-countries and native languages, but beyond those, 

they developed a sense of belonging to the broader international community of the 

university, despite never having interacted with the majority of the ESL and international 

students that made up this vast demographic.  

Through their participation within the ESL program, these participants developed 

a sense of themselves as “the other,” and often expressed their solidarity with fellow non-

native speakers of English with whom they perceived to share the same journey. In this 

way, the international student community was an “imagined community” (Anderson, 

1990) because these students’ sense of belonging took on a dimension beyond material, 

face-to-face social ties. In other words, as Wenger (1998) described, imagination is 

central to an individual’s modes of belonging in that it allows one to be able to transcend 

time and space and create “new images of the world and [themselves]” (p. 176). Through 

their positionality as a migrant, and their participation in migrant communities, these 

participants took on new self-understandings, and they saw themselves as connected to 

individuals that they would not ordinarily encounter in their native contexts.  

 So, what were some of the characteristics of the international community to which 

these learners felt a sense of belonging? In what ways did this community offer paths 

toward new ways of being? In the following sections, I will described three major 

characteristics of this broad community that factored into the participants’ migrant 

identities. First, belonging to the migrant community legitimized the participants’ 

novice—or learner—identities, and validated their multilingual and multicultural 

identities. Second, belonging to the migrant community offered access to resources not 

easily accessible in the greater host community. Third, although learners maintained 

attachments to migrant communities because of the two previously mentioned 
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characteristics, they also viewed their attachment to these communities as an impediment 

to participating in the host community and improving their English.  

 

 The migrant community as legitimizing. The learners’ sense of connection to 

the larger ESL and international community had much to do with the perceived common 

struggle to learn English. Hence, belonging to that community, for these participants, 

allowed them to enact a learner identity without feeling threatened or disempowered in 

ways they could be vis-à-vis expert communities. In this way, the ESL learner 

community can be seen as a non-expert community because it’s members where novices 

to host community practices, particularly the practice of using and speaking English.  The 

non-expert community was considered a safe, comfortable, and even fulfilling space in 

which the learners could be learners without being judged on their novice abilities. For 

example, David expressed that he felt much more comfortable speaking English among 

ESL students than with American students. Even though the various accents in the ESL 

class were difficult to understand, he felt a solidarity with the group as learners. “That’s 

okay because they are ESL students in the class,” he explained, “…so if I  make a 

mistake that’s okay because they make mistakes as well. So it is comfortable.” 

 For David, as we will see, making mistakes was not acceptable within mainstream 

academic communities to which he belonged, but his belonging to the ESL community 

allowed him to make the inevitable errors that came with learning. Like David, Eun 

lacked confidence to speak English with native speakers, and she struggled in her role as 

a hospital volunteer who had to interact in English regularly. She felt self-conscious 

because she always had to speak English slowly, and she did not feel that people wanted 

to “wait for [her].” However, she did not feel as anxious when speaking with Spanish-

speaking patients. When I asked her how she felt communicating with those patients, she 

told me, “That’s okay. They cannot speak English at all, so you can speak English 

slowly. It doesn’t matter.”  

 Eun was also more relaxed around the other volunteers who were “immigrants” 

along with her. One of her fellow volunteers was a young university student who “looked 
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American” but told Eun that she was “also an immigrant who came here seven years 

ago.”  Eun felt connected to this German young woman, along with another volunteer 

from Belgium, because of their common “foreigner” and non-native speaker status. Eun 

said they could “understand my situation,” and she felt equal to them even though she felt 

subordinate not only to native-speaking staff but to native-speaking patients.  

For Mun-He, her belonging to a group of language students offered her a position 

of equality that she claimed was not available to a woman of her age in her home country 

of Korea. As we saw in the previous chapter, Mun-He had a strong attachment to her 

identity as a wife and mother, and she often expressed that her age set her apart from 

many of the “younger” students in the ESL program. In Korea, she contended, she would 

not be accepted into “student” groups because she was too old. However, she felt that 

within the ESL community she was viewed as an equal. “It’s good. I can participate more 

in studying because they look at me like student, same classmates,” she explained. For 

Mun-he, belonging to this community offered a new mode of participation not previously 

afforded to her, one that legitimized her learner identity.  

Beyond specific language learning opportunities, membership in international 

communities provided comfortable social interactions and relationships. In the following 

excerpt from one of our interviews, Musa addressed several of the issues at hand 

regarding his sense of belonging to transmigrant communities and the legitimizing 

opportunities that such membership offered: 

 

Musa: …the international students are more open, not more open, but more willing to 

meet. But the American, like you are coming to them, they have their own lives, 

own friends, own system and you just bust in, and, you know, some of them 

doesn’t like it. But the international students, most of them start from zero. So 

they are looking for friends and are willing to know people. Most of the 

Americans are satisfied with their situation. 

 

R: So it’s all on you to go to them. 

Musa: Yeah. And it’s hard to go to someone and say “Hey, you wanna be friends?” 

R: If anyone can do it, you can do it! [referring to his outgoing personality] 

Musa: I mean, it’s not the best way ,I guess. 
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R: It’s not the most natural way. 

Musa: So basically, you meet them in a basic way or if you’re neighbors maybe. You 

work together or you are classmates but eventually, we are all classmates, we are 

all international. 

 

 Musa spoke to several points here. First, in his view, “starting from zero” was a 

condition that was shared among non-Americans and set them apart from the host 

community whose members enjoy the privilege of already established social ties. 

Because of this common condition, international students were “more open,” as if mutual 

empathy for one another’s lack of belonging to host-communities bonded them in ways 

they would not have been bonded, if not for their novice status. Secondly, as Musa 

explained, people meet people “in a basic way.” Participation in migrant communities 

could create the conditions by which relationships can be appropriately initiated, mainly 

by becoming classmates or neighbors. Lastly, Musa’s comments support the imagined 

dimension of this mode of belonging, stating “we are all classmates, we are all 

international.” This community marker connected him to people he had yet to meet, 

despite their different linguistic and cultural backgrounds.  

 The legitimizing nature of the migrant communities to which the learners’ 

perceived that they belonged resulted in a sense of solidarity among other non-experts. 

This solidarity could result in dissolved factions within the group. For example, although 

Musa and Alim were from two very different regions of Saudi Arabia, culturally, 

economically, and linguistically, their positionality as migrants abroad evoked a broader 

connection between the two of them, one that they might not as strongly identify with in 

their native country. Alim had been in Townesville two years before Musa arrived, and 

did not know him prior, but upon Musa’s arrival, they were immediately acquainted. 

Musa described this type of solidarity: 

Musa:  Every international student, when he sees someone from his country, he gets 

attached. Really good. I mean, immediately. The first week we came here, the 

first Saudi guy we saw we were, “Heeeyyyy! Hello, what’s up” and he thought, 

“Ok, you are kind of newcomers here, it’s very obvious.” 
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 Musa’s comments suggested that it was natural for newcomers to take advantage 

of the expertise of those that came before them, and belonging to migrant communities 

offered pathways to do so. Alim corroborated Musa’s thoughts, and, for him, being older 

came with a responsibility to advise his “brothers”: 

 

Alim: We are like brothers here. Like we care, we look at each other, like Musa, and if he 

needs something I can help him because I am older than him, I can advise him or 

recommend him to do something… Because we feel like we are brothers because 

even though his is from another city, different cultural city, different accent, I feel 

it is my duty. Something I have to do not an option. 

 

 For Alim and Musa, a broader sense national identity dissolved regional factions 

that would perhaps trump within the home-country context. This sense of connection 

among others from one’s home country allowed for a sense of trust among group 

members, even though they may have never met before. Hafsa, the youngest of the nine 

focal participants, found a group of apartment roommates on-line (two Chinese women, 

and one American woman who was never at home) before arriving in Townesville. I 

asked her if she was apprehensive to commit to a roommate relationship with people she 

had never met before, she reported to feel completely comfortable doing so because two 

of them were Chinese.  “Yeah, we trusted each other,” she said, “and everything is going 

good.” She claimed that Chinese living abroad shared a sense of trust. 

 

Hafsa: But in every Chinese opinion that Chinese believe the Chinese get 

together, it’s better than when Chinese and other people get together. 

 

 Musa, Alim, and Hafsa’s thoughts remind us of the imagined dimension of the 

migrant community, as its members felt invested in one another beyond a material, face-

to-face, social relationship. It also reminds us of the various types of belonging that were 

associated with the migrant community. This community was divided—stronger ties 

might exists between those from the same native country—but, at the same time, 

community membership dissolve factions because its members felt connected on a 

broader level, as non-natives living abroad. These multifarious ties were legitimizing 
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because they valued the learners’ native linguistic, cultural, and ethnic identities in ways 

that the host community did not.  

  

 Access to resources. Strong ties to migrant networks abroad could result in 

access to resources not easily available to newcomers within the host community.  Here it 

is appropriate to reference the participants’ narratives of departure and the various ways 

in which they capitalized on personal and professional networks abroad in order to 

establish themselves in a new country. We saw how each of the learners were able to 

access resources that allowed them to establish initial footing in communities of practice 

abroad. Some examples included Sonia’s and Mun-he’s family connections to the area, 

Hugo’s professional connections to the university, and Hafsa’s family’s relationship with 

Andrew, an American who was familiar with Townesville and the university.  

David was very apprehensive before arriving in Townesville, and he expressed to 

me many of his worries about getting settled with his family, and feeling safe. He told 

me: 

David:  When I came here at first, I was very stressful. I was not excited at the time. I was 

very stressful because whenever I go to the shopping mall, the insurance 

companies, I had to buy a car. All things were very stressful for me.  

 

 For David, the main reason these events were so stressful was the 

“communication problem” he had with native speakers. In response, he capitalized on his 

networks abroad in facing these obstacles he felt as a newcomer. A Korean friend of 

David’s who had been living in Townesville for a significant amount of time took off of 

work for two days to help David and his family get settled. Like many of the participants 

who had prior connections to the area, David felt that his transmigrant connections aided 

in accessing resources in the new country. His involvement within the local Korean 

community in Townesville was critical to locating resources for his pregnant wife. 

Koreans who had previously found themselves in similar situations—needing healthcare 

without medical insurance—were able to offer him advice. It was the knowledge shared 
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within this community that ultimately led to him locating a non-profit organization that 

his wife could go to for prenatal care and delivery.  

 Membership in migrant communities not only aided in access to critical resources 

such as healthcare or locating a place to live, but also offered a sense of a social 

connection for some of the participants. Friendships were an important resource, and they 

were generally hard to come by within the host community. As we will see later on, these 

learners faced considerable obstacles in developing true friendships with Americans, so 

migrant communities were spaces in which, at least initially, the learners could establish 

social networks and friendships abroad. All of the participants had developed significant 

friendships with other non-natives who were living in Townesville. These friendships and 

social ties were important to the participants’ sense of personal fulfillment while abroad, 

they felt supported in many ways by the friends they made, and they were able to depend 

on these relationships for help with the various struggles they faced as newcomers living 

abroad. 

 Of the nine participants, Musa and Eun had the least personal connections in 

Townesville prior to arriving. For these two learners, the migrant community was critical 

in terms of developing social communities. For Musa, who did not know anyone before 

the ESSA students convened for orientation, his fellow ESSA friends became his 

“family” abroad. Because the ESSA students were generally around the same age, and all 

male, Musa considered the relationship with them unique, much like teenage brothers. 

Sharing the same religious and ethnic background also connected them in familiar way. 

He explained: 

Musa:  Because that group we are all the same age, we speak the same language, we have 

the same background, so yeah we fight a lot. You know, teenage stuff. You’ve 

been through it. 

  

 For Eun, her membership to the Korean church provided a social community for 

her and her husband while away from her home country. She had many friends at church, 

and of them she said, “sometimes they feel like friends and sometimes it’s a real family.” 

Her church community consisted of people she could call on for help people that 
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supported each other. She described to me an instance in which she, along with other 

church members, supported a young woman after the birth of her child. Korean tradition 

emphasizes warmth in post-natal care and, confused by the American hospital tradition of 

offering cold beverages, Eun and other church members brought her hot seaweed soup 

everyday.  

 These social connections within migrant communities could also lead to resources 

to new ways of being. For example, for Sonia, interactions and social connections to the 

culturally and linguistically diverse members of the migrant community offered avenues 

for personal transformation. While in Townesville, Sonia had begun to consider 

Buddhism more seriously, as it was something she had always been curious about. When 

she moved to Austin, she noticed a Buddhist temple very close to her apartment and 

considered attending. Sonia’s new friendship with Tan, her Vietnamese neighbor and 

fellow ESL student, supported her entrance into the local Buddhist community. Tan, a 

Buddhist, brought Sonia to the temple for the first time and introduced her to the 

philosophy. As we will see later through Sonia’s story, Buddhism played a central factor 

in her transformation, and she considered her friendship with Tan an invaluable part of 

that transformation.  

 

 Migrant communities as restrictive. Belonging to the ESL community, as well 

as various non-native communities in the area, gave the learners access to important 

resources and meaningful human relationships that legitimized their multilingual and 

multicultural identities. However, at the same time, the learners viewed their belonging to 

non-expert communities as potentially restrictive. All of the participants made explicit 

claims regarding the value of relationships with experts and participation within the host 

community. The participants’ specific learning histories, described in their narratives of 

departure, were directly related to their current investment in English language learning, 

particularly their investment in learning to speak in English. Their dissatisfaction with 

their classroom experiences in their home countries motivated them to seek out new 
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linguistic communities, and for them, it involved resisting the temptation to remain 

complacently ensconced within transmigrant spaces.  

 At some point, each of the learners articulated this central conflict. David’s 

multiple investments as a father, husband, professional, and English learner were 

conflicted because of his attachments to multiple communities of practice. Because his 

wife did not speak English, nor “have time” to learn, Korean was the language of home. 

He viewed this as positive in the sense that his daughter would be able to maintain her 

first language while learning English in school. But he also viewed this dynamic 

negatively in regards to his investment in learning English: 

 

David: That’s actually a bad situation for me to enhance my English because after the 

class, I come back home and I don’t use English at all so that is really a handicap. 

So sometimes we try to communicate in English but [laughing] it’s impossible. 

 

 David’s home life “handicapped” his learning, and, to him, so did too much 

involvement within the local Korean community. His wife had many Korean friends, and 

those connections helped David’s family access critical resources, but David claimed that 

he “intentionally” avoided relationships with other Koreans: 

 

David: I intentionally I did not meet a lot of Koreans, because I am here to enhance my 

English skills so if I meet a lot of Koreans and I say Korean, I cannot enhance my 

English skills. So I intentionally didn’t meet a lot of Koreans. 

 

 Other learners held the same view. As we will see in Musa’s story, much of his 

journey involved breaking from his comfortable ESSA family and seeking out new 

relationships in new linguistic communities. Hafsa contended that, although her Chinese 

and international friends were important to her, she “preferred to speak with native 

speakers” because it could help her improve her English more than speaking with other 

international students. Yuri did not have many Japanese friends, but she claimed that 

even when she did interact with other Japanese students, she “will try to speak English.” 

One of the ways Yuri remained connected to her native country was through virtual 
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communities, such as chat rooms and media websites from Japan, but she told me that 

“it’s not good.” Like Yuri, Hugo had very few friends who spoke his native language, 

and he viewed that positively. He told me: 

 

Hugo: I try to avoid…because I would like to be involved in American life than be 

surrounded by Spanish speakers…not to have a group of Spanish speakers. 

 

 Although all of these comments seem to suggest that participating in migrant 

communities lessened opportunities to speak English, in fact, linguistic practices within 

these groups was not so simple. On the one hand, English was the primary language used 

within the ESL community. When learners found themselves in groups that were diverse 

in native language, English was always used as the default language. On the other hand, 

as was often the case, small groups were often dominated by one L1 community, so 

learners could find themselves shut out if they did not speak that L1. Some examples 

include Yuri’s initial struggles with her ESL friends, who were mostly Korean. She even 

tried to learn Korean those first few months so she could communicate more with her 

friends. Also, Musa, who had many Spanish-speaking friends, had to frequently remind 

them to speak English when he was around.  

 All of these views reflect the conflicting nature of transmigrant identities. The 

participants’ experiences in transmigrant communities could be both expansive and 

restrictive at the same time. In many ways, these learners were constantly negotiating two 

worlds, and their strong investment in learning English was simply one aspect of their 

experience that created the continual back-and-forth between those two worlds. Much of 

the learners’ journey in Townesville was about strategizing entrance into expert, native-

speaking communities, all the while occupying transmigrant spaces in which they were 

also invested in terms of social and linguistic ties.  

 As we will see in the learners’ individual stories, entrance into expert communities 

was not always sanctioned by those in power, and the learners often had to negotiate their 

legitimacy—their right—to participate in those communities, despite labellings of 

foreigner and non-native speaker. For that reason, the space of the listening and speaking 
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classroom was an important space for these learners. In many ways, the classroom was an 

intermediary space between novice and expert communities in which the participants’ 

learner identities were validated, and they were guided through participation in real 

native-speaking communities. In the following section, I will describe some aspects of 

the classroom community that made it a unique, “in between” space in which learners’ 

participation in expert communities was mediated by the teachers’ expertise and the 

discourse practices established in the classroom. 

  

The Classroom Community 

Broadly speaking, the classroom was a “safe” space in which the learners could 

be and do in English in ways that they could not “out in the world.” Underlying the 

practices and activities of the classroom community was an implicit acknowledgement of 

the central predicament that all of the learners faced: in order to participate in English-

speaking communities, one had to achieve some level of expertise in English; yet, to 

achieve some level of expertise in English, one had to participate in English-speaking 

communities. In many ways, classroom activities were attempts to mediate this central 

predicament by bringing the “outside world” in, and scaffolding the learners’ 

participation outside of the classroom.   

Although not all of the participants in this study were interested in pursuing an 

academic trajectory at the university (as the ELP program philosophy clearly anticipated), 

all of them were engaged in formal instruction in order to mediate their position as a 

member within one or more English-speaking communities, as part of their professional 

or personal trajectories. In this way, the classroom was a space in which to ameliorate the 

learners’ limitations at accessing expert communities.  This section will discuss some 

ways in which specific classroom practices gave attention to new, emerging identities and 

facilitated the enactment of those identities.  

 

 Overview of classroom practices. As a listening and speaking course, instruction 

was broadly focused on the following: (1) generating free-speaking opportunities, (2) 
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listening comprehension, (3) vocabulary development, and (4) mastery of various 

discourse practices of English-speaking communities, namely academic and professional. 

Generally speaking, Anne’s (the teachers’) instructional approach could be described as 

“communicative” (Canale & Swain, 1985). Instructional activities and classroom 

discourse were student-centered, and language was used for negotiating meaning in 

authentic interactions.  

Two main ways in which Anne maintained a student-centered classroom was 

through her regular eliciting of learners’ prior knowledge on a content topic or target 

language structure, and through collaborative group work. First, language structures were 

usually taught through content topics (some examples to follow), and each time a new 

topic was introduced, Anne would first assess what students already knew through a 

group or whole-class discussion activity. Anne rarely engaged in explicit language 

instruction, and when she did, it centered around vocabulary; she regularly pointed out 

the etymology of English words, teaching morphological concepts that the students could 

use to determine the meanings of new words. Second, the majority of instructional time 

was spent working in collaborative pairs or small groups. Anne structured the class to 

facilitate collaborative problem solving. Students were always given time and space to 

interact with peers and collaborate on language problems before reporting back to the 

teacher and whole class. This approach also helped to create a low-anxiety environment 

in which students could feel comfortable, at minimum, to speak English freely in pairs or 

small groups.  

Although the course included several instructional routines, many of which were 

centered around practicing of  new vocabulary and distinct language structures, there 

were a few features of the classroom community that specifically made it a mediating 

space between novice and expert communities. This section will focus on these three 

features because they were critical to the learners broader experiences constructing an L2 

identity and negotiating entrance into expert communities. These classroom traits were: 

(1) the class as a bridge to expert communities, (2) the class as a space to practice second 

language identities, and (3) the class as a space in which discourses are challenged. 
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Figure 5.1 gives an overview of the specific teacher approaches and class activities that 

supported each feature. The following sections will describe some representative 

examples, drawn from classroom observations, that relate to each of these features.  

 

Figure 5.1  Classroom Practices that Mediated Novice and Expert Communities  

Feature of 

Classroom 

Community 

Teacher Approaches Examples of Class Activities 

Class as a bridge 

to expert 

communities 

Selective course content related to 

various local discourse communities 

(e.g. academic, professional) 

 

Sharing personal expertise as a 30+ 

year resident of Townesville  

 

Attention to ESL program resources 

and weekly publications listing local 

activities; encouraging learners to 

participate 

 

 

Instruction on American/regional 

cultural idioms and metaphors 

 

Instruction on use of spoken English 

(reductions, blends, contractions) 

  

Assignments to interview native 

speakers. 

 

Assignments to participate in 

community activities in Townesville 

 

Class as a space 

to practice 

second language 

identities  

Arranged students in small groups 

for majority of instructional time. 

 

Gradually led up to whole-class 

presentations (pairs, small groups, 

large groups, whole class). 

 

Selected course content related to 

learners’ individual imagined 

communities 

 

Regular student presentations in 

groups and later to whole class 

 

Role-playing in partners/small groups 

 

Student-led discussions 

 

Explicit instruction on speech acts 

(e.g., how to interrupt, interject an 

opinion) 

 

Class as a space 

where discourses 

were challenged 

Student-centered 

 

Selected course content related to 

complex social, cultural, political 

issues. 

 

Regarded learners’ multiple 

identities (cultural, professional, etc.) 

and drew on their expertise.  

Student-led discussions 

 

Teacher introduced new topics by 

eliciting learners’ prior knowledge, 

expertise. 

 

Interactive lessons that included free 

speaking time on various 

cultural/political/social topics. 
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 Class as a bridge to expert communities.  As is the case with adult ESL 

classrooms, the community consists entirely of novices, usually guided by one expert—

the teacher. Because of this dynamic, the “expert” community is often referred to 

(implicity or explicitly) as a community outside of the classroom into which the learners 

desire to integrate.  As Norton (2000, 2002) described, the ESL classroom does not 

materially fit with the CoP framework because we do not find newcomers entering a 

group of old-timers.  In ESL classrooms, the expert/novice relationship is imagined to a 

degree, and the practices of expert communities are brought into the classroom through 

the teacher’s expertise.  

In the case of these learners, multiple imagined communities existed for them 

beyond the general “native-speaking” community. Hafsa, Musa, Yuri, and Alim were 

invested in future positions in English-speaking academic communities.  Alim, David, 

Eun, Mun-he, and Sonia all desired membership in professional English-speaking 

communities. All of the participants were invested in social English-speaking 

communities around Townesville. In many ways, Anne’s role within the classroom was 

to guide the learners to resources that could give them access to those communities and to 

mentor them to the language practices of those groups. By no means was this the only 

goal of classroom instruction, but it was an important aspect of the classroom that made it 

a mediating space.  

As highlighted in Figure 5.1, part of Anne’s approach to instruction included 

attention to the learners’ academic and professional identities in her choice of content 

topics, materials, and assignments. For example, the first presentation that the students 

were assigned centered around these identities. In small groups, they had to give their 

“self-introductions,” highlighting their academic and professional accomplishments and 

future plans. The pre-presentation activity included “practice” introductions in which the 

students had to introduce themselves and others by playing different academic and 

professional roles (e.g., CPA, post-doctorate, anthropologist, businessman).  

As the teacher, Anne was the community expert on these groups, and often she 

would explicitly point out features of these communities that she viewed as important. To 
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continue with an example from the above described activity, I observed Anne to target 

common misconceptions that non-natives may hold about American academic and 

professional norms. She emphasized to the class: 

 

Anne:  People from other countries think that Americans are informal; but it’s not true. 

Maybe more informal than in your country, but there is a structure that is 

expected of you. (Class Observation, Jan 30) 

 

Here, Anne was referring to norms of introductions in academic and professional 

settings. In my observations, this is a representative example of Anne’s instructional 

approach that gave attention to certain identities, illustrating the implicit assumption of 

the course goals that was to support the learners’ entrance into related communities of 

practice. However, Anne’s support of the learners’ interaction with expert communities 

was not limited to academic/professional communities. In general, Anne saw 

instructional value in the learners’ participation in various communities around 

Townesville as well as interaction with native speakers. To encourage this, Anne 

established a few classroom and instructional routines.  

One routine was to go over the WHAT publication weekly with the class. The 

WHAT was a handout created by one of the ESL teachers that listed and described 

various local events around Townesville. It was “published” weekly and handed out to 

ESL students every Friday morning. The main purpose of the publication was to 

encourage students to participate in local activities and communities, and Anne was 

diligent about reading it with the class weekly and sharing her own experiences with 

some of the communities/events listed. As a long-time resident of Townesville, Anne had 

extensive knowledge about the city and the region in general; she was a wealth of 

knowledge when it came to stories behind various local establishments and lesser-known 

attractions of the area. Anne was continually encouraging students to “get out” and “do 

something,” and at one point, she assigned going out for homework. Every Monday, she 

would ask the students to report on their activities over the weekend. Also, I should note 

that the WHAT periodically listed volunteer opportunities around town. This was very 
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important to Hafsa’s experiences, as we will see, because it led her to a volunteer position 

at a local elementary school, which was a transformative experience for her.  

Another routine that Anne established was regularly to assign the learners the task 

of interviewing native speakers. For these assignments, students were required to find a 

native speaker and interview him or her on a specific topic, usually related to the content 

currently being covered in class. The students were more or less left on their own to 

locate and talk to an interviewee, and, although Anne never collected the assignment in 

written format, the learners were required to report back to the class about their interview. 

The learners’ approach to this assignment took several interesting forms, as I will discuss 

in more detail in Part 2 of this chapter. Some students were more successful than others 

in this assignment. For some learners, particularly Hugo, the experience with this 

assignment led to some significant identity negotiations, as I will analyze later.  

 

 Class as a space to practice second language identities. As an extension of the 

previous section, this section will describe some ways in which the learners were able to 

practice L2 identities through their participation within the classroom community. By 

describing this feature as an “extension” of the previous, I want to reiterate that second 

language identities were related to the imagined communities that were invoked through 

the practices of the classroom community—namely, new ways of being within academic, 

professional, and cultural spaces. Because the course was heavily focused on student-

centered interaction and small group activities, students were able to enact new identities 

in English in a safe space, “practicing” in a sense for various ways of being outside of the 

classroom.  

 One example of this feature of the classroom community was the assignment of 

student-led discussions. For this assignment, every Friday two students were responsible 

for leading half of the class in a discussion on a current, thought-provoking topic, for 

which they created a set of questions to pose to the group. This activity accomplished 

several instructional goals, but one of the main purposes was to give students practice 

with moderating discussions in English and all of the speech acts involved in doing so 
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(interjecting, asking for opinions, validating points of view, etc.). The following excerpt 

is from the first day Anne assigned the activity. She told the class: 

 

Anne:  If you are going to the University or at work at a seminar…eventually you are 

going to have to lead something. So, it is good if you learn how to do it. (Class 

Observation, Feb 2) 

 

Again, here, Anne was giving attention to specific identities (academic, 

professional) and creating activities that gave the students space to practice these 

identities in a learning environment. For some students, such as Hugo, Sonia, and Alim, 

who all had significant attachments to their professional identities, these activities came 

more naturally than others. For others, like David, participation in these activities opened 

up other ways of being that were not accessible in their native-speaking communities. For 

David, “debating” was a new mode of participation, one that he was slowly mastering. In 

Korean academic culture, “there was no debate,” he explained, “we just learned some 

knowledge. There is no discussion.” In US academic and professional communities, the 

ability to engage in multi-sided discussions is important, and, for David, these class 

activities were some of the first opportunities he had to “try on” these new identities. He 

explained to me how he felt about it: 

David: Asian has no debate culture. So it is difficult for me to debate with others. And the 

opposite opinion makes me more nervous. I have to persuade, that is seriously 

difficult. I think that is interesting. But I have to prepare a lot before a debate. I 

am not creative. That means I cannot think a lot about the subject in a short time, I 

have to think about it for a long time then I can talk. So if I have enough time to 

think about it, I really enjoy the debating. 

 

For David, participation in new linguistic communities offered new ways of being 

that, although challenging, could expand his subjectivities, and the classroom was a 

mediating space to practice. 

Often, the students were so aware that they were practicing something new that 

they called attention to that fact by joking or giggling. In other words, students might 

initially use a new word or phrase that represented a certain speech act in English, and in 
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recognizing their embodiment of this new act, joke about it. For example, Mun-He 

couldn’t help but laugh after asking Musa, “Sorry, could you speak louder,” during a 

small group discussion. Anne had just gone over how to ask for clarification, and that 

exact phrase appeared on the handout. Another example occurred during an activity 

targeting “interjecting,” a speech act that certainly varies across cultures. The students 

roared when Hugo interrupted the whole class with, “Excuse me, I have a question!” At 

the time, the students were working in groups, so Hugo’s articulation of the target 

expression to the whole class would, perhaps in a “real” university class, be considered 

inappropriate. However, in this safe space, his act was met with laughter as the class 

recognized that he was “practicing.” 

 

Class as a space where discourses where challenged.  Because this particular 

ESL course focused on listening and speaking, most of the instructional activities 

centered around classroom interactions. As I mentioned before, the majority of each 

instructional class period consisted of students working in pairs or small groups, 

collaborating on specific target language problems, or practicing new structures, 

vocabulary, and discourse practices in English. Because of the interactive nature of the 

course, this community became a space in which students could draw upon their own life 

experiences in participating in classroom interactions as they related to the topics at hand. 

It was common during these interactions for students to challenge both the dominant 

discourses of U.S. culture, as well as the various cultures represented in the group.  

One important value of this feature of the classroom community was that 

“novice” language learners had regular opportunities to enact “expert” positions. They 

were able to do this because multiple discourses were valued and used for instructional 

purposes. Both the topics outlined in the course text and instructional materials as well as 

those brought up during the weekly student-led discussions called on learners not only to 

consider characteristics of social, academic, and professional communities of American 

culture, but those of their own culture and their classmates’ cultures. For example, text 

chapters and group discussions covered a range of topics such as workplace privacy, 
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crime in society, culture shock, corporal punishment, and ideas of utopia. Activities 

centered around these topics encouraged students to share how these issues are dealt with 

in their own cultures. It was common practice for students to take on expert roles, as they 

became representatives of the various communities to which they belonged.  Essentially, 

the classroom community’s regard of each learner’s expertise in multiple areas was 

another way in which the space legitimized the learners as real people with multiple 

identities.  

A typical example of this occurred when Anne introduced the topic of “adoption” 

by initiating a discussion on pregnancy and prenatal care. She asked the class what 

prenatal care was like in their countries and if it was common to know the sex of the baby 

before it was born. Students who spoke up were regarded as experts of that particular 

cultural perspective, and this instigated a discussion on gender differences. Not only was 

cultural expertise regarded during the interaction, but so was professional expertise. Eun, 

an obstetrician, interjected and told the class that it was still illegal to know the sex of the 

baby in Korea. Before she could continue, Alim interrupted to talk about Saudi Arabian 

practices. Anne stopped Alim and directed the class to listen to Eun, and Eun continued 

to explain, drawing on her professional experiences dealing with patients who wished to 

know the sex of their baby, and the legal ways she was able to circumvent the law 

prohibiting her to give this information.  

The class was also a space in which it was acceptable to question dominant 

discourses. In terms of Anne’s role, she would often elicit the students’ expertise in order 

to challenge traditional American worldviews and practices. For example, on Texas 

Independence Day, she told the class that she is “always careful” when she talks about 

this holiday. She turned to Javier (a Mexican student in the class), and asked him what his 

perspective was on this holiday. Javier explained to the class that, in Mexico, people had 

a “totally different history” than the US version. By doing this, Anne showed again that 

she valued the learners’ multiple identities and recognized their expertise on the content 

at hand.  
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The student-led and content-based discussions were also important activities in 

regards to creating spaces in which discourses were challenged. Students came up with 

their own topics, which included controversial issues (e.g., abortion, attitudes toward the 

homeless, religious fundamentalism), moral dilemmas (e.g., when it is appropriate to lie), 

and personal matters (e.g., human relationships, culture shock, future dreams). The nature 

of these discussions and the topics introduced required students to draw upon their 

personal experiences, cultural values, and learning histories—on all of which they were 

experts. In several instances, these types of interactions allowed space for students to 

construct their identities within the space of the classroom community. In other words, 

because the classroom was a space in which discourses could be challenged, learners 

were allowed opportunities to perform their identities in ways that were important to their 

current self-transformations. Although there were several examples of this, I will now 

focus on two that I believe represent this point. 

 

Example 1  

Group activity/discussion from class February 25.  Anne had introduced the 

chapter topic of “Personality Traits,” and the students were working in groups to 

complete a questionnaire to determined how shy each of them was. Hugo, Mun-He, 

Alim, and Hafsa were working in a group together, and once they tallied their scores on 

the questionnaire, they began talking about gender and cultural differences as it relates to 

shyness. Hafsa said, “Americans are more outgoing than Asians,” and Alim responded, 

“Yes of course.” Alim and Hugo agreed that a little bit of shyness is good, but Hafsa said 

“It depends on the situation.” At this point, Mun-he and Hafsa talked to the group about 

the personality of Asians, particularly women. Mun-he explained that when she was 

younger and misbehaving, her mother told her, “Act like a girl!” They continued their 

group discussion for a few minutes longer, then Anne posed the question to the class, “So 

men and women laugh differently?” At this point, Hafsa and Mun-He told the group that 

Asian women are supposed to cover their mouths when they laugh. Mun-He clarified to 

the group, “I am not that person. I don’t care.”  
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This was a particularly telling moment for Mun-He. As we have seen, as and we 

will see more through her individual story, Mun-He’s current transformations were 

centered around her renegotiation of traditional gendered roles associated with “wife” 

and “mother.”  In her departure narrative, she articulated her motivation for studying 

abroad by telling the class, “Even though I am married, I have a dream.” For Mun-He, 

being a student and belonging to the classroom community provided opportunities for 

expansion; this particular interaction reflected Mun-He’s ongoing renegotiation of her 

identities. The classroom space allowed space for learners to express some of their 

current conflicts, ideas of themselves, and visions for the future. 

 

Example 2 

Group practice-presentations from class February 2.  During this class period, the 

students were practicing their professional presentations to the group. They were giving 

an overview of their academic and professional experiences, as well as their future plans 

and goals. The students were allowed to ask questions and engage in a short group 

discussion after each student gave their speech. In this instance, Sonia, Musa, Eun and 

Mun-He were working together. After Musa gave his short presentation, he and Sonia 

engaged in a lively debate centered around the responsibilities that come with age. 

 Musa was the youngest of the group (age 18 at this point in the semester) and 

Sonia was the oldest (age 39), and it was during this discussion that the group first 

realized how young Musa was, and how experienced Sonia was.  Musa told the group, 

“High school was the worst part!” At this point, Anne came around to the group to make 

sure that Musa was not dominating the conversation. She directed Musa to ask about 

Mun-He’s and Eun’s experience, and he did. After the two Korean women discussed the 

demanding nature of high school life in Korea, they asked Musa to talk about his 

experience.  

Musa began by telling them that he was 18 years-old, and Sonia responded with 

surprise, “You are a baby!” She went on to tell him that he only thinks that high school is 

the worst part because he is not working yet, and he does not have the responsibilities 
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that come with being an independent adult. Musa was not intimidated by Sonia’s 

comments, and he continued to defend his view of the struggles he had experienced in 

high school. He described how hard it was to get to the top of his class in a very 

demanding and competitive academic setting, which he called “not reasonable” and 

“crazy.” The two exchanged views back and forth, and although the debate remained 

friendly, both remained committed to their point of view. This interaction was significant 

for a few reasons. 

First, being that this discussion occurred early in the semester, it initiated the 

construction of certain classroom identities. As I will show in more detail in Sonia’s 

story, she took on a nurturing role in the classroom. Being much older and experienced 

than many of the class members, she considered herself  “great aunt” to the younger 

students, and as the semester went on, she was often the voice of experience in student-

student discussions.  This interaction with Musa was one of the first moments I observed 

her to take on this role.  

For Musa, this interaction was important because it marked him as the youngest 

student (to the others’ surprise), and it gave a glimpse of his central conflicts during this 

time in his life. As we will see more in his story, much of his identity transformation 

revolved around his budding independence and the conflicts he encountered as a young 

person away for the first time from his family-established social networks. The formality 

and rigidity of the culture to which he was socialized also played a role in his expanding 

subjectivities. Interactions such as this one, where students were given space to articulate 

their struggles, were revealing moments in terms of understanding how the learners’ 

multiple positions (based on age, gender, academic/professional experience) factor into 

their identity practice.  
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The Significance of Common Spaces 

 The purpose of part one of this chapter was to give an overview of the 

transmigrant spaces that the nine participants shared, namely the international community 

of ESL students and the classroom community, as well as the various non-native 

communities that were important to each of the participants. An understanding of these 

transmigrant spaces is important to a complete portrayal of the participants’ negotiation 

of identities. The learners’ participation in these spaces factored into their migrant 

identities, as they were continually negotiating novice (foreigner, non-native) and expert 

(host community) worlds. My aim in this part of this chapter was to give a sketch of these 

communities, providing representative examples throughout; however, I intend to 

continue my analysis of these communities throughout the next section, as I illustrate the 

learners’ individual stories. Within these individual stories, these spaces will be revisited, 

and these sections will include more details of their participation patterns, relationships, 

and attachments within these spaces. Whereas this part focused on the worlds shared 

among the participants, the next part will focus on the participants themselves, and their 

take on their own experiences negotiating the various communities of practice they 

encountered in Townesville.  

 

 

 

PART TWO: THE LEARNERS 

 The second part of Chapter Five will focus on the participants’ present 

experiences as ESL learners abroad. I have included three sections, each of which will 

turn to three participants’ stories. The introduction to each section outlines my rational 

for grouping the particular students together. In the first section of Part Two, I have 

devoted space for each of three individual stories to be told separately. In the following 

two sections, I combine the individual narratives of each group so that the participant-

stories are told together, thereby avoiding some redundancy and allowing similarities to 

be revealed. The first section will focus on Sonia, Alim, and Hugo. I chose not to 
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combine these three narratives and leave them as the most detailed and extensive of the 

three sections because of the dynamic and complex nature of these three stories. The 

second section will focus on the younger learners, Musa, Yuri, and Hafsa, and the third 

on David, Mun-He, and Eun.  

 

Older learners on new paths: Migration, career, and L2 study 

 This first section will focus on Alim, Sonia, and Hugo. I have chosen to group 

these participants together due to the several common threads that ran through their 

stories.  As I showed in their narratives of departure, these three participants had 

significant experiences abroad years before arriving in Townesville. In many ways, this 

group was the most experienced at being transmigrants and had already begun to 

construct migrant identities through much earlier experiences living, working, and 

studying abroad. Even further, they were “good” at being transmigrants. In other words, 

Sonia, Alim and Hugo were comfortable outside of their home countries, they had 

established a professional career that supported their global paths, and they each had an 

adventurous spirit that kept them open and welcoming to the new experiences living 

abroad had to offer. All three had plans to continue their transmigrant lifestyles, whether 

in Townesville or other places outside of their native countries. Their careers involved 

this type of mobility, and they viewed that as an advantage in their lives.  

 In addition, each of these participants was unmarried and without children. 

Although the three differed in age (Sonia, 39, Alim, 26, Hugo, 29), they were all 

similarly entering new stages in their professional lives, and they were able to pursue 

these new trajectories without having to negotiate roles of spouse and parent (as some of 

the other older learners did). Being older, they acted above the wishes and intentions of 

their parents, but being unmarried, they had not established their own nuclear family 

obligations yet. Hugo (who was engaged) and Alim incorporated marriage and children 

as part of their future visions. Sonia, who had been married three times previously, did 

not talk of marriage in her future, but also did not rule out the possibility of having a 

child. 
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Sonia 

So it was a leap of faith, to eliminate the darkness. I came here. 

--from Sonia’s narrative of departure 

 

Sonia had an extraordinary outlook on life as well as some extraordinary life-

experiences behind her. Approaching 40 years of age, she was the oldest participant, but 

in some respects, she was just beginning a new course in life. Deciding to quit her job, 

travel to the United States, and study English was more than a move to increase her 

professional marketability; it marked a life change, a moment to re-evaluate who she was 

and where she was going on the cusp of a new life-stage. Sonia had left Brazil during the 

midst of a global economic downturn, with hopes of gaining valuable personal and 

professional experiences during her time in the United States. In terms of her professional 

life, improving her English and becoming more acquainted with American perspectives 

on the current downturn was a way of reinventing herself for the Brazilian job markets. 

Just as much, however, Sonia was eager to take advantage of opportunities for personal 

self-growth during the time away from her familiar life in Brazil.  

Sonia’s openness to change, as well as her adventurous spirit, were valuable 

dispositions to have throughout her journey. She was highly agentic, and she was skilled 

at negotiating traditionally disempowered positionings associated with being a single 

woman and non-native speaker living abroad. Sonia had been married and divorced three 

times in her life, she had no children, and she seemed comfortable living abroad without 

her current boyfriend (who had stayed back in Brazil). She had reached a point of 

independence in her life—both personally and professionally—and the confidence she 

exuded was partly a result of life-experiences that had taught her to live independently of 

what others think.  

 

Sonia as a member of the classroom community. During the third class period 

that I observed, as I was still becoming acquainted with the participants, Sonia had 

arrived late. She was sick with laryngitis, and upon her arrival, she whispered to Anne 

that she would not be able to participate much in class because she had lost her voice. 
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That day, the majority of the class was spent working in small groups, completing 

vocabulary exercises, and an activity designed to practice the speech act of interrupting. 

It became quickly apparent to me that the weakened state of Sonia’s vocal chords would 

not get in the way of her class participation. Each time I observed her group, she was 

highly engaged, leading the group in each activity. She could barely speak, her voice was 

raspy and struggling, yet she continued to talk with feeling. She was smiling and making 

her point heard in any way she could. For Sonia, it was hard not to speak in class.  

Early on in the semester, Sonia took on a leadership role in the classroom. In her 

own words, she considered herself a “great aunt” to the rest of the group, mostly because 

of her age and experience, but also because she was comfortable speaking English.  For 

some of the other confident speakers, like Musa, this role came off too strong at times, 

and he half-jokingly characterized her as talking “too much.”  Initially, Sonia described 

her role as “to push” some of the learners, and Musa was the victim at times of her strong 

personality (as we saw in Example 1 in Part One of this chapter). Still, these periodic 

moments of friction were treated with lightheartedness overall, and the two remained 

friendly.  Other learners welcomed her outgoingness, and they felt that her silliness and 

nurturing disposition encouraged them to speak more.  

David, the most self-conscious English speaker, greatly admired Sonia. They had 

become friends outside of class, and they shared a fondness for each other as older 

students. When I asked David if there was anyone in the class that encouraged him, he 

spoke of Sonia. He admired her abilities to speak English well because he felt that he 

struggled so much in that area. He was in awe of her confidence to talk to others. He 

“envied” her and thought of her as “brave person.” During our interview, he volunteered 

a story he heard about Sonia that really impressed him: 

David: She is a very brave person. I heard that when she was in the restaurant, she 

talks to native speakers. She says “hello” to unknown people and makes a 

conversation all the time in the restaurant. I really envy her. 

 

For David, the ability to talk to “unknown people” and “make a conversation” 

was an invaluable ability. As I will show in his story, David’s fear of being marginalized 
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by expert communities based on his language abilities kept him from participating. Sonia, 

however, was very comfortable interacting with native speakers, even strangers. She 

expressed that, at times, she struggled to adjust to Americans’ sense of private space; 

compared to Brazilians, Americans seemed “closed,” and she experienced instances in 

which her attempts to strike up friendly conversations with strangers were met with 

resistance.   

Sonia was enthusiastic about the listening and speaking course. She admired 

Anne’s approach to teaching and she enjoyed the discussion aspect of the course because 

she learned so much about other people, cultures, and worldviews. She was curious and 

engaged, especially when it came to Saudi Arabian norms and practices. For Sonia, this 

was the first time she had made friends with Middle Eastern men, and in class, she was 

continually asking about their cultural practices, particularly those surrounding gender 

roles and relationships. “I’m sorry, I’m just curious,” she would say. As far as her 

linguistic abilities, Sonia struggled with structural aspects of English (morphology), and 

she needed to improve her L2 pronunciation for sounds for which there was L1 negative 

transfer. Overall, however, her advanced understanding of spoken English, idiomatic 

expressions, and vocabulary allowed for successful communication despite structural 

errors. Because of her high level of oral skills, she considered the class “easy,” but she 

still felt challenged by the critical discussions around the content topics. 

 

“Everything is about power.” When it came to the younger students in the ESL 

program, Sonia was critical about those who seemed to be “sightseeing” or just sleeping 

through what she considered to be one of the most valuable experiences a young person 

could have—studying and living abroad. Some of these students to which she was 

referring were the younger students in the class that were not included in this study. She 

saw them as remaining complacent in their paths, just plugging away at their courses and 

partying as much as they could. Sonia redefined her own position as an older student 

through her observations of these “teenagers.” In that way, she further challenged 
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traditional identities associated with her gender and age by describing herself vis-à-vis 

these younger students in the class: 

Sonia: I am waking and they are sleeping. And it’s so funny because it should be the 

opposite. Right? It should be the opposite. Yeah, cause I work hard many 

years…I’m the one that shouldn’t be thinking about anything, just going with my 

habits and my work, go, go, go, go. And I can realize that I need to make a 

change, and stop to start over. And they can’t realize that they are already 

stopped. They are all stopped. And here I can see that most of them are enjoying. 

Not seeing the English language and the experience here as for the future, but 

[thinking], “Well, I’m a teenager, I’m having fun.” You know that? And it’s so 

funny. So funny. 

 

Sonia was “waking” while the others were “sleeping.” She was experiencing a 

version of youth during a time in her life that, traditionally, was spent “going with my 

habits and my work.” Sonia saw herself as an agent in control of her life-paths, whereas 

the others were subject to them. She was aware of power dynamics and was strategic in 

renegotiating disempowered positioning. This ability, for her, came with age and 

experience.  She explained what power meant to her and her life: 

Sonia: …for me, everything is about power. It’s interesting because it’s something for 

most of the people that they can’t understand. It’s about power. When you have 

someone to make the decision for you, you don’t have the power.  

 

Sonia admitted to very few times in her recent life in which she felt 

disempowered. As a second language learner, she experienced interactions in which she 

could not get her point across in English. Speaking and understanding English over the 

phone was difficult for her, and when she first arrived, she relied on her sisters to conduct 

gatekeeping interactions over the phone. On a broader level, however, she did not feel 

that her learner identity disabled her from participating fully within the communities that 

were important to her. In this way, Sonia was unique to the participant group.  

In the one instance that Sonia described to me in which she felt threatened, she 

illustrated her ability to renegotiate negative positioning. She detailed the experience she 

had with a Spanish-speaking police officer who pulled her over for speeding. She was 

nervous when he pulled up behind her with his sirens, feeling completely “powerless” 
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because she knew her license was expired. As a female non-citizen with an invalid 

identification, she immediately began to contemplate ways to renegotiate her legitimacy, 

using her position as a non-native speaking woman in a foreign country. In typical Sonia 

fashion, she thought of similar scenes she saw films, and how women were able to evade 

authority by flirting and pleading ignorance. The officer started speaking to her, and 

smiled and said, “Excuse me sir, I am an international student, could you please speak 

slowly?”  

Sonia capitalized on particular aspects of the migrant identity—being a helpless 

novice—that could potentially speak to the power authorities feel by “saving” someone in 

a weaker position. Unfortunately, the officer did not budge; he sternly probed, “What 

language do you speak?” Sonia smiled and sang, “Portuguese.” At this point, the officer 

cracked a smile and his tone became more friendly. He took Sonia’s drivers’ license, but 

because the information was in Portuguese, the officer couldn’t read it—and Sonia knew 

that. According to her own account, Sonia strategically initiated this interaction so that 

she would have an opportunity to deflect any assumptions made about where she was 

from and what language she spoke. She explained how she managed what she considered 

a successful power shift: 

Sonia:  Because [the officer] was very serious [she crunches her brow to make a serious 

facial expression]. And when I said “Portuguese” and he started laughing. I said, 

“Ha! Now I have the power!” So I took the power and moved on. 

 

Sonia was strategic; she was skilled at reading the power dynamics of a particular 

context and could imagine ways to renegotiate negative positioning. Sonia drew on her 

knowledge of various social narratives: she was aware of how her gender could play into 

the act of being pulled over by a male officer, seeing it over and over in films.  During 

our member-checking, I asked her to clarify her interpretation of this event further, and 

she described it as a situation in which she felt threatened and had to figure out “what she 

had to work with.” She knew the story of abuses to which the immigrant population were 

subject, targeted by the police force because of their possible illegal status. Sonia dealt 

with this instance of conflict through her redefinition of the non-native speaker and 
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foreigner. To her, she was successfully able to reposition herself, “take the power, and 

move on.”  

Sonia’s view of the younger learners as well as her description of her experience 

with the police officer illustrated Sonia’s agency in her own life paths. In a sense, this 

was who she was when she arrived; it was part of her history-in-person. Now, as I turn to 

some ways in which her experiences in Townesville transformed her, I illustrate how her 

agency resulted in significant access to new worlds. The identity shifts that she achieved 

were the result of highly strategic and agentic moves toward the center of new 

communities of practice. For Sonia, her story outside of the classroom was one of both 

metaphorical and geographical border crossings in which her physical moves positioned 

her adjacent to new people. New relationships not only led to new ways of being, but 

they became critical to her L2 learning experience as she began to develop new 

subjectivities in English. The next section will described this journey.  

 

Crossing “the bridge”: Accessing new ways of being. When she initially 

arrived in the Townesville area, Sonia decided to live with her sister and nieces in a 

suburb north of the city. Once she physically moved from the periphery of the city to the 

city center, she was able to access new communities of practice. In this way, Sonia’s 

journey was quite literal—geographically, she left her peripheral Brazilian world in order 

to move toward the center and establish footing in an English world. Her photo-narrative 

focused on this geographical move.  

First, she started off by showing the class a picture of her car, which her niece 

lovingly named “Micky.” For Sonia, buying the car signified having “freedom for the 

first time.” Then, she showed the class a picture of her GPS system, which guided her in 

the right directions. This taste of mobility, however, led to more dramatic moves. She 

decided to leave her sister’s home and find her own apartment closer to central 

Townesville. Her decision to find her own apartment closer to the city was initially 

driven by practicality she would “waste three hours” in her car, driving back and forth 

from the suburbs to campus. But, in retrospect, she recognized that the decision was a 
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symbolic turning point in her journey. When she showed the class a photo of her new 

apartment in the city, she explained, “It’s a nice place, wonderful place, and I am here. 

The first step in my journey, and everything started changing.” 

And things certainly did begin to change for Sonia. As I described in previous 

sections, Sonia’s considered her time in Townesville as an opportunity for significant 

personal growth, a chance to reevaluate her life as she was nearing 40, and contemplate 

new future directions. The city began to symbolize both physical and temporal space in 

which she could pay close attention to who she was and where she was going. For her, 

the move to the city central was a move of independence and an initial step on what 

became a very personal journey.  One of the most interesting and telling photographs that 

Sonia presented to the class was a photograph of a major bridge in Townesville. This 

bridge spanned over the well-known river that surrounded the city, and it also separated 

the central area of the city from the extensive suburbs that ran north and west. Sonia had 

to cross this bridge every day, and each time she did so, she contemplated its symbolism 

to her current journey. She told the class about this photo: 

Sonia:  When I go to the apartment, I see a bridge everyday. Everyday I see this bridge. I 

need to go to my apartment, I leave my apartment, and this bridge for me is 

important. This bridge for me represents a step up in my life. Crossing this bridge 

in my head was like looking at myself and deciding what changes I would like to 

make in my life. And everything changed on the journey. 

 

 Sonia used the “bridge” to symbolize her ongoing identity work. Change was 

storied in her physical moves to the center, and the possibility of transformation that 

those moves represented.  Sonia’s mobility afforded her access to new communities of 

practice, and both people and places intersected with her new path and present to her 

opportunities for significant transformation. Like many of the participants, Sonia 

emphasized the value of human relationships to their experience by including photos of 

important people she had met along her journey. She showed the class a photo of Lan, a 

fellow ESL student from Vietnam, and described her as her “dearest friend.” Her 

relationship with Lan opened many doors for her, most importantly the one that led to 

Buddhism. In the Sonia-narrative, it was no coincidence that her new apartment happened 
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to be located near a Buddhist temple, and it was no coincidence that her new friend Lan 

turned out to be a Buddhist. After passing the temple many times going to and from her 

apartment, Sonia decided to tell Lan about her curiosity. She described her entrance into 

the local Buddhist community to me: 

Sonia:  And talking to my friend Lan, I said, “Hey, there is a place, I think it’s a temple, 

and I would like to go there, would you like to join me?” And she said, “I am a 

Buddhist.” And I said “Really?!” And she said, “If you would like I will go there 

with you.” And I said “perfect.” And we went there and they were starting a class, 

a beginning class, teaching the ways of how does it come, how they think about it, 

so I said, this is the perfect place, the perfect time, so everything fit.  

   

 Sonia’s life narrative was constructed as a series of events, or pieces of a puzzle, 

that, if allowed, would come together in significantly meaningful ways. Time and place 

aligned “perfectly” at this moment, and “everything fit.” From this vantage point, the 

present place from which she was narrating her story, she was able to make sense of her 

physical moves—to understand “the bridge”—in ways that accounted for her current self-

transformations. Of all the participants, Sonia’s narrative was the most complete in the 

sense that she had reached a point of favorable change and balance, a marked shift from 

her narrative of departure, and she successfully “eliminated the darkness.” The final 

section of Sonia’s story will elaborate on some aspects of this transformation. 

 

 “It’s only the beginning of another journey”: Going home different. Sonia’s 

journey in Townsville, although relatively short, changed her. Her successful attempts at 

accessing new communities of practice and her agency within those communities led to 

new ways of being for Sonia. Before she left, she told me, “I’m feeling myself different. 

Really, I am feeling myself different.” Sonia felt herself different in a couple of ways, 

and her participation in the Buddhist community played a large role in that 

transformation.  

First of all, she was certain that her English abilities had greatly improved. She 

felt it was easier to talk to and understand native speakers, and she noticed her language 

structure was more accurate. She described the Buddhism classes as language learning 
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experiences because she had to discuss complex philosophical ideas in English, and no 

one else in the group spoke Portuguese. The Master and some of the other students were 

L1 Chinese speakers, and she described the difficulty she encountered comprehending 

their accents. But she considered it valuable practice because she anticipated future trips 

to China for her work. For Sonia, the Buddhism classroom was also a language 

classroom. 

Even more compelling, however, was that Sonia had encountered new ways of 

thinking and understanding the world in English, realizing that the English world offered 

new modes of participation that were not available to her L1 identities. In the following 

excerpt, she explained how practicing Buddhism in English led to new L2 subject 

positions. She had just described how she was motivated to continue practicing 

Buddhism when she returned to Brazil, but she was worried that practicing in Portuguese, 

instead of English, would not “make sense” to her. 

Sonia:  Yeah. This is a problem because, now, Buddhism for me, makes sense in English. 

It’s weird. Because there are too many different meanings of the words, so how I 

started in English, some words in Portuguese don’t mean anything to me. But in 

English, it means a lot. It’s weird…This word, this particular word, we were 

discussing in class because the meaning of the word in English is different than in 

Chinese. It’s suffering. They speak a lot about suffering, and we start to struggle. 

And here we think we are miserable or something like that. But the word, the 

particular word is not that. Ok we have troubles, deal with it, that’s life. Ok we 

have suffering. All of us has suffering, life is full of suffering. But it doesn’t mean 

that everyone is miserable. It means that everybody has issues… Because I had to 

learn the word in English. And when I translate the word to Portuguese, it’s 

stronger than in English, and it’s worse than miserable! 

 

Sonia internalized a fundamental tenant of Buddhism in English, one she had no 

words for in her native language. Understanding these concepts in English made her 

realize that “some words in Portuguese don’t mean anything to me.” In this excerpt, she 

illustrates how she was beginning to form new subjectivities in English. This new 

worldview “made sense” to her in English, more than her first language, and she even 

prayed in English instead of Portuguese. Engaging in an intimate practice, such as 

praying, in the L2 was an important shift for Sonia as a second language learner. She had 
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begun the initial steps of the process of “self-translation” (Pavlenko, 2001, 2004) in 

which in the individual begins to internalize new worldviews and new subject positions 

as the L2 is linked to there inner-speech.  

Beyond L2 identity shifts, however, Sonia’s participation in the Buddhist 

community resulted in transformation of her overall sense of self—a shift in how she 

“does” in the world. She reported now handling situations that would typically frustrate 

and anger her, such as conflict between her and her sisters, with compassion and 

acceptance. For Sonia, the Buddhist philosophy was important to her construction of a 

coherent life-narrative. It supported her way of being and doing, and the internalization of 

some aspects of this philosophy (namely, self-acceptance) provided a meaningful 

framework for the personal changes she had already been motivated to make in her life. 

She concluded her presentation to the class, “So, now I am coming back to Brazil, but I 

am not coming back in the darkness. I am coming back in the light.” 

 

 

Alim 

Socially speaking, identity is as much the product of the gaze of others as 

it is of our own making. 

--Riley (pp. 87) 

   

 Like Sonia, Alim had a strong attachment to his professional identity as an 

international businessperson, which privileged him in migrant communities. Before he 

arrived in Townesville, he had been working for the well-known Burns and Elders 

international accounting firm. After four years of living in the capital city of New 

Zealand, as an employee of the firm, he was offered the opportunity to pursue graduate 

degrees in business. The firm was interested in Alim completing an MBA and CPA 

program, and offered him a contracted position in New York, England, or Germany upon 

completion of the degree. The firm also offered him a faster track to becoming partner, 

and would reimburse him for tuition and expenses for his studies, if he completed the 

degree. In addition, Alim’s studies and living expenses were funded by the Saudi Arabian 
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government, through a scholarship that supported promising Saudi students studying 

abroad to gain expertise in certain fields. Alim’s long term dream was to get a PhD in 

international law after he completed his five-year contract with the firm in New York and 

spent time back in Saudi Arabia. 

As an established professional and scholarship recipient, Alim occupied a 

powerful and privileged position. He was to be able stop working and focus on improving 

his English, passing the GMAT and TOEFL, and applying to MBA programs. He owned 

his own sports-car, and he lived in a new, three-bedroom university apartment with only 

one other roommate. He had an young, urban sense of style, and I often observed him to 

sport designer sandals and jeans.  

During the time I interacted with Alim, he was highly engaged in his academic 

endeavors, enrolled in both ESL and GMAT-preparation courses, and completing 

applications to graduate schools. Beyond these academic and professional visions, 

though, Alim was continually engaged in the negotiation of his cultural, ethnic, and 

religious identities as a Muslim and Saudi Arabian living abroad. As we will see, his 

narrative of advancement as a highly skilled transmigrant involved a local struggle to 

access communities despite imposed labels of “dangerous” and “threatening.” In these 

spaces, he occupied a disempowered position and he had to negotiate his right to 

participate by challenging these imposed identities.  

 

Alim as a language learner. Throughout the course of the semester, I observed 

Alim to be highly invested in the classroom community. He was regularly engaged in 

instructional activities, was enthusiastic about the content, and was—along with Musa, 

Sonia, and Hugo—among the most confident English speakers in the class. He regularly 

volunteered responses to Anne’s prompts, and he often took on leadership roles in group 

interactions. Several times, during group discussion activities, he initiated talk, posed 

questions to the group, and kept the conversation going. At the same time, he was not shy 

to ask for help. There were several instances in which Alim would interject with 

language-specific questions (usually about the meaning of new vocabulary), and did not 
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hesitate to ask Anne to repeat something he did not understand. He also spoke up during 

the whole class if he felt he needed clarification; during instances in which the class was 

listening to recordings, Alim had specifically requested multiple listens, so he could 

better complete the comprehension activities.  

Alim was friendly, curious, and sociable. Interacting with individuals from 

diverse linguistic and cultural backgrounds seemed to come natural to him. I saw his hip 

sense of style and his ease with individuals from diverse backgrounds as a reflection of 

experience living in global metropolises and working for a significant period of time 

outside of his home country. He was a fluent English speaker, and although his spoken 

language contained errors, they did not impede communication. Overall, he excelled in 

communicating in social situations, but he certainly struggled with academic English. I 

observed him to have difficulty with his literacy skills. 

Alim spent his mornings in ESL classes, and his evenings at GMAT-preparation 

courses. Five slides in his photo-presentation were devoted to his academic worlds. These 

slides showed the library and his classroom buildings, his thick stack of test-preparation 

course books, and the last one showed himself studying in the third bedroom of his 

apartment. He and his roommate had agreed to pay extra rent to keep the third bedroom 

empty and use it as an office. He told the class that he often stayed after GMAT-

preparation class.  Because he “was the only one who was not American,” the teacher 

offered him extra help with test content after class. In my observations, Alim was highly 

motivated in his academic endeavors.  

 

Alim’s social worlds. Although Alim was heavily invested in his academic and 

professional path, he was also very socially connected in Townesville. Of all the 

participants, he was one of the few who had made some close friendships with 

Americans. He was devoted to his classes during the week, but had an active social life 

on the weekends. He described instances in which he was welcomed at his American 

friends’ homes and social gatherings; one of his friends would regularly invite him to his 

family’s ranch outside of the city. These friends also offered him advice when he needed 
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it. For example, when Alim moved out of the international student dorm and was looking 

for a private apartment, some of his American friends suggested that he avoid getting an 

American roommate. They warned him that “some undergraduates are a little bit of 

trouble. They like to party and drink.”  

Alim trusted his American friends, believing that they knew who he was—his 

personality and academic ambitions—so he took their advice. He specifically requested 

the complex management for an apartment without a roommate. Even though the 

management told him that living alone “would be difficult for [him] if you are an 

international student and want someone to talk to,” he told them that he was not 

concerned with that. He could make friends on his own. At that point, he was paired with 

an American NASA employee who was rarely at home (he had another residence in a 

nearby city, travelled regularly, and stayed with his girlfriend). Alim was happy with this 

situation, but he eventually moved in with another roommate, a fellow ESL student from 

Kazakhstan.   

Alim’s story of navigating multiple “homes” abroad and the various social groups 

to which he belonged was unique when compared to the rest of the participant group. His 

confidence and success in building social networks of both non-native and native friends 

was something of a rarity, as was his ambivalence toward having roommates. For others, 

as we will see, roommate relationships were critical to their entrance into various expert 

communities and emerging L2 identities, because they were unsuccessful at making 

American friends by their own initiative.  

However, as successful as Alim was, he was often positioned negatively as a 

Muslim of Arab descent living abroad. Through my observations of him, and through his 

own narrations, evidence of a central identity struggle emerged as he had to continually 

establish his legitimacy—his right to participate—in various communities despite 

imposed identities of “terrorist” and “anti-American.” The next sections will describe 

Alim’s identity conflict and how he was actually successful at renegotiating some of 

these imposed identities.  
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Negotiating identities within post-9/11 discourses. As Muslim and Saudi 

Arabian nationals, both Alim and Musa had to negotiate who they were in relationship to 

the U.S. post-9/11 narrative. Alim, who was nearing adulthood when the September 11th 

attacks took place, was much more familiar with this sociohistoric narrative than Musa, 

who was nine-years-old at the time. The more I observed Alim, the more it became 

evident that his present attempts to construct a coherent life-story were clearly framed by 

dominant U.S. discourses related to the intentions and morality of Muslims of Arab 

descent. One of the first instances in which I observed this occurred during our initial 

interactions. I was asking him to describe the city he was from and how he felt about that 

place. In the following excerpt from our interview, we can see how Alim’s experience is 

framed by Anglo communities’ macro-positionings of him as a member of a particular 

ethnic and religious group: 

R: Do you like where you are from? 

Alim: I mean before…we were like separate from the world…Now, it’s become more 

closer. People start to know about my country and about our culture and stuff. So, 

I mean, it’s kind of fair now. Before that, most people know what happened on 

September eleventh and they thought we were bad people, but when they start to 

read about us, they know we can never do these bad things to people…Because 

most people think that Muslims don’t care about other religions. With some 

uneducated people, they might think that.  

 

Here, in response to my open-ended question, Alim described his feelings and 

attitudes toward his native country in relationship to his current positioning as a Muslim 

and Saudi living in a host country with generally hostile views toward people from the 

Middle East. On a micro level, Alim encountered these imposed identities through his 

individual participation patterns. Even within the class community, Alim was faced with 

these dominant discourses.  

In one instance, Anne had begun the Monday class by asking the class about their 

weekend activities. Alim told the story of his Saudi friend who was pulled over for 

speeding and was subsequently arrested. The official reason for his arrest was unclear to 

me, but it was evident that the arrest was unjustified. Alim described to the class how he 

spent his weekend trying to help his friend get out of jail. After Alim finished, Anne 
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responded, “Well, you don’t speed, especially if you’re a guy, especially if you are from 

the Middle East.” Aside from this instance, I did not observe these imposed identities to 

be invoked within the classroom community. Outside of this community, however, Alim 

had been involved in an ongoing struggle to renegotiate his identities, and this became 

powerfully clear to me as he described his experience making American friends.  

At the end of our first extensive interview, just as I was turning the recorder off, 

Alim began to open up about this struggle with Americans and how he dealt with it. I was 

surprised, not having initiated this topic, and left the recorder on and just let him talk.  

“We really like American people,” he started, “but all my friends, before they meet me, 

they told me ‘We were afraid about you. We don’t want to be close to you.’” Alim told 

me the story of making American friends, how many of them initially thought he had “a 

gun in his pocket” and that “his mind had bad things.” The experience with one particular 

American friend was the focus of Alim’s story.  

Stanley, a 23-year-old undergraduate from the Midwest, was friendly with Alim. 

Shortly after they had become acquainted, Alim was paid a surprise visit by Stanley’s 

father. When this man had heard about his son’s friendship with an older student from 

Saudi Arabia, he was furious. “Don’t you be close to him they are dangerous people, you 

know what happened to the U.S.,” he told his son. Stanley’s defense of his friend Alim 

did not stop his father from driving over 600 miles to show up at Alim’s doorstep 

unannounced. If Stanley was to be friends with Alim, his father demanded to meet him. 

“He didn’t even tell me that his father wanted to meet me,” Alim explained, “They just 

came to my door and he said, ‘My father wants to meet you.’” 

Alim invited the man in, they sat down, and Alim began to answer the man’s 

questions. He asked him what he thought of Osama Bin Laden and Islam, and he probed 

Alim about his own moral character. Alim described to me what followed: 

Alim:  I said, “I have no idea. Like what…I mean what Osama or other person say. But I 

have ideas. I mean Islamic religion is a really good religion. It doesn’t tell us to 

hurt people. They told us if you kill someone without any right it is equal to you 

kill everybody in this life. That is a really big sin you did. So if Osama bin Laden 

or other thing, kill someone because of Islam, I don’t care about what he says. I 

care about the real things.” And [Stanley’s father] is kind of like “Ok, I mean,” he 
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told me “it was nice to meet you.” And after, [Stanley] told me about it, and he 

said, “[My father] wants me to be with you. He wants me to be with you. He told 

me, ‘I want you to be with this guy.’” 

 

Again, Alim was successful at negotiating his right to participate—to belong—

despite others’ attempts to keep him on the periphery. He went on to tell me: 

Alim: Yeah, even Stanley sometimes, when we go to party, his friend asked “where is 

he from?” like this, and say “Oh, from Saudi Arabia” “Oh, why you bring him?” 

He says “Guys, don’t worry, this is my buddy. You don’t know him but when you 

know him with time you won’t feel any kind of…you know.” So it became easier 

for me. Because of that I make more friends. People want to know me. They ask 

my friends, “Hey, why don’t you bring you friend for a party. Or we are going 

like camping or picnic or something.” 

 

Alim’s identity negotiation involved a continually re-writing of the post-911 

narrative; he had to continuously negotiate his identity as social actor within that 

narrative. In viewing identity as an ongoing and contradictory process, I came to see how 

Alim’s identity practice as a process of discursive construction.  As Weedon (1997) 

proposed, his subjectivity was “constantly reconstituted in discourse” (pp. 32). Here, I 

refer on the multiple perspectives on discourse mentioned in Chapter Two (Gee, 1996; 

Paul du Gay, 1996) to understand it as referring to both a language system and a process 

of knowledge production. Discourses can also be seen, particularly in Gee’s view, as 

resources for identity construction. Alim was continuously interacting with a 

sociohistoric narrative that does not offer the discourses, the “identity kits,” with which 

he could be and do a Muslim of decent character and good intentions. He is continually 

having to perform subject positions alternative to those offered to Muslims and Arabs 

within the world he participated. In other words, Alim’s resistance to the subject position 

offered to him was part of a “wider social play for power,” and I understand his 

resistance as a product of that gap between subject positions offered to him and his 

“individual interest” (Weedon, 1997).  

Most interesting, however, is that Alim achieved some success, some attainment 

in his identity work. He actually transformed himself from a dangerous figure with 

“many bad things” in his mind, to a man who was not only accepted into social 
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communities but one who is sought out for his good nature and high moral character. In 

Alim’s story, his American friends realized they “want to know him,” and even Stanley’s 

father reversed his opinion entirely. He not only tolerated his son’s relationship with 

Alim, but encouraged his son to spend time with him. According to Alim, he did not “do 

anything” to cause this transformation. He was a bit puzzled by others’ dramatic changes 

of heart when it came to their opinions of him, as he told me: 

Alim:  I saw them changing but I didn’t think I did much to change them… I didn’t do 

anything. I’m just normal. I am just as I am here like I am at home or in any 

country. 

 

It is a curious thing that Alim did not consider himself as an agent involved in the 

transformation he described. It is evident that his ongoing interaction with imposed 

identities and negative positioning were critical to his self-understanding as a migrant 

living abroad.  But, according to him, he did not change; he was “just as [he] is” now as 

he has always been, anywhere. I would argue that, in fact, he did change. He was learning 

how to do being a transmigrant.  

 

 

Hugo 

 Like Sonia and Alim, Hugo was heavily invested in his professional identity. 

However, unlike the other older learners who were “on hold” from their professional 

careers back home, Hugo, upon his arrival in Townesville, had just embarked on a very 

important chapter in his own. He had received a post-doctorate fellowship for research in 

his area, and he was consumed with his work in the university’s Chemistry department—

work that he considered highly critical to his professional goals. As I mentioned before, 

Hugo characterized his participation in the ESL classroom community as fun and part of 

his leisure time; it was a break from the stresses of the lab, and he repeatedly spoke of his 

activities as an ESL student as a source of enjoyment. 

 I observed Hugo to be at ease with public speaking, which I took as a reflection of 

his extensive experience as an academic. He could be verbose at times, sophisticated in 

his vocabulary, and very fluent in his spoken language (which made it easier not to 
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become distracted by his minor, but frequent, grammatical and pronunciation errors). 

Hugo’s photo-presentation to the class was a representative text of these previously 

mentioned characteristics, but in addition it reflected his tendency to report on his 

personal life as if somewhat removed from it. The following two slides opened his talk, 

and in many ways reflected his approach to his self-performance to the class: 

 

         

Figure 5.2: Slide 1; Introduction to Hugo’s Photo-narrative       
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Figure 5.3: Slide 2; Time Line from Hugo’s Photo-narrative 

 

The “who, what, when, where, and why” introduction set up his story as a report 

on the major events along his academic journey, and how he ended up right here, right 

now. The second slide showed timelines of his professional trajectory, breaking down the 

necessary steps in academia that one had to go through in order to reach the coveted 

“finish line” of a tenured position. Hugo was the coyote chasing the roadrunner. He was 

focused on a difficult and tricky path toward a goal that, for many, is never achieved.   

Hugo’s story was a success story up until now. Although on an ambitious 

professional path, he was generally positive about his experience, and he presented it in a 

way that it appeared free from personal conflict and difficulty. He did highlight several 

personal aspects of his journey (his separation from his fiancé, friends and family back in 

Spain, the people he had met since living in Townesville and what they meant to him), 

but he seemed to present a coherent story that was especially pleasant.  If judging solely 

from his presentation, one could come away thinking that his new live abroad was 

succeeding nicely without significant disruption to his subjectivities. In some ways, this 

was true—Hugo was privileged in important communities that allowed him to evade 

contestation of his identities. But a closer look at his story revealed that, in fact, Hugo 

saw himself as trapped on the periphery, and at times, he struggled to negotiate his 

legitimacy among native-speakers.  

  

Hugo as a language learner. Hugo had a friendly and engaged disposition in the 

classroom, but he was set apart from his classmates in a few important ways. First, Hugo 

was the only participant whose position within an expert community was secured upon 

his arrival. His employment by the university granted him legitimacy within the 

university’s Chemistry department. Even further, his Ph.D. was a powerful trump card to 

his non-native speaking status. Hugo was the only learner who was not subject to 

institutional language proficiency requirements (e.g., the TOEFL exam, or completion of 

the IEP program). As Hugo described to me, his membership in the doctoral club granted 
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him a waiver of his language leaner identity. Exams were not required in the “academic 

world.” He explained, “After you have a Ph.D., you are supposed to have background 

enough, experience enough, to deal with English.” English was the official language of 

science and scientific journals, and Hugo’s Ph.D. was documentation enough of his right 

to participate in the scientific community. 

Second, because of his employment status, Hugo’s visa status did not depend on 

his regular class attendance. For the other learners, poor class attendance could be 

grounds for probation or termination of their student visas. Hugo was privileged in that 

he was able to prioritize his multiple commitments, and when his work or personal life 

prevented him from attending class, his legal status was not threatened.  

When Hugo was in class, he was engaged and participatory. He volunteered 

answers to prompts, took active roles in group activities, and was not shy to use the L2 in 

class. His busy work schedule, however, kept him from completing homework 

assignments, and I observed more than one instance in which he had not prepared for his 

formal class presentations, was simply improvising. Hugo was also involved in planning 

his wedding to take place in May, back in Spain. He had to miss one whole week of class 

because he returned home to Spain to arrange the legal documents for his marriage.  

Anne considered Hugo one of the least engaged learners of the group, and she 

believed that the ESL course was on his lowest list of priorities. Perhaps because I was 

much more familiar with the complexities of Hugo’s attachments in the many worlds in 

which he participated, I was less eager to dismiss his investment in the classroom 

community. In my observations, when he was present, he was interested and engaged. 

Although he was not very successful in developing close relationships with other 

learners, he enjoyed interacting with them and learning about others’ backgrounds and 

points of view. He did attempt to initiate some social gathering with his classmates 

outside of class. These never panned out, but his efforts were sincere. I did agree with 

Anne on one point, though. Hugo was invested in other communities that took priority 

over his participation in the classroom community. Although he occupied one of the most 

powerful and privileged positions of the group, his agency—his control of his ESL 
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classroom experience—was complicated by the hegemonic forces that made up the 

academic world that demanded so much of him.  

 

Hugo’s L2 worlds.  To various extents, each one of the learners faced challenges 

to participation within expert community spaces. A legitimate position within expert 

communities was not something that was easily granted to the learners, and their 

narratives were focused on their complex negotiations of entrance. Hugo, as mentioned 

before, was unique to the group because his position within an expert, native-speaking, 

community was already sanctioned by those in power upon his arrival. He spent most of 

his time with native speakers (lab mates, professors, guys on the basketball team, and, at 

first, roommates). He had ample opportunities to communicate with native speakers, and 

he considered his L2 worlds as language classrooms.  

In many ways, Hugo occupied the most privileged and powerful position of the 

group. As a light-skinned European male with a terminal degree and employment within 

the university, he was granted a mode of entrance to expert worlds that was not available 

to the rest of the group. As I illustrated from a glimpse of his photo narrative, and as I 

will show from the rest of his story, Hugo narrated a generally positive attitude toward 

his experiences with native speakers. However, Hugo let on to some feelings of 

ambiguity about himself in English when asked to consider his experiences more 

carefully, either indirectly by his classmates in class, or by me interviewing him. In this 

section I will elaborate on some of these contradictions in Hugo’s narrative, and describe 

some significant events that led to conflict for him and transformed his attitudes toward 

his own participation in expert communities.  

Hugo was generally positive about his experience participating in L2 

communities, even when he encountered challenges. He often spoke of the difficulties he 

faced as an ESL learner, but he seemed to overcome them with his confidence, hard 

work, and openness to learn new things. In his professional life, he dealt with the 

challenges of having to speak and make formal presentations in English by preparing 

significantly ahead of time. His work in the lab was usually “quiet” because he stated that 
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everyone was solitarily engaged in their work, but he often attended happy hours with his 

lab-mates, who were mostly native-speaking. It was difficult for him to participate in 

those types of settings, with the loud noise, the fast-talking among each other, and the 

high use of idiomatic expressions. His lab-mates would attempt to modify their language 

for him, but Hugo did not enjoy the special treatment. Although it was challenging to 

understand them, Hugo contended that he did not want them to modify their language. “I 

prefer that they don’t talk to me different or use different words,” he explained. “I have to 

get used to their path, I have to learn.” 

Hugo also enjoyed his social time on the basketball court, although his 

participation was challenged in that space as well.  On the court, he was constantly 

learning new vocabulary, but most of all, he had to become acquainted with the 

unfamiliar practice of “trash-talking” his opponents. Being a novice to this practice and 

unfamiliar with certain cultural metaphors, Hugo was often the victim of derogatory slurs 

that he did not initially understand. They called him a “milky guy” (which he eventually 

understood as white players not being as skilled as black players), but he reported not to 

be affected by these name-callings: 

Hugo:  And I really enjoy that because it doesn’t affect me, telling me in a different 

language. If they are telling me in Spanish, I would be more upset. I would be 

more aggressive. But in English, for me, it’s funny that they are telling me that. 

 

Hugo’s take on these experiences were worth examining for a few reasons. First, 

they offered a glimpse into Hugo’s relationship with the L2.  As a language learner and a 

novice to this community practice, Hugo did not yet have a second language identity to 

enact. The insults, being in English, were amusing abstractions to him, and his 

subjectivity was not challenged because the language did not “mean” to him in 

significant ways. Interestingly, in this case “not understanding” was advantageous for 

him. 

Secondly, this instance reflects Hugo’s ability to capitalize on “safe” aspects of 

the migrant identity. Like Sonia’s reply to the police officer, Hugo used the novice’s right 

to plead ignorance as a way to renegotiate negative positioning. He said he discovered 

one of his weaknesses as a language learner (not knowing how to trash-talk) “like a 
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spectator, an outsider.” Not having the affective connection to the language, he was able 

to remove himself in a unique way and “enjoy” the learning experience. “Even though I 

was on the same basketball court,” he explained, “it was like, ‘Okay, I’m here and you 

are trash-talking. How do you do it?’” 

Hugo seemed to be able to deflect any negative positioning he experienced as a 

language learner and maintain his agency, even as a newcomer in competitive 

environments, such as the basketball court, and even the scientific community. To Hugo, 

it was acceptable to be a learner, perhaps because his L2 identity was not frequently 

called into question or used as grounds for exclusion in the communities that were 

important to him (principally, the academy). When his racial identity was called into 

question on the court, he strategically capitalized on his migrant identity (his learner 

identity), so, in a sense, he did not have to participate. In many ways, it seemed that 

Hugo’s position as a learner was a non-threatening position, and at times it could be an 

advantageous position. This is another way in which Hugo was unique to the participant 

group. 

 

Hugo’s two stories. Hugo’s privileged positions offered him paths to avoiding his 

identities being contested, mainly within academic and professional worlds. On the one 

hand, his story tells of his success at preserving positions of power and avoiding conflict 

within his narrative.  However, a closer look at his local experiences revealed that Hugo 

did encounter ambiguity over his sense of self as a migrant living abroad. On one hand, 

as we have seen, he narrated his local experiences as minimally disruptive to his 

subjectivities. He contended that he was exactly the same person in English as he was in 

Spanish, and was surprised at any insinuation otherwise. The only difference, he 

maintained, was that he sometimes did not have the exact words to express his exact 

thoughts. However, in class, I observed him to talk about how he was more shy in 

English than in Spanish. During an activity on the topic of personality traits, he and his 

group completed a quiz that was supposed to determine one’s degree of shyness. Hugo 

scored the “most shy” of the group, and he admitted to the group that he blushes and gets 
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nervous when he speaks with people he did not know very well. After Mun-He expressed 

her surprise, telling him “You are never shy,” Hugo responded, “I am. More in English.” 

He went on to explain that when he spoke to native speakers, he often missed parts of 

what they said to him. His way of dealing with it was to “become a listener.”  

There was one critical experience Hugo had as a language learner that, according 

to him, changed the way he related to the local “experts” in Townesville. As I described 

in Part One of this chapter, the learners were regularly assigned to interview native 

speakers on a topic related to what was being covered in class. As one of the most 

confident L2 learners of the group, Hugo usually had no trouble with this assignment, and 

would often strike up a conversation with a stranger, such as someone he sat next to on 

the bus that day, and ask his questions. Toward the end of the semester, the class was 

covering a textbook chapter on “Workplace Privacy,” and the learners were required to 

interview a native speaker currently employed and talk to the person about the privacy 

policies of his or her place of employment. Hugo had planned to ask several “people [he] 

didn’t know at all, in different places,” and during a grocery-shopping trip to Heberts 

(one of the regional chain-supermarkets), he decided to take advantage of an opportunity 

to talk to the cashier. In this specific Heberts location, the majority of the floor 

employees were Hispanic, and the cashier that Hugo approached was a young Hispanic 

woman. Her reaction to his questions confounded Hugo: 

Hugo: This is a good opportunity for me. But the response was so like, “What the heck 

are you talking to me?” and “Why? Who do you think you are?” that made me 

think twice. And the next people I asked were known people, people I knew. 

 

Hugo did not expect nor understand the woman’s reaction, but the interaction 

caused a significant re-evaluation of his openness toward native-speakers. He was very 

embarrassed, took his things, and “ran away as quickly as possible.” He shared this 

experience with the class, and when I asked him to elaborate on it to me, he was still 

trying to understand the woman’s reaction: 

Hugo:  I was surprised, because I made the questions politely, and I didn’t mean to be 

intrusive, or whatever. And I didn’t expect such a bad response. I don’t look like a 
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bad guy or something like that. Maybe I should have shown my book to say I am 

really a student. 

 

In Hugo’s story, it remained unclear why exactly he was treated so badly, but his 

words above suggest that he considered the possibility that he might have appeared 

threatening to the woman. Maybe he should have “shown his book,” so that the woman 

knew he was simply a student trying to complete an innocent assignment, and not a 

stranger probing into the details of her employment (the topic of his questions could 

certainly have contributed to the woman’s defensiveness).  Whatever the case, the 

experience was significant to Hugo’s identity practice because it disrupted the 

comfortable position he was used to occupying, and most importantly it forever changed 

the way he interacted with new people he encountered during his time abroad. He said 

that he would no longer complete his class interview assignments by striking up friendly 

conversations with strangers. “At the beginning I used to talk more with strangers in the 

bus stop,” he explained to me. “I used to start any kind of conversation, and now I don’t 

do it.” 

 

“On standby”. Although Hugo did not elaborate on any instances of conflict in 

his end of the semester photo-presentation to the class, it was clear that his local 

experiences as a newly arrived non-native trying to find footing in new communities of 

practice were transformative experiences for him.  As having just arrived in December 

(many of the participants had already been in Townesville for months prior), Hugo was in 

the midst of initial experiences in many new worlds. He was just beginning to encounter 

situations in which his identities were contested, and beginning to make sense of them 

and understand the significance of these new experiences to his new life abroad. 

Although he occupied a privileged and powerful position in the university community 

(relative to the other learners), it became clear that Hugo did not feel as privileged when 

it came to participating in social communities. In many ways, he was lonely. He lived 

alone in an apartment, and spent much of his time preparing for when his fiancé would 

join him in Townesville, after their wedding. In this way, Hugo was waiting; some of his 
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comments suggested that his life would significantly change, or really begin, once his 

fiancé was with him and they were living as a family. “I have been building like my own 

space, and focusing to bring Flora here, my fiancé, and my future with her,” he explained. 

“So let’s say I have been like on standby on that point of view.” 

Hugo’s articulation of his own identity shifts revealed that these conflicts were 

powerful experiences for him. When I asked him to described how he had changed since 

arriving, Hugo focused on the ways in which his subjectivity had been restricted as a 

migrant living abroad.  He struggled to find the right adjectives, unable to translate 

exactly to English, as he described to me how he was different now: 

Hugo: In Spanish it makes sense, reservado. Or mas [more] self-conscious, but it’s not 

self-conscious. Como pensar, no abrir tanto a los demas. I don’t insist to be 

involved with you in your life forever if you don’t want, if you want to be on your 

way, I will learn to be on my way…but for me sometimes it’s hard, because it’s 

not my personality, but sometimes I didn’t have any choice, And maybe if I were 

younger I would try to get involved with the people at ESL, but I am not in that 

period in my life. 

 

Hugo revealed that his life abroad did involve some conflict. He had difficultly 

accessing social networks abroad. He was aware of the pitfalls of falling into a circle of 

Spanish-speaking friends abroad. He had done that very thing a few years prior when he 

lived in Berkeley, California for a short time. Now, knowing that he was establishing his 

life in Townesville for the relative long-term, Hugo was motivated to integrate with 

Americans, but as his comments suggested, American social circles were not easy to 

access. He spoke of how foreign students were treated in Spain, and he himself took the 

initiative to “take care” of a student from France when Hugo was in university there. He 

wished the host community had taken the same interest in him: 

Hugo: In fact, when a foreign student from France came [to Spain] and joined our group 

for some months, I had taken care of him in the beginning. Here, because I know 

how it feels on the outside, nobody else cares. But I did, because I just acted with 

him how I would have like for people to act. 

 

 According to Hugo, and others as we will see, experts were ambivalent to the 

experiences of newcomers. This will become a central theme of the participant narratives, 
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as the onus rested on the learners to initiate relationships with Americans. Like all of the 

learners, Hugo was continually negotiating two worlds, going back and forth between the 

L1 and L2, constantly navigating multiple multilingual communities. He was heavily 

involved in his L1 world, planning a wedding and regularly communicating with his 

fiancé Flora, but he also was constructing new identities through his participation in local 

communities.  

For Hugo, however, the in-between was often a lonely space—and he was not 

used to acting in lonely spaces. It was “not his personality” to remain complacently on 

the periphery, but it in any case, this space was becoming a transformative space for him, 

as he was having to negotiate new ways of being and doing as a newcomer abroad. 

Hugo’s articulation of his transformation was significant because he was one of the few 

participants who described a negative change in himself as a result of his experiences as a 

migrant. Even more interesting is that Hugo occupied some of the most powerful 

positions of this group of learners, having considerable access to native-speakers and 

sanctioned participation rights within the university community. I will contemplate some 

reasons for this contradiction in the last chapter.  

 

Coming of Age in the Global Community: Migration and Young Adulthood 

 

 Now we come to Musa, Hafsa, and Yuri. These three stories are stories of 

expanding social communities, learning to live independently from family, discovering 

the true meaning of friendships, and having fun. For these participants, social 

communities were forms of relief from the pressures involved in adhering to a strict 

academic path. Townesville was a place to accomplish new subject positions, and for 

these learners, the transformations revolved around redefinitions of young adulthood, as 

well as their budding independence from not only their parents but the cultural rigidity of 

each of their native communities.   

In introducing the reader to these young learners, I am reminded of Musa’s 

comments about complex task of forming human relationships as a migrant abroad, 
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negotiating new social and cultural spaces (presented in Part One of this chapter). Musa 

described international students as “more willing to meet,” and he characterized 

Americans as ambivalent to the experiences of newcomers. Relationships with 

Americans, according to Musa, were initiated by the newcomer “busting in” and trying to 

find their own place in a community that was already “satisfied” with their own lives and 

own friends. In sum, if newcomers wished to establish meaningful relationships with 

Americans, it required considerable agency.  

 As one might imagine, the learners’ success at “busting in” and negotiating their 

right to participate in native-speaking communities varied across the cases. In many 

ways, the learners’ narratives revolved around this complex negotiations of entrance, and 

as we’ve already seen in Sonia’s, Alim’s and Hugo’s stories, some were more successful 

at forming relationships within expert communities than others. Nevertheless, their 

individual participation patterns in both native and non-native communities were critical 

to their identity practice. There were several factors involved in their narratives of 

participation, but for Musa, Hafsa, and Yuri, forming new relationships and acting in new 

social spaces was storied in their “growing up.” For these younger learners, paths toward 

participation in new communities constituted their storylines of change. In other words, 

their narratives of transformation were ones of opening up to new worlds on their own, 

acting independently from traditional power structures of family and culture. These three 

participants were still very attached to their families (which for them, referred to their 

parents) but their participation in local communities as a young migrant abroad for the 

first time alone, offered new ways of understanding themselves and their future.  

 

Maps of Participation 

 This section will focus on three learners, but I have decided to tell their three 

stories through the common narrative of participation that runs through them. This is the 

story of their forming social relationships and changing as a result of those relationships. 

This story involves strategic moves along the periphery; it is centered around the physical 

spaces they frequently occupy and how they negotiate physical proximity to new 
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communities by their strategic physical moves. Musa’s story is worth examining more 

closely here as it captures so many of the experiences brought up by the group. Musa 

detailed how he positioned himself in ways which would be most advantageous in 

accessing new communities, and physical place was important to his experiences. In this 

section, I will use Musa’s story to frame the group’s experiences, allowing Yuri’s and 

Hafsa’s narrations to corroborate as well as nuance the story when appropriate.  

 

The geography of home. Each one of the participants had a strong attachment to 

the particular place that they established as their home abroad, and their internal map of 

the city was largely structured around their movements from home to school and back 

again, as they became familiar with all of the spaces in between. In arranging their photo 

presentations, all of the participants except Hafsa highlighted pictures of their homes and 

what their homes meant to them. For Hafsa, her home was a Chinese world, and her 

presentation focused on the spaces in which she spend most of her time—the ESL 

buildings, the main campus library, and her volunteer job. In a sense, these were her 

English-speaking homes. All three of the young learners lived within a close proximity to 

campus and could either walk there or take the university shuttle back and forth. Musa 

and Yuri had lived in a university dormitory previously, but when I met them all three of 

these learners were living in private apartments.   

Since first arriving in Townesville, Musa and Yuri had moved homes at least one 

time, and these moves were significant to their changing relationships with new people. 

As these participants negotiated entrance into the expert community, the physical place of 

home as well as the places they frequented around home and school, became crucial 

spaces. It was within these spaces that their paths intersected with new people, and they 

began to develop strategies to make connections.  

When I met Musa, he was living in one of the private student apartment buildings 

very close to campus, but during his first semester as a student, he lived in one of the 

main campus dormitories where most of the inhabitants were Americans. For him, 

dormitory life was much more conducive to making friends than apartment living, even 
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though he admitted to realizing this much too late. One of the major regrets he expressed 

to me was his inability to take advantage of the opportunities he had when living in the 

dorm, largely due to his lack of confidence as a newcomer. In the following interview 

excerpt, he explained to me the limitations of living in Jefferson (his current apartment) 

and Brodie (the dormitory): 

 

Musa:  Well, living in Brodie is better than Jefferson because in Jefferson you feel 

isolated. Because in Jefferson you have your own apartment, you just spend your 

whole day there. But in Brodie you just have a small room, you need to get out. 

You go to the lab downstairs. We have laptops [now], like everyone has laptops, 

and he is comfortable in his apartment. But in Brodie there are volleyball 

matches…you have an RA sponsor for the dorm. So at least, he will be the most 

friendliest guy at Brodie, at least. Through him you can meet people. In Jefferson, 

nobody cares about you, you just pay and that’s it. So you don’t have some 

connection to the community. I don’t know my front door neighbors, I never see 

them. 

 

R:  So you were saying that you regret that when you did live there that you weren’t 

more active. 

 

Musa: Yeah, exactly. 

R: Because you had a lot of chances. 

Musa: Yeah, I had a LOT of chances. A lot of Brodie parties, not parties, like dinners or 

gatherings or something like that. So it was really nice…but, yeah. I didn’t do it 

well. 

 

 For Musa, living in the dormitory provided a “connection to the community.” 

Dorm life encouraged the frequent use of common spaces, and these spaces were 

valuable for Musa in forming new relationships. At the apartment, “you feel isolated” and 

“nobody cares about you.” Apartment life afforded no sense of community, and Musa 

realized this with regret. Yuri expressed similar views about their living situations. 

Apartment life signified isolation, not even knowing one’s “front door neighbors.” 

 Yuri shared the same discomfort with her living situation, and was eager to make 

a change. During the time I was interacting with her, she moved from one private 
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apartment to the another, and she did so to move closer to the campus life and the people 

she knew. Before considering to another apartment, she expressed to me her 

disappointment with her current living situation, looking back on her dorm experience the 

first time she studied in Townesville (Summer 2008). Now, she faced what she 

considered an impossible task of breaking down the “big wall” that stood between her 

and her neighbors.  

Yuri: I think it’s easier if I live in dorm, there are lot of students and they like talking to 

each other and it’s easy to contact with them. But now I live in apartment, so [she 

sighs] when they shut the door…there are big wall. 

  

Like Musa, Yuri suggests that the physical space that one calls home can be either 

a bridge or a “big wall” in their efforts to negotiate entrance into expert communities and 

form meaningful relationships with Americans. Yuri described the “big wall” as the main 

obstacle to completing her class interview assignments with native speakers. At this time 

in the semester, although she been in Townesville several months, she did not know 

many native-speakers, not even her neighbors. Although Yuri did not decide to move 

back into the dorm, she did decide to move from her off-campus apartment, to a private 

university apartment very close to the International Office. She longed for the proximity 

to the spaces that many of her international friends frequented, and since she had become 

friends with Musa and other ESSA students, she wanted to live in their apartment 

building.  

Yuri’s move opened new doors for her. Not only was she closer to Musa and his 

roommates (she visited their apartment every evening), but she now had an American 

roommate that took an interest in her experience. According to Yuri, this roommate 

helped her get settled in her new place and offered advice to her. She admitted it was now 

easier to talk to native speakers because she had an American roommate now that she got 

much practice with. Yuri had achieved a happy place in terms of her social life, but she 

still desired more contact with native-speakers.  Each of these young learners faced the 

task of gaining access to native-speaking communities, and they were continually 
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negotiating the periphery, in their own way, in order to position themselves adjacent to 

new communities.  

 

“Opening up”: Strategies to meeting strangers.  Musa, Yuri, and Hafsa each 

had international groups of friends that were very important to them. As young people, 

they felt fulfilled in many ways by the social life in which they participated through their 

ESL friends and international activities (parties and potlucks). Still, each of them sought 

out relationships with Americans, believing it was important to their learning 

experiences. Forming relationships with native-speakers involved more sophisticated 

strategies and more challenges, and each of these learners had unique approaches to these 

challenges.  

Musa’s reflections on his experiences suggest that his “opening” as a person 

coincided with his opening to the world around him. During his first semester, he was 

more or less co-dependant on his fellow ESSA classmates, with whom he shared a dorm 

and several daily activities. Many of the photos he presented to the class were the ones he 

took of campus during his first few weeks, and the ones he took of Brodie dormitory. 

When I asked him to categorize the photos into Arabic, English, or in between, he put 

these initial photos in the Arabic category. He told me, “because we didn’t meet anyone 

during this period of time. We were, like, all my friends’ group and stuff, and we always 

stick together.”  

Slowly, Musa made moves to place himself strategically in spaces where his path 

might intersect with others. The last photo that Musa presented to the class about Brodie 

life was a photo of the volleyball courts. Unlike the previous campus photos, Musa 

categorized this one as English instead of Arabic. When I asked him about the shift, he 

explained to me that the photo represented a time at the end of the semester when he 

“started opening up to people.” The photo represented a shift from Musa living in the 

very small, enclosed, Arabic world that consisted of his small group of ESSA friends, to 

opening up to the larger spaces around him, the multitude of different people and 
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different ways of being. Ultimately, it represented his place in an English world. He 

explained to me the importance of the photo: 

Musa: …actually you could put this in English because at the end of the semester we 

started to play volleyball and have volleyball friends. We met a lot of people here 

and say “Hi” and stuff, because everyone goes up and down, and you see 

everyone who lives here. And I started to go in the lobby, I didn’t take a picture of 

the lobby, uh, like spend more than two or three hours in the lobby with my laptop 

and stuff, so anyone who sits next to me, we talk and stuff, and everyone talks 

about his country and stuff. And I had a lot of questions so that keeps the 

conversation going. 

  

 Common spaces became very important to Musa’s entrance into new 

communities of practice. These moves were strategic and involved acts of agency, 

positioning himself adjacent to new people so that he could capitalize on opportunities to 

interact with them. Musa “started to go to the lobby,” and this became a crucial space of 

opportunity (his comments suggested that “the lobby” was worthy of a picture in his 

presentation). He would spend several hours with his laptop and wait for someone to sit 

next to him. They would begin to talk, and Musa would apply some strategies, such as 

“asking questions” in order to keep the conversation going.  

As he began to take advantage of the opportunities that his living space afforded 

him, Musa became more and more open to the world around him, and this interaction 

with the world was transformative for him. Meanwhile, he was forging friendships with 

other students in his ESL classes. He had admitted to me often times that his ESL classes 

were his “social time.” In other words, because all of his content courses were with the 

same ESSA students all day, his ESL classes became spaces of opportunity for him to 

form new relationships with individuals of different values and cultures. I met Musa 

when he was beginning his second semester, and his living situation had changed. 

Somewhat regretfully, he had moved out of the dorm to a private apartment with three 

other ESSA students. Further, many of the new international friends he had made left. 

The transient nature of the ESL program was challenging for Musa, as he felt he was 

often starting over just as many of his social relationships were taking hold. However, he 
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began the Spring semester as a more “open person” with several experiences behind him 

already. 

 Like Musa, Yuri was very focused on her social life and the social relationships 

she was forming in Townesville. She had fallen into a comfortable group of international 

friends, but she was still agentic in seeking out English-speaking communities. Like 

many of the participants, she faced many challenges in doing so, mainly the challenge of 

native-speakers’ general unconcern toward newcomers that she perceived. Like other 

learners, she had to forge her own paths to access native speakers. She actively joined 

“English Corner,” an organization in which native-speaking university students meet with 

international students to converse in English. However, there was more than one instance 

in which Yuri showed up for the meeting and the native-speaking leader did not show up, 

or the leader cancelled and postponed. She considered taking an extension class with the 

university, to be closer to native speakers, but she had heard from her friend that 

American students “are not so friendly.” Echoing Musa’s comments above on the 

ambivalence of Americans, she told Yuri that they just leave right after class and aren’t 

interested in socializing with international students.  

 Yuri was fulfilled through her social relationships with other international 

students, but she was continually struggling with the task of accessing native speakers. 

Hafsa, in contrast to Musa and Yuri, was not as focused on forming peer relationships 

and maintaining an active social life. She enjoyed her international friends, and attended 

social gatherings here and there, but Hafsa was very focused on her academic 

commitments and was determined to be accepted to the university business school. She 

was taking a full-load of courses and studying for the TOEFL test. She spent each entire 

weekday on campus, returning home after dark. At the same time, Hafsa recognized the 

importance of forming relationships with native-speakers and was agentic in seeking out 

new communities.  

 

 Volunteering as a pathway to new communities. Hafsa chose a unique path 

toward accessing native-speaking communities. Like Eun, as we will see, Hafsa’s 
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volunteer job became a critical pathway to English-speaking worlds. At the beginning of 

the semester, Anne, the teacher, highlighted a volunteer opportunity published in the 

WHAT, in which young adults could mentor elementary school children by visiting them 

at their schools once a week. Anne introduced Hafsa to another IEP teacher whose son, 

Oliver, was an elementary school child. This teacher helped Hafsa get set up with the 

program, and Hafsa became the mentor to her son Oliver. Hafsa’s relationship with the 

six-year-old became the most important relationship she formed during that semester.  

 As we saw in Hafsa’s narrative of departure, she considered her decision to leave 

her family and hometown and study abroad as a critical move of independence. She 

initiated a drastic move, and her first few months in Townesville were a difficult 

transition for her. She felt stressed out and overwhelmed by the heavy course-load of a 

full-time ESL student, the looming TOEFL exam, and the business school application 

process. Even more, she was alone and away from her family. She described learning to 

cook for herself as a significant aspect of her new life abroad.  

Although one of Hafsa’s roommates was American, she reported that the woman 

was never at home and was not very interested in forming relationships with her and the 

other Chinese woman who lived in the apartment. Hafsa was also dealing with the 

realities of racial discrimination. She reported that she and other Asian friends were 

passed up by the university shuttle at the bus-stop. On more than one occasion, the shuttle 

did not stop for her and her friends, when they were the only ones at the bustop. She 

described this as the only experience she had with overt racism, and felt powerless to do 

something about it. Her way of dealing with it was to accept it. Being that she was so 

focused on her academics, it was quite possible that she did not see these instances as 

getting in the way of her main goals—passing her courses and being accepted to the 

university. 

 Amidst these overwhelming factors of her new life, Hafsa found inspiration to 

continue on her solitary journey through her relationship with Oliver. Oliver suffered 

from a generative spinal cord disease and was undergoing frequent operations, thousands 

of miles away in a major Northern U.S. city. Hafsa, who had always loved children, was 
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very devoted to her work with Oliver. Several photos in her photo-presentation focused 

on her relationship with the little boy, the volunteer job at his school, and the ways he had 

changed her life. “He is very positive and positive to face his problems,” she told the 

class. Oliver’s persistence and optimism inspired Hafsa to take the same approach to her 

current challenges. He motivated her to persevere. Oliver also became an English teacher 

to Hafsa. Although he was a child, Oliver was a person that Hafsa could go to for direct 

help with her language, particularly idiomatic expressions. She often asked him how to 

use certain expression and asked him the meaning of unknown words. Oliver was always 

happy to oblige. This reciprocal relationship was important to Hafsa’s learning 

experience. “He helps me to make me happier,” she told me.  

 

Spaces to Grow (Up) 

 For Musa, Hafsa, and Yuri, Townesville became a space that offered unique 

pathways to adulthood. The universal theme of coming of age—one’s maturity and loss 

of childhood “innocence”—was complicated by their position as migrants because the 

world in which these learners were learning to grow up was vastly different from the 

worlds in which they had previously known. Townesville was a place to expand.  The 

more open social dynamics of American life were a relief from the rigidity of their native 

communities. Still, as I have already shown, living abroad involved some overwhelming 

challenges. For these three, adulthood meant learning how to deal with the challenges of 

life on one’s own, as individuals acting independently from their families and the 

structure of home life. In this section, I will discuss some of the evidence for these 

particular transformations. 

 

Identity and coming of age. The following photographs
3
 were shown to the class 

as part of Musa’s photo-narrative. Picture 5.3 was the opening slide to his presentation, 

and Picture 5.4 was the concluding slide. Musa’s placement of these photographs in his 

story represent how his “Life in Townesville” was a transformative experience for him.  

                                                
3
 The photographs were digitally manipulated in order to protect the identity of the participants. 
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Picture 5.4, Introductory Slide to Musa’s Photo-narrative 

 

Picture 5.5, Concluding Slide to Musa’s Photo-narrative 

 There are a few characteristics of Picture 5.3 that illustrate the place from which 

Musa negotiated a new sense of self. This photograph was taken of Musa (top center) and 

two fellow ESSA students during the agency’s student orientation, just upon Musa’s 

arrival in the United States. Musa is dressed in the traditional formal wear for Saudi men, 

he has a mustache and beard, and he posed in a contained and appropriate manner with 

his friends. The balanced composition of the portrait, the triangular points of the three 

men’s faces, convey a sense of formality and composure; the straight lines and centered 

placement of the focal subjects communicate a self-controlled disposition. This 

photograph symbolized Musa’s place within the traditional power structures of not only 
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family, religion, and culture, but of the regulating ESSA agency’s control of his academic 

paths.  

 The qualities and composition of Picture 5.4, on the other hand, communicate a 

considerable disturbance of those rigid parameters. This picture was taken several months 

after Musa’s arrival (he is pictured in the bottom right corner). First, his appearance is 

drastically different. He had shaven his mustache and beard, let his hair grow, and was 

wearing casual street clothes. Second, he is pictured here with ESSA, international and 

American friends, as well as two women. The arrangements of the subjects in the photo 

express a tension and unbalance; unlike Picture 1, Musa’s position is asymmetrical, as if 

he was interjected into the plane from the bottom right corner. The diagonal lines drawn 

by each person’s position, the variety of hand and arm placements, the incongruent tilts 

of the heads, and the array of facial expressions convey a sense of impulse and 

unpredictability that is in stark contrast to the composure and self-control conveyed in 

Picture 5.3.  

 In Musa’s narrative, these two photographs describe his migrant experience. Not 

only do the photos illustrate a transformation he underwent as a result of his participation 

in new communities, but the juxtaposition of the two images show us the two worlds he 

was continually crossing back and forth as a migrant abroad. In terms of his 

transformation, the photos represented a shift from Musa living in the very small, 

enclosed, Arabic world that consisted of his small group of ESSA friends, to opening up 

to the larger spaces around him, the multitude of different people and different ways of 

being. In Picture 5.3 he his masked, in a sense. Because his physical appearance 

conformed to those around him, it is difficult to tell him apart from the others. In Picture 

5.4, we see some physical qualities that make him unique—namely his long, curly hair.  

For Musa, the decision to shave his facial hair, and let his hair grow, was an act of 

independence. “I am not in my country so I do whatever I want,” was his response when I 

asked him why he shaved. At the same time, this move was an act of participation in new 

communities. He went on to clarify that people in the United States saw him as older than 

he really was, and he rejected that image. “In my country, they still know I am a teenager. 
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But here, with my mustache, I look really old.” Musa was the youngest student of the 

group, and he was eager to participate in the social practices of young, undergraduate 

college life. For him, forming new relationships outside of his ESSA group and becoming 

a social person were critical to his identity practice. It was within these new spaces that 

Musa was truly learning the practice of forming relationships on his own. He described to 

the class how making friends in a new country changed him: 

Musa: I became more sociable…so no matter where you put me right now, I know I can 

make a lot of friends. Even starting from zero, I know it’s kind of hard to gain 

their trust and everything, but I think I learned a lot since I came here and that’s 

my goal. I mean, in Saudi Arabia it’s not that sociable. Your high school friends, 

they are the same. You cannot meet someone in a coffee shop. You say hi and he 

said “What do you want?” They always respond in a negative way. But now, here, 

I am really opening up to people. 

 

Again, Musa refers to the rigidity of his home country, where it is not appropriate 

to initiate friendly relationships with strangers. In the host country, Musa learned to 

“open up to people” and felt able to participate in social communities independent of the 

comfortable close-knit social ties of his L1 group. But Musa’s coming of age was a 

process of conflict, and he admitted to having lost some of his “innocence” through the 

experience of meeting so many new and different people outside of the sheltered 

communities of his youth. The transient nature of the ESL community, where large 

numbers of international students were enrolling anywhere from a few months to years, 

was often not conducive to forming longstanding friendships. For the first time in his life, 

Musa experienced the risks (and rewards) of investing in relationships with individuals 

continually traversing global paths. He encountered some disappointments in people’s 

character, and that his “way of looking to people kind of changed”: 

Musa: Well, I’ve changed, I mean. Not everyone can be your friend for sure, just like 

that. And like my way of looking to people kind of changed. Because I used to 

think that everyone is a nice guy, that everyone is helpful, since I was young I had 

this idea that people are all nice. But as you grow up, you lose your innocence. 

 

Musa’s eyes were opened, in a sense. “As you grow up,” he explained, “you lose 

some of your innocence.” For Musa, participation in transmigrant spaces changed him, 
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and marked his transition to adulthood. In fact, his construct of adulthood was defined 

through the migrant experience. Even further, becoming an adult within transmigrant 

spaces involved the specific activity of continually negotiating two worlds. Musa could 

not completely cross over from one to the other—he was well aware that he would soon 

have to cut his hair and grow his beard for his yearly visit back home. His long term 

goals incorporated visions of a life in Saudi Arabia in which he was established in his 

career, could take care of his mother and brother, and begin a family of his own. Yet, his 

future was also redefined by his investment in local communities, as it was through 

participation in those that he was able to reimagine future positions.  

 

Coming of age, reimagining the future. At the end of the Spring semester, 

Musa’s path was unsure. He was waiting for acceptance letters from several universities’ 

engineering departments; he was hoping to stay in Townesville, but was doubtful that he 

would get into the program there. Although the word was not official yet, Musa was 

nearly positive he would have to move to another city and begin again, leaving many of 

his ESSA and new friends behind. However, Musa considered himself prepared for an 

independent move because he had grown in ways that made him a confident person, one 

who could make friends “no matter where you put [him] right now.” Like Hafsa, he had 

achieved a sense of agency, living independently from his family and not depending “on 

everyone to do everything.” He told me that, in terms of his path toward independence, 

he “was becoming more aware, more open” and that he “was getting better and noticing 

it.” For Musa, he re-imagined his future as a space for himself, as a space in which he 

was an agent with some control over how he did in the world(s) he was continually 

traversing. 

Like Musa, Yuri and Hafsa encountered conflict during their time abroad, and 

much of their transformation centered around their shifting understanding of what it 

means to be independent. For them, a life abroad entailed some considerable challenges 

that they had to learn to manage on their own. I have already described ways in which 

Hafsa dealt with the overwhelming factors of her life abroad. Her relationship with Oliver 
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not only taught her resilience but brought her happiness. Oliver was a support for Hafsa 

in both her language learning and her learning to become independent.  

Like Musa, Yuri was approaching a point in which all of her friends would be 

leaving (the summer was near, and many were returning to their home countries or 

moving to another location for study). Like Hafsa, she was continually renegotiating her 

identity in relation to the strict parameters that her parents and native culture imposed on 

her. Yuri’s time abroad was a break from her university studies in Japan, about which she 

seemed ambivalent. At this point in her life, her professional path was unclear, she was 

not enjoying the current degree program she was following, but she reported that it was 

too late to change. She was aware that “going home” involved the stress of “getting 

serious” and defining her future goals. Her time in Townesville was transformative in that 

she had learned new ways of negotiating the rigid parameters of her Japanese life. She 

learned to let go for the first time, and it was freeing for her to be “easygoing” while she 

could.  She explained, “because in Japan I cannot do anything. I am so busy and I have to 

be serious.”  

 For Musa, Hafsa and Yuri, becoming independent involved a confidence and 

resilience that they were learning through their experiences away from their home 

countries, having to forge independent paths toward new communities. Coming of age 

meant knowing how to overcome obstacles and transcend limitations. Yuri presented the 

following photograph to the class to conclude her photo-narrative presentation: 

 

Picture 5.6, Concluding Slide to Yuri’s Photo-narrative 
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She explained to the class: 

Yuri:  These days I realize like even if there is some big problems, we can’t just stop and 

stand, because nobody can stop and wait for you. You have to keep going and the 

most important thing is just the first step. Whenever you meet some difficulties, 

just try to go the first step. And then you will see something good and you will 

try.  

 

Independence meant “nobody can stop and wait for you;” one has to become 

agentic in her own paths. Yuri took this photograph on a clear day, with two of her 

friends. Their feet are positioned in the direction of an infinitely clear space toward the 

sky. The image invokes a sense of endless possibility, a reference to a universal theme 

associated with youth and young adulthood. At the same time, Yuri’s explanation of the 

image illustrated her new understanding of independence, with the future reimagined as a 

space where she had some agency to “go the first step.”  

 

Negotiating multiple investments: Transmigration, family, and career  

 

Finally, we come to the stories of Eun, Mun-He, and David. Like the first group 

of learners presented in Part Two (Sonia, Alim, and Hugo), these three individuals were 

among the older participants of the class. Another important characteristic that they had 

in common with the first group was that all three of them were highly invested in their 

professional careers, and their move abroad to study English was perceived as of critical 

value to their careers. Yet, unlike the first group of older learners, these three participants 

arrived in Townesville with their families, and in their visions of the future not only did 

they have to incorporate commitments to their family, but they also had to renegotiate 

their identity within it. In other words, these learners multiple identities (language 

learner, professional, spouse, parent) were often conflicted as they had to manage their 

simultaneous attachments to the worlds of family and career.  

  

Eun, Mun-He, and David as Members of the Classroom Community.  

Another major way in which this group of learners was set apart from the rest was 

that these three expressed the least confidence in themselves as English speakers. Their 
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lack of confidence was communicated through their narrations of their experiences 

outside of the classroom (as we will see in the next sections), and it manifested in unique 

ways within the classroom community.  

Eun. Eun was described by her classmates as “quiet” and “shy.” Sonia expressed 

that it was often hard to hear her, and Musa once, in a caring tone, described her as 

having a “sad face.” My observations of Eun corroborated her classmates’ notions in that 

it was often hard to hear her because she spoke in low volume, and her facial expressions 

and hand gestures were usually subdued, often unnoticeable. She did not have a 

commanding presence in this particular classroom community, and it did not surprise me 

that several students did not know much about her outside of class. However, I took 

argument with her classmates’ characterization of her shyness.  

First of all, she was one of the few students of the class that regularly completed 

her interview assignments with native speakers (other students “cheated” and interviewed 

non-native speakers they new). Secondly, she quite frequently volunteered responses in 

class, raising her hand when Anne asked for participation. Third, she was the first of the 

participants to volunteer for a one-to-one interview with me, which we schedules 

promptly. For these three reasons, I was not as eager to interpret her “quietness” for 

shyness or non-participation. Regardless of my characterizations, though, Eun’s 

classroom participation was not overt, and many of her classmates came to understand 

her as one of the least participatory students in the class because they rarely “heard” her.  

Mun-He. Mun-He was generally comfortable in class activities and I often 

observed her to be participatory in class and group discussions, as well as volunteer 

responses to the whole class. I did not observe her to be a shy person, and she rejected 

traditional notions of Asian women as shy (as Example One in Part One illustrated), but 

she was also not among the students who held the floor most frequently. She often spoke 

of her lack of confidence to speak English, but this was more her struggle outside of the 

classroom than in it. Her main challenge within the classroom was public speaking, and 

she became extremely nervous when she had to give formal presentations to the class. 
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She perceived this as the main weakness that she would like to overcome through her 

instructional experience.  

 David. Of all the learners, David was the least confident English speaker. 

Although he felt the most comfortable speaking English within the ESL classroom as 

compared to any other social space in which he participated, he still reported to be very 

nervous to speak in class. Interestingly enough, I observed David to have the most 

advanced knowledge of many of the specific language structures covered in the class. He 

often volunteered answers to Anne’s and classmates’ grammar questions, and I frequently 

observed him to be able to explain the meaning of complex vocabulary words to the 

class. Sonia spoke highly of David’s abilities in English, and she claimed he had the 

highest skills of the class. Sonia said he was “better” than her. David rejected this 

characterization of his language abilities, as illustrated in this interview excerpt: 

David:  Oh, no, that means, she means like words. I know a lot of different words, and I 

am very good at grammar because I study just grammar and words and reading. 

She means that. But speaking and listening is very poor for me. 

 

R: So you don’t agree with her? 

David: Yeah, of course, I don’t agree with her! I don’t think so. She is really good and 

she has a lot of friends that speak English so she is very good. 

 

David’s response reiterates the distinction all of the learners made between 

English as an abstract object and English a social practice; David communicates this here 

through his reported weaknesses in listening and speaking. Sonia was a better English 

speaker than him because she “has lots of friends that speak English.” David was not able 

to develop any personal relationships with native speakers, and we will see how his lack 

of confidence in speaking English in public kept him on the margins of native speaking 

communities.  

Although all three of the learners were highly motivated to improve their English 

abilities (as evidence was shown in their narratives of departure), their investments in 

multiple communities complicated their class attendance. Mun-He continually expressed 

her gratitude toward her family for making great sacrifices for her to have the opportunity 
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to study abroad; yet, it was often those commitments to family that kept her from 

attending class. Since her husband and son lived four hours away, when she would visit 

them, Mun-He would have to miss class on Fridays in order to catch the Greyhound 

down to Bordertown for the weekend. In these instances her multiple investments as a 

student and mother would conflict, and although she did not want to miss class, she did 

not see any other choice.  

David would often come late to class because, in his own explanation, he stayed 

up late spending time with his daughter, who would not go to bed until midnight. Also, it 

seemed that he was more invested in the Business courses he was taking and the 

university and community college. David considered the stakes to be much higher in 

these courses; he was the only international student enrolled and he felt the content of the 

courses was important to his future. As we will see, much of David’s struggles with 

confidence were a result of his participation in those courses. Eun was taking the ESL 

course in order to improve her English so that she could pass American medical exams 

needed to practice medicine in the United States. Her class attendance was regular, but 

she reported that she did not participate in many extra-curricular activities of the ESL 

program because she spent most of her free time studying for the exams. Since all three 

of these learners were established in their careers, they had enrolled in the ESL class 

purely to improve their language abilities, not because they were prerequisites for being 

accepted to an academic program.  

The group. My rationale for grouping these three students together was based on 

the reasons described above; yet, I should also point out that all three of these learners 

were Korean and spoke Korean as a first language. Although their common linguistic and 

cultural background did not drive my decision to group them, it is certainly an important 

factor in their experiences as ESL learners studying in the United States. As older 

learners, these three were aware of imposed identities that are traditionally associated 

with Korean culture, particularly those associated with gender roles. We will see, 

particularly in Mun-He’s story, how she challenges some of those identities through her 

participation in new communities of practice. Further, certain discourse practices 
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common in American English (interrupting, interjecting opinions, debating, dramatic 

intonation patterns) are not as salient in L1 Korean speech communities (particularly 

among women); therefore, I cannot ignore that these cultural differences were important 

to understand their classroom participation patterns, as well as there lack of confidence to 

approach native speakers outside of the classroom. 

In he next two sections, I will tell these three participants’ stories through the 

development of two broad categories that surfaced across the cases. The first category, 

peripherality and non-participation, I will show how these were the most salient cases of 

marginalization within expert communities based on the participants’ migrant and non-

native speaker identities. These learners regularly reported to have “no opportunity” to 

engage in authentic interactions with native speakers, and they described a difficult path 

toward accessing expert communities. At times, they were positioned negatively by 

experts, and that led to non-participation and fear of experts. The second category 

addresses the non-linguistic identity shifts that resulted from their transmigrant 

experiences. This discussion will focus on their narrations of change. Although these 

learners struggled with ambivalence toward their second language identities, the migrant 

experience was nevertheless a transformative experience for them.  

 

Peripherality and Non-participation 

All of the participants, at some point, encountered challenges to participating in 

expert communities. As we saw, many of the participants were successful in forming 

meaningful relationships with native-speaking Americans; however, many of their 

experiences negotiating entrance to expert communities were negative. As previous 

sections have explored, the participants’ L2 identities often restricted them to novice, or 

peripheral, positions, resulting in feelings illegitimacy vis-à-vis the expert community 

(e.g. Alim’s experience making American friends, Hugo’s interaction at Heberts). David, 

Eun, and Mun-He, particularly expressed a significant lack of confidence in their 

language abilities, and more than the others, their narratives involved instances in which 

they were marginalized or their legitimacy questioned. In many ways, these participants’ 
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stories are stories of non-participation. In this first section, I will tell these three learners’ 

stories by elaborating on the following themes that emerged across their narratives: (1) 

feelings of illegitimacy among experts, (2) negative positioning, and (3) fear of experts.  

 

Feelings of illegitimacy among experts. Gaining access to expert communities, 

in which LPP was not afforded to the learners, placed a heavy onus on them to negotiate 

their right to participate. Musa put it quite candidly when he asserted that Americans 

were “comfortable with their situation” and it was up to the international student to 

initiate some kind of relationship. In order to gain access to expert communities, the 

participants had to negotiate their legitimacy within those communities. Often times, 

certain forms of cultural capital (language expertise, academic or professional 

qualifications, social connections) were prerequisites to participation.  

As described in previous sections, many of the participants reported instances in 

which experts were perceived as ambivalent, unconcerned with whether or not group 

practices sanctioned the participation of newcomers. For Mun-He, just being a foreigner 

and a “guest” in someone else’s country enforced the notion that she did not have a 

rightful place in certain speech acts, such as confronting and expressing complaint. Just 

as Hafsa did not know how to address her experience being passed up by the university 

shuttle, Mun-He also struggled to understand her place as a university student whose 

needs and wishes needed to be met. Mun-He’s relationship with her American roommate, 

Sarah, was initially strained because her roommate would stay up as late as two in the 

morning chatting with her boyfriend who frequently visited her dorm room. Because of 

the noise, Mun-He couldn’t sleep or study at night. When I asked her how she might deal 

with the situation, she told me that she decided not to confront her roommate. She wanted 

to talk to her, but because it was “the beginning of [her] life in Townesville,” she chose to 

keep quiet and not “make trouble.”  

 As a newcomer, guest, and foreigner, Mun-He felt powerless to resolve her 

situation, afraid that it might threaten her ability to be accepted into an expert community. 

She also described to me her feelings of “embarrassment” when she had to talk to native 
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speakers, such as Sarah, in English. She was fearful of sounding stupid, and this fears 

factored into her reluctance to confront her roommate about the noise issue. Her already 

strained relationship with her Sarah, in which she felt powerless to express her 

complaints, was further complicated by Mun-He’s low view of her ability to 

communicate in English. When I asked her how she felt when speaking to her roommate, 

she explained: 

Mun-He: I’m not comfortable….because whenever I speak in English I make 

mistakes so I am a little afraid of making mistakes, because they know I 

am a foreigner but I don’t want to look silly. That’s the main reason. 

 

We can see her how her second language identity was closely tied with her 

migrant identity; she knew she “was a foreigner” and an outsider to community practices. 

By embodying both of those identities, Mun-He risked “looking silly,” and being 

perceived as less of who she really was. Mun-He did not have the cultural capital to 

impose her needs and wishes for her living situation, and despite the consequences to her 

academic pursuits, she remained quiet—and tired—those first months. Fortunately, 

although Mun-He’s relationship with her roommate was initially strained, they actually 

became good friends. In fact, Mun-He’s relationship with her roommate became one of 

the most important to her while in Austin. This friend became a language mentor to Mun-

He, someone she could go to for help with her language learning.  

Mun-He recalled one of her many initial social experiences with Americans in 

which she felt she did not belong.  Her new relationship with her American roommate 

allowed her some social capital, since she was periodically invited to hang out and go 

places with her roommate’s group of friends. The following excerpt from one of our 

interviews reflects Mun-He’s perceived illegitimacy within this group of people, as well 

as their ambivalence toward her. She had just expressed to me the importance of 

becoming confident and speaking to native-speakers to her language learning. My 

response to that initiated this interaction: 

R:  Do you get to do that a lot, talk with native speakers? 
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Mun-He: No, just with my roommate and roommate’s friends sometimes. I usually 

hang out with Korean friends. 

 

R:  Why is it hard for you to do that [speak with native speakers]? 

 

Mun-He: Uh, they don’t want to speak with me. [she laughs momentarily]. 

 

R:  Besides me? 

 

Mun-He: Just they don’t care about others. It depends on personality. I can’t  

communicate with foreigners even with details, so I think they feel 

uncomfortable with me sometimes. I hang out with my roommate and 

roommate friends at bowling and somewhere and Frisbee, but especially at 

bowling place I couldn’t understand that. They speak really fast and, how 

can I say, loud music. 

 

R:  Do you think that they knew you didn’t understand? 

 

Mun-He: I think so. 

 

R:  But they didn’t try to speak slowly? 

 

Mun-He: No. So after that I am a little bit scared to be in that place with them, 

because I didn’t understand them.  When they ask some questions, [I 

respond] “Yes, yes,” and I feel like fish out of water.  

 

Mun-He’s inability to understand what others were saying and be understood by 

the group led to feelings of not belonging. Because she couldn’t understand them, she 

was unable to participate, responding “Yes, yes,” as a way to maintain face. From her 

point of view, the experts “didn’t care about others” and they “didn’t want to talk to 

[her].” Mun-He did not feel perceived as a legitimate member of the community—she 

felt “a fish out of water.” What is interesting here is that Mun-He described the others’ as 

not completely ambivalent—they did have feelings toward the situation. Mun-He 

interpreted the others to be “uncomfortable with [her]” because she could not embody her 

entire self in English. In other words, she cannot communicate “the details” of things 

with “foreigners,” so they are not sure how to act with her. In English, she was reduced to 

a woman of rudimentary utterances with no complex thoughts. As we will see, both 
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David and Eun’s characterized of their position within the expert communities that were 

important to them in similar ways. 

 

A life reversed: Negative positioning and restricted L2 identities. When Eun 

concluded her photo-presentation to the class, a few students followed up with questions. 

In her presentation, Eun described how and why she decided to become an obstetrician, 

as well as her dream of practicing medicine in the United States. As I described earlier, I 

often heard Eun described as “the quiet one,” or the woman who never spoke up in class. 

Her voice was low in volume and, often times, other participants claimed that it was hard 

to hear her. Given Eun’s quietness and others’ perception of her, it was no surprise to me 

that most of them had no idea that she was an established doctor in Korea until that last 

week of class, when Eun made her presentation. Hugo spoke up to the whole class upon 

the close of her talk, asking her to clarify is she was or was not working as a doctor 

currently. The following interaction ensued: 

Eun: I am a specialist of obstetrician in my country but now I am just an ESL 

student. 

 

Hugo:  I am impressed. You all have very interesting lives! 

 

Teacher:   You didn’t know Eun was a doctor? 

 

Hugo:   No. I knew she was volunteering. 

 

Eun’s comments capture a particular aspect of the migrant condition. She states, 

“I am a specialist of obstetrician in my country, but now I am just an ESL student.” For 

many of the participants, a life abroad entailed a life reversed. Although Eun was the 

most poignant in her articulation of this idea, all of the other participants, at some point, 

had to “start over” in some way. Upon their arrival in Austin, these individuals 

encountered new social spaces in which they were positioned as a novice, and this 

positioning factored into their identity practice as they began to see themselves as “less” 

of who they were at home, where they occupied central positions in their academic, 

professional and personal lives. As I described in earlier sections, such a reversal could 
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also be positive since by encountering new communities of practice abroad, the 

participants were able to expand their subjectivities in many ways. However, just as that 

was true, so was the contrary: their sense of self was restricted due to their novice 

abilities in community practices, particularly in their ability to speak English as a second 

language.  

One of the most important communities to Eun was the one at St. Francis’ 

Hospital, where she volunteered regularly—not as a doctor, but as an Information Desk 

Attendant. Eun was restricted in her hospital duties because she was a foreigner and a 

non-native speaker of English. During the time I knew her, her main responsibility was to 

answer phones and direct hospital visitors to the appropriate areas. As she was explaining 

her duties to me, she expressed her apprehension about answering the phone: 

Eun: Sometimes it’s a stranger, he wants to come to the hospital, so, but I don’t know 

how he can come to the hospital because I don’t know the directions, I don’t 

know the roads, so. I couldn’t even in Korea. And something they ask me about 

the hospital system. I don’t know. 

 

 Eun’s comments suggest that this would have been a hard job for her even in her 

home country; nevertheless, her unfamiliarity with both the city’s surrounding as well as 

the “hospital system” in America restricts her to a novice position. This is further 

complicated by her anxiety to speak in her second language of English. She told me that 

she felt less capable to meet the callers’ needs because of her limited English abilities, 

since they have to “wait for [her], more than another person, to get answers.” Despite her 

esteemed qualifications as a doctor, Eun has little confidence in her ability to perform 

less complicated tasks than she is used to, mainly because of her perceived lack of 

language skills. While peripheral participation might be expected of any person learning 

new skills in a job, Eun was not always perceived as legitimate, and her professional 

identity was curbed because of imposed identities associated with foreigners and 

nonnative speakers. Eun has to continually negotiate her legitimacy in this community 

because her professional identity had yet to be sanctioned by those community members 

in power. 
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 Eun’s story as a volunteer at St. Francis’s hospital is a compelling narrative of the 

relationship between positional identities and power. As she stated before, Eun was 

presently, “just an ESL student,” and at the hospital, she was “just” a volunteer whose 

expertise and credentials were systematically devalued based on her foreign-ness. 

Although Eun encountered several friendly relationships among the staff, and was treated 

with kindness and respect by her supervisor, Sister Agnes, her duties were continually 

monitored in order to restrict her to a novice position. The following is an expert from 

one of our interviews, in which I was curious about the extent to which her professional 

identity was recognized by the hospital community: 

R: So do you feel like you can use your experience as a doctor? Do you feel like you 

have some special experience or skills because you are a doctor? 

 

Eun: No, not at all. Because it’s my first time to volunteer there so they put me on 

information desk, and the information desk is just…and the director is also 

concerned because I’m a doctor, but in the volunteer job and I work as not a 

doctor. Just there is information desk so I am just helping some people to know 

where are patients or moving the wheelchair, so… 

 

R: So the director is a little concerned, what did you mean? 

 

Eun: Ummm, I think she concerned because I am doing, overacting, because I am not 

in a position as doctor in that hospital, but I can tell about other things to the other 

people. 

 

R: Is it good or bad? 

 

Eun: Sometimes it’s good but it is not my job here, so it may be a bad thing. 

 

 The above excerpt highlighted Eun’s shift in power that resulted from her move 

abroad and her position as a non-native speaker. She reported that the director was 

concerned that she might overstep the boundaries set up for her because of her novice 

status. In other words, Eun was restricted from enacting her identity as a doctor—a 

professional who occupies a position of power and who is unrestricted in making critical 

decisions on a day-to-day basis—due to the parameters of a novice positioning. For Eun, 

her ambition to improve her language abilities were guided by her goal of passing 
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examinations that would allow her to practice medicine in the US, and much of her time 

in Austin was spent preparing for these exams. Eun’s journey involved gaining the 

cultural capital recognized by the US medical community. It is this cultural capital that 

can be used to further establish legitimacy in related local communities.  

 

 Fear of experts: Playing the “silent man.” There was much evidence in the 

stories of Mun-He, Eun, and David to suggest that these three learners were the least 

confident in their L2 abilities. Their lack of confidence, as well as their experiences with 

negative positioning, were factors that resulted in some fear of the expert community. For 

David, in particular, this fear was silencing. His story of non-participation in his content 

courses (an accounting course through the university extension, and an international 

business course at the community college) illustrated how his non-native speaking status 

kept him at the margins of communities that were critical to his future.  

As a husband, father, established business man, and ESL student, David occupied 

multiple positions in multiple communities. A Korean man who was a well-accomplished 

accountant for Burns and Elders, David arrived in Austin with “three missions.” The first 

mission was “family,” the second was “English,” and the third, oddly enough, was “golf.” 

These three missions adequately reflected David’s investments in his multiple 

identities—husband, father, and professional. Part of the “family” mission was to enjoy 

the time he was able to spend with his wife and daughter while abroad, time his 

professional life did not afford him back home. Another part of this mission was to be a 

strong provider and caretaker to his family while they adjusted to life abroad.  

David gained a sense of who he was through his ability to provide a stable family 

life for his wife in daughter in Austin, as well as prepare for eminent birth of his son. 

Many of his interactions with experts during his time in Austin occurred by necessity, in 

order to arrange living conditions (rent an apartment, buy a car, etc.) and manage his 

wife’s prenatal care (getting her to check-ups and translating for her with nurses and 

medical administrators). Many of these interactions were with gatekeepers: health-care 

providers, insurance agents, and medical administrators. Because he and his family did 
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not have health insurance, he was responsible for seeking out public resources and charity 

services—he even explored the option of a homebirth for his wife because of it was a 

much cheaper option than a hospital delivery. 

 In this area of his life, English was necessary, but he maintained a low view of 

himself as an English speaker. As a non-citizen with limited access to health benefits, he 

occupied a disempowering position in his interactions with gatekeepers, and that position 

was further discredited by his non-native-speaker status. During one of our interviews, 

David described the difficult and belittling nature of these phone conversations: 

David: Because they speak very fast and sometimes their pronunciation is like mumbled. 

So very difficult to understand what they are saying. And phone call is more 

difficult. I can’t understand so I say I’m sorry excuse me, sometimes they are very 

annoyed. 

 

R: They are annoyed with you? 

 

David: Yeah! 

 

R:  How did you know? 

 

David: Because their like tone of voice changed when I said I’m sorry I’m sorry I don’t 

understand. Can you say that again. Yes, sometimes I make them annoyed. 

 

R: Really.  

 

David: Uh, yeah. I loose my confident to speak English at the time actually I hung up the 

phone and “How can I say? What can I say?” and after thinking I called again… 

 

 It goes without saying that such interactions with medical administrators could be 

disempowering for native speakers just as well, but they are important to David’s identity 

practice because, to him, the difficulty lies in his perceived inability to communicate in 

English. His emerging second language identity is not sanctioned by his interlocutors, 

who became annoyed with him when he asked them to repeat. David was not successful 

at imposing reception, and he lost his confidence to speak, enough so that he hung up the 

phone in order to practice and play out the interaction before calling back again. 
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David’s perception of himself in English was weak, and he described several 

instances in which he was unable to be an intelligent, confident, professional person in 

English. His experience as the only international student in his business courses became 

focal experiences within his narrative. To meet his professional goals, David had enrolled 

in a university extension course in international business, as well as a business course at 

the community college. In these courses, David was one of the few international students 

among a mostly native-speaking group. Earlier, I described Yuri’s hesitation to enroll in 

an extension course because she had heard from friends that American students were not 

friendly and didn’t make an effort to include international students in their discussions. 

David’s reports echoed Yuri’s fears, and he articulated his experience in these courses as 

ridden with feelings of illegitimacy. In these classes, he rarely spoke up in class and felt 

extremely anxious about being called on by the professor or giving a presentation in 

class. He told me that whenever he spoke English, he perceived himself as an outsider 

because he was a non-native speaker. He “never” attempted to interact with his class 

mates. Instead, he played “silent man”: 

David: Um, I have never. I have never talked with native classmates. Just simple 

just say “Hello, how are you?” something. “See you later.” 

 

R:  Do you want to talk with them? 

 

David: Uh, honestly I want to, but I also don’t want to because I am worried that I 

cannot understand what they say and makes them very embarrassed and 

then I am embarrassed. A very awkward situation. 

 

R: That thought stops you from taking the chance? 

 

David: Yeah, maybe. I just play silent man. I didn’t take part in some 

conversation which takes place in the classroom, so they think of me as a 

very shy guy and it makes them not talk to me. 

 

  David’s account here was reflective of how identities are produced in 

collaboration with others.  His production of the “silent man” was neither exclusively an 

individual feat, nor an imposed category of himself generated by those occupying central 

positions within the classroom community. David’s identity production is embedded 
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within the classroom power relations, within which he perceives himself as restricted to a 

peripheral position based on his non-native status. The experts in the class do not seem to 

be invested in interactions with David, yet David—who, like many of the participants, 

bears the burden of establishing relationships with experts—feels unworthy of 

participation. He is not offered LPP, and he believes that his identity as a learner and an 

active member within the classroom community is not recognized; therefore, he has no 

legitimate path towards participation. He wants to engage with his classmates, but to him, 

his inevitable stumbling and errors as a language learner would be grounds for exclusion 

from the community. So, he chooses to perform the “silent man” in order to preserve 

some sense of himself and his right to be there.  This performance, in turn, “makes them 

not want to talk to [him].”  

L2 identities as a “burden.” David embodied the silent man as a way to 

reconcile his disempowered position among his American classmates. He is sure that they 

do not consider him an equal, not sanctioning his L2 learner identity. Similarly, Eun, 

within the hospital community, felt somewhat of a “burden” to the patients. From her 

point of view, they could not afford to “wait for her.” Like the Mun-He described of her 

experience socializing with Americans, the hospital patients did not recognize Eun’s 

learner identity, so they did not attempt to modify their language to engage in 

communication. Eun perceived her second language identity as in conflict with her 

professional identity, since she could not meet the needs of individuals in stressful 

situations: 

Eun: I think every person there are very friendly very kind, but sometimes, 

because they are patient, they have a chronic disease or pain, they are very 

stressful, so sometimes they can’t wait for me. Sometimes [Sister Agnes] 

has gone to other place, I should answer their question, but because of my 

English they cannot wait for me. Just they got sometimes angry or they 

went away. Yeah, sometimes. It’s very embarrassing. But I can take it. 

 

For these participants, the community was not perceived as friendly enough to 

enact their L2 identities, and to try on this new way of being. There was no room to 

experiment with an emerging sense of self in a new language because these expert 
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communities did not allow for learner practices such as speaking slowly, asking for 

clarification, self-correcting, or making mistakes.  

As it was for Eun and Mun-He, David’s attempt to maintain a coherent life 

narrative was, during his time abroad, a site of struggle. He was in the midst of dealing 

with his ambivalent feelings about himself as an English speaker, and each time he was 

called on to speak in class, he was confronted with the task of assuaging the friction 

between his first and second language identities. At one point, in an attempt to manage 

those conflicts, he provided a disclaimer of himself to his accounting classmates. 

David: I made a presentation in the accounting class. At the time I was the first 

one to make the presentation. I was so nervous. At first I said, I am not 

good at English so please consider that. And then I made the presentation 

but it was really awful…it was really bad. I have to present some article, I 

made a presentation about that. 

 

 David’s disclaimer was an attempt to preserve his core sense of self. By enacting 

a secondary identity—a learner identity—he might deflect the rejection that he 

anticipated. In other words, by asking the class to “please consider” that he is “not good 

at English,” the class would not assume that his struggle to speak corresponded with his 

lack of intelligence, experience, and professional knowledge of the subject.  

Eun’s attempt to find a volunteer job was ridden with similar feelings of low self-

worth when faced with native speakers. Before landing her hospital volunteer position, 

she was open to a volunteer job mentoring school children, just to get more opportunities 

to speak English. So, she attended an information presentation one afternoon. “There 

were several university guys, native speakers, and ESL students” at the presentation, and 

she felt that she couldn’t understand anything that the speaker was explaining. “I am so 

frustrated, “ she told me, “So embarrassed! How can I catch it?” 

Because of her disappointment at her inability to “catch” anything at this meeting, 

Eun gave up on this volunteer job. She eventually decided to pursue a volunteer position 

at St. Francis Hospital, but as she described, her perceived lack of abilities in spoken 

English resulted in the same frustration within herself.  As we saw above, during those 

times she had to communicate with patients and visitors of the hospital, she felt 
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incompetent and slow. Eun perceived her second language identity as in conflict with her 

professional identity, since she could not meet the needs of individuals in stressful 

situations. As a novice, she depended on Sister Agnes’s expertise and assistance when 

communicating with patients, feeling incapable on her own.  

As described above, all three of these learners faced considerable challenges to 

participation in new communities of practice. Feelings of illegitimacy among experts, 

negative positioning, and the resulting fear of experts were important social aspects of 

their experience that resulted in conflict between their L1 and L2 identities. For these 

learners, their emerging second language identities remained disconnected from their 

subjectivities, and they struggled to “mean” in their L2 as they did in their L1. 

Nevertheless, they described their migrant experiences as transformative in positive ways 

as they came to reconceptualize themselves differently through process of continually 

negotiating their participation in two worlds—the world of “home” and the world the 

host community. The next section will described some important identity shifts for these 

three participants.  

 

 

Beyond L2 identities 

 As learners who maintain strong ties to their homelands, but who are also living 

abroad for long enough periods of time to invest local communities of practice, the 

participants’ narratives focused on what it meant to their identities to be constantly 

negotiating their participation in both L1 and L2 communities. Their departure of a 

familiar home life for a life abroad was challenging, but also created opportunities for 

positive change within themselves. In this section I will (1) describe how these learners 

were particularly involved in the continual negotiation of two worlds, represented by the 

L1 speaking world of family and the L2 speaking world of their new home abroad and (2) 

describe their unique identity shifts through a section focusing on Mun-He’s, David’s and 

Eun’s individual stories of change. 
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Negotiating two worlds. The learners’ L1 worlds consisted not only of their ties 

to their home countries, but their attachment within the transmigrant spaces I described in 

Part One of this chapter. Their L2 worlds consisted of the various local communities of 

practice in which English was the mode of communication. English-speaking 

transmigrant communities could represent L2 worlds for the learners (e.g. the ESL 

classroom), but most clearly it was native-speaking, local communities outside of the 

classroom that represented L2 worlds for the participants. I have already described ways 

in which participation in new communities (L1 or L2) led to transformative subject 

positions for the learners; yet a discussion on identity in adult migrant contexts remains 

incomplete unless I address how simultaneous attachments to both led to new ways of 

being. In other words, the learners formed new understandings of themselves as a result 

of their experiences having to continually negotiate who they were at “home” while 

coming to understand who they were as migrants abroad.  

I found the stories of Eun, Mun-He and David compelling in terms of this 

discussion because their L1 worlds existed very close to them. For David and Mun-He, 

their attachment to L1 worlds was represented in their participation within the intimate 

world of family. For Eun, her strong attachment to her L1 worlds were represented 

through her investment in the local Korean church community—which she had described 

as her “family”—and her recent marriage. For these learners, Korean was the language of 

family, and it was their family that represented the strongest ties to their home country. It 

was within the family community that first language and culture were maintained. As 

transmigrants living and studying outside of their home country, English was the 

language of school, career, and the other worlds in which they participated outside of 

family. 

These participants’ investment to L1 worlds were illustrated through their 

investment in their identities as spouses and parents. These identities were storied in their 

narratives of departure; the decision to move abroad involved a negotiation of their 

multiple identities as both professionals with individual ambitions and specific future 
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visions, and as family members invested in caretaker roles. These negotiations were 

further complicated by imposed identities associated with gender roles.  

For Mun-He, traditionally disempowered positions shared by Korean wives and 

mothers were challenged through her decision to follow her “own dreams.” In the 

migrant context, her subject positions were expanded in ways that empowered her and 

offered her pathways to participate in new communities. For David, traditionally 

empowered positions shared by Korean males (both within family and professional 

contexts) were challenged within the migrant context, as his lack of confidence in his L2 

abilities marginalized him in ways he was not in his L1 worlds. Eun was in the midst of 

negotiating both her attachment to family and plans to have a baby and her strong 

attachment to her professional identity and dream of practicing medicine in the United 

States. I will know turn to each of the participants stories to describe the ways in which 

their participation in new social spaces became transformative for them.  

 

Mun-He. As we saw in Mun-He’s narrative of departure, her life abroad entailed 

a considerable role-reversal within her family. Her husband quit his job and became the 

primary caretaker of her son. Due to financial restrictions, Mun-He’s husband and son 

had to live four-hours driving distance away, so Mun-He did not see them regularly and 

was, for all intents and purposes, living alone in Townesville. She committed fully not 

only to her studies, but to her life as a student. She took a full-time course load, lived in a 

student-dormitory with an American woman of college-age, and carried on somewhat of 

social life independent from her family. For Mun-He, this commitment to student-life 

was critical to her improvement in English, and she saw her improvement in English as 

critical to her career.  

Another way in which Mun-He considered the situation as critical was because of 

the sacrifices he family made for her. Her distance from her son was difficult for her. 

During her apart from each other, her son had shown some emotional problems, throwing 

tantrums and not obeying her husband. She “really cared about his personality,” but being 

away from him, she felt she had lost some of that control as a parent. Mun-He described 
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to me that her mission while in Townesville was to “become a confident person.” She 

realized that her inability to socialize in English was an obstacle to her language learning. 

Because she considered her circumstances somewhat dire, she felt she had to be agentic 

in her own learning. She was highly invested in herself as an English speaker, but as we 

saw in the previous section, Mun-He faced considerable challenges in gaining access to 

expert communities and forming relationships with native speakers.  

In her photo-narrative, Mun-He showed the class a picture of the Starbucks 

adjacent to the international office. She explained the importance of the Starbucks photo 

to the class: 

Mun-He: This is one my favorite hangouts. It’s really simple and all of you know 

this place, but this Starbucks on the 24
th

 street. I really like drinking 

coffee. I had a hard time ordering vanilla latte, because of the “v” sound, 

vanilla latte, but I like the taste, and the people are nice there. One of them 

remembers my name, but the pronunciation is not that exact… but yes it’s 

a really small thing but it’s one of the reasons I really like this place. 

 

 Mun-He’s decision to present the Starbucks photo to the class represents its value 

to her experience—although it was “simple” to everyone, it was very symbolic to her. 

The coffee shop was a place that she initially struggled in English. Her pronunciation 

would cause confusion when she ordered a “vanilla latte,” but she eventually became a 

regular to the place and was recognized as a rightful participant. Her legitimacy was 

recognized by baristas remembering her name. It was a “really small thing” and the 

barista did not even pronounce her name correctly, but this act of recognition was 

significant to her second language identity. When I asked her to categorize this photo, she 

put it in the English category. She could speak to the baristas in English, and be listened 

to and spoken back to. She could also hear American music on the stereo. It was a place 

she rarely went with her Korean friends. It had a personal meaning for her that signified a 

positive reception of her second language identity.  

 In Mun-He’s narrative, positive receptions of her second language identity were 

not regular, and aside from her relationship with her roommate and her boyfriend, she did 

not know many native speakers. Toward the end of the semester, I asked her to describe 
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her progress in her mission of becoming a “confident person,” and she explained it was 

getting better, but it depended on the day. She recounted a recent experience she had at 

the Whole Foods in which she was trying to get a bottle of wine she bought gift-wrapped 

for her brother-in-law. The clerk did not understand what she was requesting, after she 

“explained again and again.” After multiple exchanges with the clerk, Mun-He gave up 

and left the store. She said she was “frustrated with her poor English” and did not put any 

fault with the clerk. Experiences like this one were critical to her understanding of herself 

in English. Her confidence could go up or down, “depending on the day”: 

Mun-He: It depends on the day. One day confident, for example, when I express my 

thoughts well during some classes my confidence goes up and up. But 

sometimes, the last situation, last time at the Whole Foods, it makes me 

really frustrated so my confidence goes down again. So, it depends on the 

day. 

 

For Mun-He, her second language identity was constructed in social contexts, and 

the world understanding her meant the world understanding her language. Beyond her 

linguistic identity, though, Mun-He’s quest for confidence represented broader 

renegotiations of her identities, particularly the imposed identities associated with her age 

and gender. Her move abroad, her student life independent of her family, and her 

participation in the ESL and university communities offered her new ways of being and 

new ways of understanding herself. She reported that age, marriage, and family had 

changed her. When she was young, she was a very confident girl; she had dreams of 

being a singer (but thought she was not beautiful enough) and she was outgoing in 

school. Her participation American college life was a way to re-connect with that 

identity: 

Mun-He: When I was in Korea, I usually a confident student. When I was a high 

school student, I did a lot of leader things, when I was a university student 

I was the president of some departments. Actually I am active and that 

kind of person. But, I am married and I am old, so…and the class I just try 

to do my best because I brought my family to the United States and spent 

a lot of money, our money, but actually my husband’s money. 
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 These thoughts reflect some of the central identity conflicts Mun-He was 

managing during her time abroad. If we remember from her narrative departure, she 

claimed that even though she is married, “[she] has a dream.” Despite how others saw 

her, she though of herself as “still young.” More than once, she articulated how she was 

thought she was perceived by the class (half of which was between the ages of 25 and 

40); she said, “I think they consider me an old woman. But, they are usually kind to me, 

especially Hafsa, and others also.” As I described in Part One, Mun-He’s participation in 

local academic communities offered her ways to expand her subjectivities because she 

was not given access to student communities in Korea because she was “married and 

old.” In the United States “they don’t care, we hang out together, at the bar.” She 

explained, “If I was in Korea, if I hang out with some friends at the pub, they think of me 

as weird because I have a husband I have a son. But not in the USA.” 

 At the same time, Mun-He was struggling with her decision to move abroad, just 

trying to do her best “because I brought my family to the United States and spent a lot of 

[her husband’s] money.” She was, quite literally, torn between two worlds. For her, she 

needed to vastly improve her language skills in order to feel that the sacrifices her family 

made were worth it. The last time I saw Mun-He, it was clear that she was still struggling 

to reconcile her own needs and wants with those of her family. She was overwhelmed 

with stress; after six-months of a full-time course load, she was feeling run-down. Her 

son had recently been sick, and Mun-He “didn’t work for five days” because she was 

worried about him. Not having medical insurance, she relied on traditional Korean 

medicine in hopes her husband would not have to take him to the doctor and pay out of 

pocket. At this time, she was looking forward to her return to Korea. “Just 5 months left 

then we go back to Korea and living together,” she said, “And medical expenses not that 

expensive.”  

She also expressed disappointment with her decision to move out of the student 

dormitory and live in a private apartment with another Korean woman. She told me: 

Mun-He: When I was living in the dormitory, I had more chance to speak to native 

Americans, but there is no chance to speak with Americans except for my 

tutors. So sometimes I regret moving out to the apartment. Even though I 
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have private spaces, the reason why I am here is to improve my English 

ability. 

  

 At this time, Mun-He seemed a bit discouraged. Her new Korean roommate liked 

to go out regularly and drink, and because of the stress Mun-He was feeling, she had 

succumbed to her roommate’s persuasions to join her in the fun. Mun-He had a difficult 

time justifying her new social life because it was not what her family had sacrificed so 

much for. But it had helped with the stress. She felt better when her husband told her, 

“Don’t get stressed about the situation, just enjoy your life. Because studying is most 

important to you, just enjoy your life during the weekends.” We both agreed she had a 

“good husband.”  

 

David. Regardless of his motivation to improve his English and advance in his 

professional career, David reiterated that his primary focus during his time abroad was 

his family. In his photo-presentation in which he outlined his “three missions” for his 

time abroad, his family took first priority over the other two. At the end of the semester, 

David was clearly disappointed in himself as an English speaker; he reported that he had 

improved a little bit, but he was “not satisfied” and “disappointed” with his progress. 

When I asked him to clarify, he pointed to the distance he felt between his L1 and L2 

identities, as he was still not able to express his entire self in English: 

David:  I cannot express, I cannot express fully about my thoughts. I can speak 

very fluently about my thinking, but I am not able to express, I am not 

able to. Some complicated sentence and some philosophic questions, the 

answer to philosophic questions, I cannot. 

 

David was an intelligent man of complex though in the L1, but still felt “stupid” 

in English. His identity remained distanced from the L2, and he was less of a person in 

his second language. There is ample evidence in David’s narrative to show that his lack 

of confidence and fear of native-speakers played a role in his minimal progress. He 

continually spoke of “no opportunity” to practice, but at the end of the semester, he began 

to take some responsibility for the lack of opportunity. He said he should have been more 
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“confident to take part in native groups like church, or conversation club,” but he did not. 

Further, he was also disappointed that his golf skills were not improving very much. The 

two skills he hoped to obtain as part of his “possible self” as a successful international 

accountant—English and golf—had become less than satisfying to him, and at the end of 

the semester, David was in the process of reckoning.  

David accounted for his lack of agency in “taking part” in native-speaking 

communities by reiterating his focus on family. He admitted that the “problem” was that 

he spent “little time” devoted to his English studies, and preferred to focus on his family 

and playing golf. Although he described considerable disappointment in his English 

progress, he was optimistic because he could continue studying English in his home 

country, or anywhere else. Despite his ongoing struggle to renegotiate the disempowered 

position he occupied as a non-native speaker, he came to understand his experience 

abroad as personally fulfilling in some ways.  

In terms of his main “mission,” his family, David saw his time abroad as a way to 

re-focus his priorities. Like Sonia, David suggested that Townesville had become a 

temporal space in which he could re-evaluate who he was and where he was going. He 

admitted that it was difficult to describe the ways he had changed since his arrival, but 

the break from his very demanding professional life in Korea was undoubtedly an 

important life change for him. “Maybe I have a lot of time to think about my past life, 

and my family, and about myself,” he explained.  “I have matured a lot than before.” He 

admitted that he was “scared” to go back to his busy professional life, and was not sure 

how he would adjust because he did not have the same worldviews as he did before.  

 

Eun. Although Eun did not have children, she imagined her future as a woman 

who was successful at managing strong investments in both worlds of family and career. 

During her time in Townesville, Eun was experiencing a time in her life in which she was 

working on the future; she and her husband wished to stay in the United States for a 

significant amount of time, and her main goal was to pass the American medical exams 

so she become a doctor in the United States. Although the decision to come to 
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Townesville was her husband’s, Eun clearly had her own dreams for her future, and a life 

in the United States was part of that vision.  

At the same time, being recently married, Eun was struggling to imagine herself 

as a professional and a mother. In fact, in addition to establishing her career, “having a 

baby” was one of her plans for her time in the United States. She often wondered how it 

would all fit in, though. “I don’t know how can I set them all [my goals]: My English, my 

job as a doctor, and having babies. How can I do that well?” she once asked me. These 

questions that have become all so common to the feminine postmodern narrative were an 

important part of Eun’s narrative of departure and her ongoing identity practice.  

As we have already seen, Eun’s life abroad entailed some significant challenges 

to her professional identity. An established doctor in Korea, Eun was kept on the 

periphery of the medical community in the United States because of her foreigner and 

non-native speaker status. Like Mun-He and David, Eun was struggling with feelings of 

ambivalence toward her L2 identities; she felt less of who she was at home in her first 

language, than abroad in the second language. Like the others, access to native-speaking 

communities was not easily granted to her, and outside of her volunteer job and ESL 

teachers, she knew very few native speakers. The one and only true relationship with an 

American that she had to speak of was the one she developed with Sister Agnes, her 

supervisor at the hospital. Like Hafsa’s friendship with Oliver, this relationship was 

reciprocal in many ways. Eun explained: 

Eun: She’s old, so sometimes she forgets many things, and stuff, and events. So 

I should explain something once, twice, three times. And I think I really 

have helped her. So it’s good for me, and I think it’s good for her. 

 

Like Oliver to Hafsa, Sister Agnes became a language mentor for Eun—a native 

speaker that she was not afraid of, that she could be a learner around. At the same time, 

she felt she was helping Sister Agnes by being patient with her and accepting the 

“slowness” that came with age. This relationships with sister Agnes, her volunteer work 

at the hospital, and her involvement within the local Korean church were all 

transformative experiences for Eun. Like David, Eun saw a positive transformation in 
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herself despite the ongoing conflict between her first and second language identities. Her 

comments call to mind Sonia’s articulation of her own quest for change and growth. 

Although Eun was not as conscious of the potential for personal change upon her arrival, 

looking back, Eun discovered that her migrant experience resulted in a deep change in 

herself: 

Eun: Before I came here I also had a job and the job was very stressful, but not 

because of the job, I was not a good person I think. I was very stressful,  I 

think. I really didn’t think about other people around me. But here I have a 

lot of time, but not because of the time, attitudes toward other people have 

changed I think. Now I am more generous and comfort, how do you say? 

Comforting to people. So I want to get a job here. I want to feel that I 

really changed… 

 

Although who she was at home was restricted abroad (her professional identity), 

Eun’s participation in new communities of practice expanded her subjectivities in many 

ways. At home, she was “very stressful” and “didn’t think about other people around 

[her].” The professional success she had achieved in Korea entailed a selfishness and lack 

of generosity that she now realized made her “not a good person.” The departure from her 

home-life  and her participation in the local hospital and church communities resulted in 

new conceptualizations of herself.  Like for Sonia and David, the time away from her 

familiar home life became a space in which to stop, quite literally, re-evaluate and come 

to knew understandings of herself and her future. She wanted to get a job in the United 

States, “to feel that she really changed.” In her narrative of departure, Eun articulated the 

“vision” of the clear blue sky of Townesville as her plane was landing as a symbol for 

endless possibility in her future. She “imagined she could do everything well here.” Then, 

she had not anticipated that, within her future visions, she would also become a “good 

person.”  
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Chapter Conclusion 

The stories of Mun-He, David, and Eun conclude my presentation of the nine 

participants’ stories. Through my presentation of their narratives of departure and their 

chronicles of their local experiences as transmigrants abroad I hoped to reveal to the 

reader a sense of these learners’ identity work as it occurred through their encounters 

with new communities of practice, their complex negotiations of entrance, and their 

(non)participation within new communities. In the next and final chapter of the 

dissertation, I will summarize and discuss the findings of my analysis of these narratives, 

as well as address some of the limitations of the study. I will conclude with implications 

that these findings have for classroom practice and future research.  
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Chapter Six 

CONCLUSION  

 

 In this chapter, I will discuss the findings of this study, specifically how they 

relate to the research questions I posed going into the investigation, and how they 

contribute to the body of research that has examined the relationship between language 

learning and identity. Following the discussion of the findings, I will describe some 

implications for teaching practice, and then conclude with an overview of the limitations 

of the study and implications future scholarship in the area.  

  

DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS 

 

 I want to begin this discussion by acknowledging a central and overarching theme 

that emerged through my cross-case analysis of the nine participant L2 narratives, that is, 

for these learners, the process of second language learning involved much more than the 

conventional label implies. As a nearly life-long practice for these individuals, second 

language learning was a critical life experience that led to new subject positions, shifting 

worldviews, and what they described as changes in their self-concept.  These 

participants’ learning stories showed how their ongoing investment in their emerging L2 

identities involved critical non-linguistic identity shifts and (re)negotiations of other 

identity types. The participants of this study framed their L2 learning stories within the 

broader narrative of belonging and not-belonging as they negotiated their right to 

participate in the local communities that they encountered outside of their home 

countries. These learners’ motivation to sustain learning trajectories as well as modify the 

conditions under which they learned were rooted in these types of experiences, with their  

agency complicated by both the power structures that made up the various worlds in 

which they participated and their often conflicting investments in their multiple identities. 

 This basic finding of the study echoes what Benson (2004) outlined in his review 

of the “biographical turn” in SLA research—that is, that the complex, multiple identities 
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of real people “can be a significant non-linguistic outcome of language learning” (p. 19). 

Traditionally in SLA, these “complex identities of real people” were the aspects of 

learner diversity that the more essentialized, cognitive view of SLA attempted to remove 

in investigations of learning outcomes. Although I believe it is useful to examine L2 

learning as a contained practice by which linguistic outcomes are measured as an 

outcome of particular instructional or contextual variables, it can be equally advantageous 

to take a broader view of L2 learning and consider the ways in which learners, over time, 

are changed by their (non)participation in the various communities of practice they 

encounter as they actively construct their individual L2 learning trajectories. In Benson’s 

(2004) and Lantolf and Pavlenko’s (2001) view, an approach that takes into account how 

learners actively construct conditions under which they learn suggests that variation in an 

individuals’ learning context must be considered as additional outcomes of L2 learning. 

In other words, learners’ agentic moves to change the conditions of their L2 learning 

throughout long-term L2 learning trajectories should be seen as outcomes of the learning 

process. 

 In order to understand such outcomes, research has been moving beyond narrow 

studies of adult classrooms in which learners allowed one subject position (the learner, or 

the class member) and a one-dimensional identity (the L2 speaker/learner). As the 

findings of this study show, although the nine learners were highly invested in classroom 

communities, they were equally, if not more, invested in their worlds outside of the 

classroom, their participation within which involved complex negotiations of their 

identities. These learners were enmeshed in the day to day configurations of who they 

were and who they were becoming in the face of the host community as well as the 

transmigrant social spaces that were central to them. They were deliberately engaged in 

managing social ties and intimate relationships, assuaging ruptures in their subjectivities, 

negotiating around restrictions imposed on them, and trying to make sense of the 

reversals that came with establishing oneself in a new country. These participants were 

not only learning to become English speakers, but they were learning to be and do as 

migrants.  
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 In order to trace out how I arrived at this underlying conclusion of the study, and 

its implications for practice, I would like to summarize the study findings of the cross-

case analysis by revisiting the research questions I posed at the start of the investigation.  

 

Negotiating Identity in Migrant Contexts 

How does learning English as a Second Language necessitate a negotiation of 

identities among adult learners enrolled in an IEP setting? 

 First and foremost, what the findings of this study clearly show is that, in fact, it 

was not the process of “learning English as a Second Language” in itself that necessitated 

a negotiation of identities, but it was the processes of migration and establishing 

membership in new communities of practice outside of the learners’ home countries that 

were transformative for these participants. Therefore, my first order of business might 

first be to address the inadequacy of this research question to capture fully the 

phenomena I examined in this study. Although it was the learners’ investment in their 

nearly life-long L2 learning that led them to move abroad, and they were continuously 

negotiating a sense of themselves as English speakers, the critical experiences they 

narrated had to do with the larger social and cultural practices they encountered as 

foreigners, newcomers and nonnative speakers both inside and outside of the 

classroom—those practices that that a narrow label of L2 learning cannot fully capture.   

Secondly, this question might need clarification on another level. Perhaps, one 

might ask which identities are implicated in the second language learning process for 

these participants? As the theoretical orientations I outlined in Chapter 2 put forth, L2 

learners occupy multiple social identities, and these identities can be contested and 

renegotiated through participation in various communities of practice in which they 

interact with discourses and structures of power in those communities. In other words, a 

researcher could examine (as Gordon, 2004 and Teutch-Dwyer, 2001, did) how gender is 

implicated in learners’ access to input and the resources in the L2, or by the same 

reasoning, how race and ethnicity complicate learners’ positionality in L2 communities. 

Keeping in mind what Block (2007) reiterated—that these social identity types are never 
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exclusive or separate from one another—I believe the findings of this cross-case analysis 

support the centrality of the learners’ “migrant identities,” the construction of which 

entailed a (re)negotiation of linguistic, gender, age, and ethnic identities. Thus, I argue 

that, for these participants, L2 learning and migration necessitated a negotiation of 

identities through their learning to be and do as newcomers, foreigners, non-native 

speakers, and transmigrants outside of their home countries. 

 As we saw through the learners’ narratives of departure, learning a second 

language and becoming an L2 speaker were not necessarily one in the same process. The 

participants had spent many years in language classrooms, yet maintained, at-best, 

tenuous ties to English speakers and authentic English-speaker communities. Critical 

disconnects between the learners’ L1 and L2 identities led to agentic moves to change the 

conditions under which they learned, ultimately leading to dramatic geographical moves 

to depart the familiar in exchange for a life of uncertainty, chance, and reversals abroad. 

Each of these adults had committed to nearly life-long learning trajectories, and 

throughout that time span, they had changed significantly in their positions and status 

within the social worlds that were important to them. For example, Mun-He and David 

had become spouses and parents who had to negotiate their attachments to their worlds of 

family and career. Yuri, Musa, and Hafsa had become young adults along their L2 

learning journeys. Sonia, Alim, and Hugo had made considerable professional 

advancements and gained much experience outside of their home countries since they 

first endeavored to learn English.  

 These significant changes in status and positionality over the course of an L2 

trajectory are, in fact, a reality for many adult ESL learners. Conceptualizing the dynamic 

nature of long-term L2 learning is important to obtaining a full picture of why learners 

differ in their attachments to L2 worlds, their investments in those worlds, and how they 

sustain their motivation to learn a second language over time. The participants’ narratives 

of departure culminated in moves to migrate abroad, and those moves must be understood 

as an agentic decision to assume a novice identity and commit to a trajectory that would 

lead to full participation. Their migration signified a new project of coming to understand 
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themselves as fluent speakers who would be recognized by the members of new 

communities outside of their home countries. In this way, learning to become 

transmigrants was a process of identification (Hall, 1996). 

 

 The migrant identity project. As it has been repeatedly emphasized within post-

modern orientations to identity study, individuals can be consciously engaged in an 

“identity project” by which they are thought to be in the process of placing themselves 

within a variety of discourses, establishing legitimacy within social communities, and 

engaging in an ongoing effort toward narrative coherence within their articulation of their 

self-concept. Bauman (1996) claimed, “One thinks of identity whenever one is not sure 

of where one belongs” (p. 19). Second language learning lends itself to such a project, as 

one’s desire to master the L2 ultimately necessitates occupying a newcomer identity and 

negotiating ones’ belonging within new linguistic communities of practice. Second 

language learning also lends itself to the conditions of mobility and instability, as the 

learners’ metaphorical and geographical border-crossings were commonly used to frame 

their L2 learning stories. Here, I am reminded of Coffey and Street’s (2008) description 

of language learning as an enacted identity project, “an ongoing enterprise that leads the 

individual to occupy and to participate in a series of figured worlds” (454).  

 Spatial metaphors of movement and mobility. In their study of migrant identities, 

Krzyzanowski and Wodak (2008) underscored the attraction to migratory practices in 

identity research, stating “migration implies mobility and instability, an often endless 

search for belonging to the constantly changing other, as well as having to cope with 

constantly shifting legal and bureaucratic requirements for social acceptance and 

divergent parameters for recognition” (p. 98). They argued for more studies dealing with 

how individuals establish identity or belonging, moving beyond theories that have dealt 

with the fragmented, unstable, and multiple condition of identity. They drew on Fortier’s 

(2000) approach to migration and identification in which she viewed “identity as a 

threshold…a location that by definition frames the passage from one space to another;” 
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further, Fortier claimed, migrant identities can be viewed as a transition, “producing itself 

through the combined process of being and becoming” (p. 2).  

 As Fortier’s (2002) thoughts suggest, the production of migrant identities can 

draw heavily on metaphors of mobility, of crossing from one geographical or 

metaphorical space to another, and of the possibility of being stopped or stuck 

somewhere in between departure and arrival.  The participants’ narratives drew on these 

metaphors. As I described briefly in the results sections, Sonia and Hugo narrativized 

their identity work through metaphors of mobility. Sonia re-negotiated the imposed 

identities associated with being an older, single woman abroad by describing her desire to 

move forward and gain access to figurative territory that had not yet been explored. She 

was doing this in a time in her life in which she was expected to be “stuck” in her ways, 

“going about her habits.” Sonia used the symbol of the “bridge” as a central motif in her 

narrative. Her story was one of crossing over from one way of being to another, and she 

did this through her openness to the migration practice and the access to new 

communities that the practice offered her. 

 Hugo, on the other hand, drew on movement/mobility metaphors in a different 

way. His experiences as a newcomer establishing himself in a new country was storied of 

in his state of being “on standby.” Hugo was in the midst of dealing with initial 

disruption to his subjectivities, following different instances of being forced on the 

periphery of social communities of practice because of his novice and migrant status—a 

condition of not-belonging. Like all of the participants, he was continuously negotiating 

two worlds (the L1 world of “home,” and his new L2 world abroad); he was in transition, 

waiting to be married so his fiancé could join him in Townesville, and then they could 

begin their lives.  

 The two Korean women in the study, Mun-He and Eun, drew on threshold 

metaphors to create an underlying tension of mobility in their stories. For these women, 

migration and constructing migrant identities were about the possibility of freedom in 

their lives. The promise of reinvention was expressed in their narratives of departure, in 

which they discursively positioned themselves at the threshold of change. Eun showed 
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the class a picture of the big, blue sky she saw upon her arrival in Townesville, that to her 

represented the potential for her to “do everything well” in a new country. For Mun-He, 

migration held the potential of becoming, describing her move abroad as a “dream” of 

individual desire, despite her status of  being “married and old.” Like Eun’s narrative, 

Mun-He’s conveyed a tension of mobility through her anticipation of significant identity 

shifts that would result from her moves abroad.  

 Some other examples of how the participants drew on such narrative resources 

occurred in Musa and Yuri’s narrative. I will discuss Musa’s description of movement 

and space in more detail in another section, but I want to point out that much of his 

narrative centered around his physical moves that occurred between his two worlds. His 

story was about breaking from his comfortable L1 world and opening up to the multiple 

ways of being that migration offered him. His transformations occurred as a result of 

those moves toward new communities. Yuri particularly drew on configurations 

movement and non-movement in her photo-narrative. Like for the other three young 

learners, learning to be and do as a migrant involved overcoming insurmountable 

challenges and learning to act independently. This new sense of adulthood was storied in 

her ability to “keep going” in the face of conflict. She showed the class a photo of three 

feet pointed toward a clear blue sky, claiming, “we can’t just stop and stand…you have to 

keep going and the most important thing is just the first step.” 

 These examples mark the value among the participants for mobility and change, 

as it was unfavorable to “stop and stand,” as Yuri put it, or be “stopped,” as Sonia put it 

when she was critiquing some of her classmates whom she believed to be content to go 

through life without thinking. Even in Hugo’s narrative, one could argue that the 

condition of waiting was not a favorable one, because he stated that his life would really 

begin once certain conditions fell into place. The participants’ use of these figurative 

devices tie into what Krzyzanowski and Wodak (2008) showed in their study: how 

individuals engage in a “range of discursive negotiations and co-constructions of migrant 

belongings” (p. 97). This understanding of migrant identity points to the individual’s 
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desire to become through the transformative process of departing from the familiarity of 

home for the instability of life abroad.  

In answering this first question, I wanted to show how the participants’ narrations 

of their experiences centered around their self-concept as migrants and second language 

learners living outside of their home countries. Within their accounts, there was evidence 

of how the migrant identity project was transformative, as the learners’ complex and 

multiple identities were contested and renegotiated as a result of their new positionality 

as migrants.  In considering all of the evidence I will discuss in this chapter, I want to 

argue that, within these participants’ stories, the “space” of Townesville came to 

represent “time”—the time in which to engage consciously in identity work. This practice 

was symbolized in the participants description of their time abroad as a break or 

interruption from what they alluded to as the “ordinary.” Through their retrospective 

accounts of the ordinary that was their stable home life, the participants realized that they 

had been perhaps not as agentic as they would like to be in the future. The older learners 

realized the toll that habits of their professional life had taken on their sense of true 

fulfillment, as Sonia described through the metaphor of “darkness.” For the younger 

learners, this transformation was storied in their breaking from the closed networks of 

their native culture (Musa and Hafsa) or lack of direction in their career choice (Yuri) and 

opening to new and different ways of being that they were learning through participation 

in new communities.  

As such an argument suggest, the experience of migration and language learning 

resulted in the learners repositioning and reimagining themselves in terms of the various 

subject positions they negotiated. In the next section, I will focus in detail on the topics of 

positionality in migrant contexts, and discuss the evidence from the study that showed the 

learners’ identities were transformed, in both positive and negative ways, through their 

construction of a migrant sense of self. 
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Identity and Positionality 

How do learners’ positionality in communities of practice (material or imagined) shape 

their identity practice?  

 My understanding of positionality is drawn mainly from the work of Davies and 

Harré (1990, 1999), whose idea of “positioning” encompassed the constitutive nature of 

discourses, yet did not discount the “choosing subject” who may resist subject positions 

made available by particular discursive practices. Just as Weedon (1997) put forth, 

Davies and Harré see the individual as one who is “constituted and reconstituted through 

the various discursive practices in which they participate” (p. 35); further, they 

emphasized the individual as narrator, one who is continuously negotiating oneself within 

multiple (and often competing) storylines grounded in a variety of discourses. For the 

individual cases described in this study, the discourses constructed around the particular 

topics of gender, race and class became sites of contention.   

 As subjective beings, the nine individuals in this study made their way among a 

variety of positions, a variety of storylines by which they could construct “possible 

coherent selves.” In Davies and Harré’s view (1999), “who one is…is always an open 

question,” the answer shifting as the individual continuously dialogues with the 

discourses within which he or she may be situated, and possibly those counter-discourses 

he or she may potentially construct. In line with conceptualization of identity as project, 

this view holds that the individual—as both subject and agent of choice—constructs an 

understanding of his or her life “in terms of the kind of person one takes oneself to be, 

whoever or whatever might be responsible for its production” (p. 37). For these language 

learners, their narratives were discursive practices in which their articulation of self was 

reflective of the variety of subject positions they navigated as newcomers, outsiders and 

nonnative speakers. Often, their “right to speak” and “right to impose perception” 

(Bourdieu 1977: 649) were dependant on the positioning practices of the communities 

within which they participated as well as their own stories of resistance to those practices.  

 As I have emphasized in the previous section, the migrant context for these 

learners became a space within which subject positions were both restricted and 
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expanded. In other words, this context became a space of potential renegotiation of the 

individuals’ identity performance, particularly their gendered, racial, and linguistic 

identities. The learners’ desire for new attachments further underscored the ongoing 

character of their identity construction, as they struggled to belong to what, in a migrant 

context, can be “a constantly changing other” (Krzyzanowski & Wodak, 2008); they, in 

turn, were continuously configured by the host community as the “other,” therefore 

subjected to certain identities imposed upon them without sanction. As a space for 

transition, or a threshold space, the migrant context framed these learners’ identities as 

they were “produced by the combined process of being and becoming” (Fortier, 2001: 2). 

 These learners’ positionality within the various communities of practice in which 

they desired participation was central to their L2 learning experiences, namely in two 

ways: (1) their “discursive (re)construction of identity” (Pavlenko, 2001), and (2) access 

to and participation rights within critical social spaces for learning. In the following 

sections on this broad topic of positionality, I will focus on gender, race, and linguistic 

positionality, and conclude with a discussion of class positionality as it relates to the 

rationale for the study as I described in the first two chapters of the dissertation.  

 

Gender Positionality  

There was significant evidence throughout many of the participants’ stories that 

the construction of a migrant identity allowed the learners to renegotiate other 

traditionally restrictive positional identities. In other words, for many of the learners, the 

migrant identity project afforded the participants access to new communities of practice, 

their participation in which led to transformative subject positions. This was particularly 

true for the women in the study, all of whom found opportunities for expansion and 

reinvention through their migratory practices. At the same time, the women were 

continuously subject to restrictive positionings to which they had to negotiate and 

potentially resist.  

 Language and gender in multilingual settings. In the literature related to language 

learning and gender, there exists conflicting evidence for the role of gender positionality 
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not only in second/foreign language learning, but in men and women’s use of language 

across diglossic contexts (James, 1996). On one hand, women have been traditionally 

seen as guardians of home culture with limited access to L2 resources (Goldstein, 1995; 

Holmes, 1996), therefore progressing in the L2 more slowly than men. On the other hand, 

studies have documented women in multilingual contexts as “cultural brokers,” whereby 

they are sensitive to the symbolic value of prestige varieties of language and are more 

agentic than men in their L2 trajectories (Gal, 1978, 1979; Holmquist, 1985; Nichols, 

1983).   

Although there has been less research conducted on men, those studies have not 

shown clear consistency in how masculinities—normatively associated with social 

power—have contributed to L2 learning progress. In some studies, men have been seen 

as less ideal L2 learners because they are less willing to ask native speakers for help, 

concerned with saving face (Gordon, 2004). Additonally, as Teutch-Dwyer’s (2001) 

study revealed, the construction of masculinity in second language contexts does not 

necessarily promote a learning trajectory conducive to ongoing learning progress, even 

when the concern of saving face is not a reality. Her study showed how Carol, a Polish 

immigrant, became more or less fossilized in certain linguistic structures due to the 

accommodation strategies of the native-speaking women and girls close to him, in 

particular his American girlfriend. He came to realize that he did not have to speak 

perfectly to be accepted, and often his girlfriend would finish his sentences and not push 

him to self-correct as she occupied a caretaking, romantic role in Carol’s life.  

Such inconsistency in the correlation of gender and L2 learning further 

underscores the non-exclusive and constitutive role that gender plays in language and 

language use, ideas that were emphasized in Ochs’ formative work (1991). She described 

the complex relationship of gender and language use: 

Language and gender is not a simple straightforward mapping of linguistic form 

to social meaning of gender. It is constituted and mediated by the relation of 

language to stances, social acts, social activities, and other social constructs. (p. 

336-337)  
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Although Ochs was not particularly assessing gendered second language 

identities, her ideas of how language and gender are “mediated and constituted through a 

web of socially organized pragmatic meanings” (p. 341-342). can be drawn upon in the 

study of multilingual contexts. It is within a variety of socially constructed shared 

discourses by which gendered identities emerge and are therefore implicated in an 

individual’s sense of self and social positioning in second language contexts.  

The discursive (re)construction of identity. Studies that have focused on the 

construction of gendered second language identities in social contexts have shown that 

individuals can undergo significant transformations in gender performance as they cross 

geographical borders and struggle for new attachments in a new (and often foreign) social 

reality. Pavlenko’s (2001b) study of women’s L2 autobiographies showed how the 

changed social context can result in a discursive (re)construction of gendered identities, 

as individuals navigate among the variety of subject positions offered to them and try to 

construct “coherent selves” within new storylines (Davies & Harré, 1990, 1999). As 

evidence from the women’s stories showed, “border-crossers may find themselves in a 

situation where their previous subjectivities cannot be coherently and/or legitimately 

produced and understood and, thus, appear discontinued” (Pavlenko, 2001b: 135). In 

turn, through resistance to dominant ideologies that may impose positions, narrators can 

produce new social identities.  

In line with Pavlenko’s analysis, Lee (2010) examined the repositioning that 

Korean women negotiate as “kirogi mothers”—mothers who move abroad to raise their 

children while their husbands stay in Korea to work in order to provide financial support. 

Lee looked specifically at transnational spaces and how, within such spaces, the women 

were able to “emancipate themselves” from a particular society and produce new social 

identities as they merged with a new society. Similarly, Park (2009) examined the 

negotiation and construction of gendered identity of a female Korean scholar, as she had 

to negotiate continuously her positionality as a wife within the dominant ideologies 

surrounding the familial position of women in Korea, and her desire to be an independent 

woman scholar. Park drew on the concept of “double consciousness” to show how her 
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participant’s multiple and often conflicting identities meant “living in between tensions” 

that were created by her individual desire to pursue higher education and her familial 

obligations.  

The women of my study, through their stories, discursively (re)constructed their 

gender identities; drawing on Davies and Harré’s (1999) terms, they were narrators acting 

and speaking from a position to which they brought their history as a subjective beings. 

The next sections will focus on evidence from the women’s narratives for their 

(re)construction of self. 

 

Departure as reinvention, “eliminating the darkness.” In their narratives of 

departure, all of the women of the study drew upon spatial metaphors to frame their 

moves abroad as agentic moves of transformation and change. In many ways, they used a 

variety of narrative resources to position themselves discursively at the threshold of 

change, and, further, mark their departures as moves of resistance to dominant gendered 

storylines. Mun-He and Eun specifically referenced critical moments in their professional 

careers in which they could not successfully enact a second language identity, and they 

cited those moments of disconnect as catalysts to becoming agents in their L2 trajectory. 

Eun’s use of the photograph showing the “clean blue sky and the snowy white clouds” 

was a figurative resource that represented her state of being upon departing/arriving, as 

she imagined that she “could do everything well here.” In Eun’s narrative, like for Sonia, 

Mun-He, and Hafsa, departure signified the beginning of a new and transformative 

identity project in which the women could imagine themselves in empowered positions as 

professionals, students, English-speakers, and individuals.  

Sonia was the most explicit in her figurative use of language to position herself 

discursively on the verge of favorable transformation.  She began her photo-presentation 

to the class by describing her sense of self before departure as fragmented and 

ambiguous, feeling ambivalent over her social positions within her worlds of work, 

family, and personal relationships. For her, the move abroad signified a personal identity 

project in which she would be able to “eliminate the darkness” and return to Brazil “in 
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the light.” As a seeker of transformation, Sonia embraced “the bridge” from one way of 

being to another, and such openness to change was one of the many narrative positions 

that Sonia undertook as part of her resistance to dominant social narratives that imposed 

the condition of stagnicity and complacency of women of her age and status. One of the 

many examples of this was how she initially pitted herself against the younger students in 

the class who were “sleeping” and “just going about [their] habits” while she was actively 

seeking out change, questioning the status quo, and welcoming the confrontations within 

herself through her encounters with “the foreign.” Throughout her story of experience, 

she situated herself as an empowered women, skilled at reading a variety of dominant 

social narratives and resisting the imposed roles often associated with those dominant 

narratives.  

 

“Even though I am married, I have a dream.” Mun-He’s narrative, in 

particular, involved a (re)construction of self as she navigated among a variety of 

competing discourses she encountered through the ongoing back-and-forths that 

encompassed her transnational experience. Her entire narrative of departure was framed 

by her agentic move to assert her own desires, her own “dream,” over societal 

expectations of her roles within Korean society and family. Despite the numerous 

instances of not-belonging that she felt as a foreigner and non-native speaker, she viewed 

her positionality among the ESL student community as empowering. Her fellow students, 

no matter what age, accepted her as a legitimate community member, whereas her age 

and marital status would have been grounds for exclusion in such communities in Korea. 

In this way, the migrant context afforded Mun-He access to new positions in new 

communities of practice that allowed her to occupy a legitimate and empowered position, 

escaping the restriction associated with the gender identities imposed upon her as a 

Korean woman in Korean society.  

At the same time, it was Mun-He’s attachment to her mother and wife identities, 

and her attachment to traditional definitions of women as caretakers of the home and 

culture, that complicated her desire for change. In many instances, Mun-He expressed 
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guilt over her decision to move abroad, and at times she regretted the separation from her 

son and role reversal that her family had to undergo in order for her to realize her own 

“dream.” As a young Muslim woman, Hafsa also had to confront dominant narratives of 

the appropriate trajectories available for her, and framed her move abroad as a move of 

independence and resistance. Her telling photograph of the empty desk with her 

belongings was a figurative resource she used to express her sense of agency at a critical 

moment in her journey. Although many women in her extended family did not approve of 

her moving abroad because of her societal obligation to get married and start a family as 

opposed to pursuing her education abroad, she realized that there were moments in her 

life in which she had to resist the expectations of those around her and “do something 

alone, by ourselves.”  

 

(Ex)wives, mothers, and daughters.  Although the women shared common 

ground through their engagement with a discursive practice of change by which they 

were able to expand their subjectivities in the second language context, we cannot ignore 

the difference in experience these women endured in the host country. The polarization of 

Sonia and Mun-He’s experiences in Townesville, for example, is a glaring illustration of 

the diversity of experience among adult women L2 learners. Evidence from this study 

underscored the complexity of subject positioning, as one’s discursive practices can 

involve one’s interaction with several storylines. In other words, for the women of this 

study, it was not just their position as women, but their attachment to more specified 

gendered positions—positions as (ex)wives, mothers, and daughters—that factored 

greatly into their (re)negotiation of identities and their participation rights within 

communities of practice.  In this way, cultural identity intersected with gender identity in 

important ways. As Pavlenko put it (2001b), “It is not simply ideologies of gender that 

are questioned in the narratives, but ideologies of ‘gender and X,’” (p. 141) the X 

representing other social categories such as culture, race, ethnicity, class.   

As a wife and mother, Mun-He’s history as a subjective being figured into her 

own framing of her departure and arrival; she both resisted and was subject to dominant 
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narratives of women in social position. In Davies and Harré’s (1999) terms, “wife” and 

“mother” could be seen as cultural resources by which she was understood in her social 

worlds as having limited opportunities to assert her individual desires. Although she 

constructed counter-discourses to some extent, her wife and mother positionality resulted 

in tension between her two worlds—that of Townesville (and all that represented her L2 

world) and Bordertown (and all that represented her Korean family, language, and 

culture). She often described those social positions as counter to her individual agency as 

well as others’ recognition of her as an “active leader,” as opposed to a subject of others’ 

needs and desires: 

Mun-He: When I was in Korea, I [was] usually a confident student. When I was a 

high school student, I did a lot of leader things. When I was a university 

student, I was the president of [a group]. Actually, I am active and that 

kind of person. But, I am married and I am old [laughing], so…and the 

class, I just do my best because I brought my family to the United States 

and spend a lot of money. Our money. But actually my husband’s money.  

 

In this excerpt, Mun-He placed marriage and age at the center of her identity 

conflict, the discourses around which had defined her in ways she desired to renegotiate. 

Her positionality also figured into her view of her decision as a burden to her family, and 

she expressed a secondary, less intrinsic, motivation to succeed so that her “husband’s 

money” and the family reversal would not prove to be in vain. Considering the multiple 

social forces at play, we can see Mun-He’s decision as both an act of resistance and as a 

negotiated “answer” to the ways she had been previously “addressed” within the 

discourses of the multiple social worlds in which she participated (Holquist, 1990). 

Like Mun-He, Sonia’s discursive practices also centered around her desire to 

(re)negotiate the subject positions imposed upon her by dominant discourses on the topic 

of age and marital status, but her position as a single woman without children allowed for 

an entirely different narrative (of course, we cannot ignore the role of cultural identity 

here, as another “gender and X,” as the two women were socialized within very different 

cultural worlds). Having been married three times previously, Sonia had been, for many 

years, engaged with cultural storylines surrounded marriage and divorce.  As a Brazilian 

woman who was raised Catholic, the comfort and pride she presently felt with her 
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personal life resulted from ongoing resistance and (re)negotiation of the subject positions 

offered to her. Retrospect and experience allowed her to understand her life 

experiences—particularly her marriages—as “learning experiences” that she did not have 

to regret but be thankful for. She often talked about how those ideas went against what 

many of her friends and family believed about marriage and divorce, not allowing herself 

to be subject to undesirable situations.  In my ongoing observations of Sonia, I came to 

see the empowered position she had achieved in her life as a result of her long personal 

history of resistance. Divorce, for her, was a significant act of agency and resistance in 

her life. In fact, for Sonia, “change” itself was often representative of resistance: 

Sonia: …I’m not the person that cries after milk spilled. I am not that person. Like, okay, 

I got married three times. It means that I am a different person? I don’t think so. 

Why should I keep in a relationship that I know is not going to keep me fulfilled 

or anything? So I change. Whatever. 

 

 In Sonia’s story, her participation in the Buddhist community was also an act of 

resistance and another example of her construction of counter-discourses. Through her 

interaction with Buddhist philosophy and practices, Sonia was able to understand her life 

experiences and her identities in ways that empowered her.  

 

Gender and age. Age played a large role in the participants’ articulation of their 

life experiences, for both the young men and women of the study.  As sons and 

daughters, Hafsa, Musa, and Yuri were subject to the wills and intentions of their parents. 

Within their histories as subjective beings, their agency was curbed not only by their 

gender positionality, but also by their positions as children. For the young learners in the 

study, Musa, Yuri, and Hafsa, the process of second language learning abroad was a 

transformative experience for them, most notably in the way that their participation in 

new communities of practice abroad created a space for change that was not available 

within the rigid parameters of their native cultures. The time they had thus far spent in 

Townesville had become representative of a space in which to grow up, not necessarily 

acting independently from their parents’ intentions, but learning to negotiate their own 

individuality within their narratives of being sons and daughters. The migrant identity 
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project, for these learners, resulted in a newfound sense of agency to imagine themselves 

in empowered future positions.  

Still, it was their positionality as children that also created conflict among their 

multiple identities. Hafsa in particular felt she had a strong obligation to her parents to 

follow a successful academic path, and most of her conflict during her first year abroad 

had to do with the overwhelming stress of a full-time load of English courses, studying 

for the TOEFL exam, and preparing applications for university admittance. Like Mun-

He, Hafsa positioned herself as resisting certain dominant gender narratives through her 

decision to study abroad despite familial resistance; yet, as a young inexperienced woman 

abroad who was attached to her identity as a Muslim, she was subject to the pressures of 

powerful cultural and religious storylines.  

 

Race Positionality 

 Race has been a topic that has been traditionally under-examined in the field of 

Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) (Kubota & Lin, 2006; Rich 

& Troudi, 2006). One possible reason for this has been teachers’ and researchers’ 

rejection of the historically problematic use of the term “race” to represent a phenomenal 

category based on physiological characteristics. The term “racialization” has been used to 

diverge from this historical—and discredited—configuration of race as an objective 

condition, and to highlight the construct of race as “floating signifier” (Rattansi, 2005: 

272). In this view, race and racism can be approached as a “socially constructed response 

to sociocultural, political, and historical conditions at a given point in time” (Rich & 

Troudi, 2006: 617).  

 As foreigners and non-native speakers of English, the participants of this study, in 

their own accounts, experienced “othering” as they negotiated their place among the host 

community. Their linguistic identities were strongly tied to their racial identities in how 

they were continuously produced through their participation within various communities 

they encountered in the new country.  In many ways, their narratives could be seen as 

constructed responses to the identities imposed upon them based on categories of race 
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and linguistic ability, as were their negotiated participation patterns of resistance to those 

imposed identities. In this section, I will discuss some of the participant narratives that 

most saliently centered around a (re)negotiation of race identity.  

 

 Race in post-9/11 America.  In this analysis, I used the term post-9/11 narrative 

to represent dominant storylines that have developed in the media and political discourses 

on the topics of Islam, “alien” immigration to the U.S., citizenship, and terrorism since 

the September 11
th

 attacks took place. Since the attacks, not only have there been 

incredible changes in legislation and immigration policy that have resulted in 

exclusionary practices toward immigrants from the Middle East (Sekhon, 2003), but 

racialized discourses of Islamaphobia and reported discrimination against Arab 

Americans have increased at various points in time following the attacks (see Kulwicki, 

Khalifa, & Moore, 2008, for a review of sources documenting this increase).  Although 

there was a considerable (and some say equal) outpouring of support for Arab Americans 

following the attacks, as well as public condemnation of hate crimes and discrimination, 

this increased attention placed upon Arab Americans and immigrants has resulted 

nonetheless in their evolution from “invisible to glaringly conspicuous.” (Salaita, 2005).  

Howell and Shyrock (2003) point out the repercussions of such visibility: 

In the aftermath of 9/11, Arab and Muslim Americans have been compelled, time 

and again, to apologize for acts they did not commit, to condemn acts they never 

condoned, and to openly profess loyalties that, for most U.S. citizens, are merely 

assumed. (p. 444)  

 

These authors also claim that “the privilege of transnational identification” has been one 

of the most significant casualties of the “War on Terror,” as ties to the Muslim world that 

had been an integral facet of support for Arab American immigrant groups has become 

suspect and scrutinized.  

 It is quite surprising that there has been relatively little research in the TESOL 

literature reporting on the experiences of Arab ESL students living and studying abroad, 
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given the simultaneous increase in Saudi Arabians studying in the United States
4
 and 

increase racialized public discourse surrounding citizenship, immigration, and “national 

security.”  Although there exists considerable literature on the experiences of Arab 

Americans in the United States following 9/11, not much has been addressed specifically 

in the field of TESOL that accounts for how exclusionary practices in an increasing 

Islamophobic political and social climate can affect the L2 learning experiences of 

Muslim students abroad. Rich and Troudi’s (2006) report on Arab students’ experiences 

of racialization and othering in the United Kingdom shed crucial light on these issues, 

many of which need more focused attention in the American context. The uncritical 

examination of the rampant use of the term “terrorism,” as well as former Bush 

administration’s public rhetoric on the “War on Terror,” has in many ways intensified the 

debates around citizenship rights and “alien” immigration.  As part of broader, 

longstanding narratives of patriotism and in the U.S. context, the post-9/11 narrative has 

informed xenophobia in new ways.  

 The narrated experiences of Alim and Musa illustrated the complex ways in 

which learners negotiate their social positions within the post-9/11 narrative. Alim’s story 

was the most explicit in terms of marginalization based on racial, ethnic, and religious 

identity; as I presented in the data chapters, Alim understood his experience as a 

foreigner in the America from his racial and ethnic positionality, and how that 

positionality was configured in the current social and political discourses he had to 

encounter continuously since he first left Saudi Arabia for a life abroad. He endured frank 

rejections of his identification as a Saudi Arabian Muslim within his relationships with 

Americans, particularly in the encounter with Stanley’s father. The ways in which Alim 

confronted and dealt with the “othering” that he experienced shows how his identity was 

continuously negotiated as he was both subject to the impositions, but also saw himself as 

a “choosing subject” that could configure himself agentically within the dominant 

narratives he encountered.   

                                                
4
 In 2005, President Bush and King Abdullah met in Crawford, TX, and decided to energize the Kings’ scholarship 

program to send Saudi Arabian students to the U.S. for university study, in hopes for better cross-cultural 

understanding,  The conscious support of the program on both sides has resulted in an increased number of Saudi 

students in the U.S., currently at about 26,000.  
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There were a variety of ways in which many participants re-negotiated instances 

of negative positioning, and Alim’s narrative was an interesting example of this type of 

identity work.  His narrative was constructed as a story of attainment in his identity 

project, and this was articulated through his ongoing micro-interactions and participation 

patterns. He maintained an attachment to a core sense of self that, he claimed, remained 

unchanged across boundaries. He achieved legitimacy in expert communities by 

engaging in discourse (although not always by his own choice) with community 

members, and this active participation resulted in the construction of new, or counter, 

discourses in which a Muslim of good character and a moral commitment to non-violence 

was recognized as a viable discursive position. Of course, the onus rested on him to re-

write a narrative that was imposed on him unfairly. Nevertheless, his account showed 

evidence for how change can occur at the micro level, as the others’ opinions of him 

changed, even though he claimed he did nothing overt to change them.  

Musa’s decision not to engage with the post-9/11 narrative represents another way 

in which an individual configures himself/herself within dominant storylines. Although I 

cannot ignore the possibility of age differences in these two stories (Musa was 11 years 

old when the attacks took place), Musa did not share the same experiences that Alim did. 

On more than one occasion, he acknowledged that Americans shared a fear of people 

from the Middle East, but he understood it as only a problem if one allowed it to be a 

problem. Although he admitted that when he first met people, they did not always react 

positively to his Saudi Arabian nationality, Musa did not consider himself continuously 

subject to imposed identities. The differences in Alim’s and Musa’s narratives once again 

point to the variety of experiences among L2 learners, and show how individuals and 

their history as subjective beings can construct incongruous storylines as they attempt to 

construct coherent selves. There are a variety of ways in which one can engage with 

dominant discourses, and those interactions can result in both resistance and 

empowerment, as well as marginalization and exclusion.  
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Race, culture, and L2 ability. For many of the other participants, their narratives 

revealed the complex relationship between racial, cultural, and L2 identity. The most 

salient examples of negative positioning based on perceived linguistic ability occurred in 

Eun’s, Hafsa’s, Mun-He’s, and David’s stories.  However, it is difficult to ignore their 

race positionality within those instances of negative positioning, considering literature 

that documents not only the historical practices of violence and discrimination against 

Asian Americans and immigrants in the United States (Hall & Hwang, 2001), but the 

psychological effects of those practices (Kuo, 1995; Young & Takeuchi, 1998).  

Additionally, the myth of Asians as “silent minority” and the “model minority” 

has been well documented (Wong, Lai, Nagasawa, & Lin, 1998), and has contributed to 

Asian “invisibility” in the eyes of Anglo communities in the United States. According to 

Wong and colleagues (1998), “for Asian Americans, the model minority stereotypes them 

into a ‘silent minority’ that conforms to the norms and values of the majority group; and 

hence, under its control” (p. 100). This myth also perpetuates the assumption of 

homogeneity among culturally and linguistically diverse groups, and ignores the low 

socioeconomic status that is shared by many immigrant groups from various parts of 

Asia. Further, the assumption that Asians share values and traits similar to middle-class 

Anglos (e.g., strong work ethic, high achievement motivation, respect for authority) 

contributes to their invisibility as they are perceived to be absorbed into the dominant 

culture (Wong, Lai, Nagasawa, and Lin, 1998).  

The learner’ in the study from China and Korea experienced ongoing instances of 

“invisibility,” whether explicitly through discrimination based upon their racial and 

cultural identity, or implicitly through their unsuccessful interactions with native-

speaking members of the host community. The most overt example of racism occurred in 

Hafsa’s story, in which she, along with her friends, reported to be passed up by the 

university shuttle driver on more than one occasion. Although Hafsa was upset about 

these instances, she explained that she expected them and felt as if there was not much 

reason to dwell on them. Like Musa, Hafsa did not readily engage with racist discourses 
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she encountered in the host country, and she remained focused on her academic 

obligation that she believed could result in her own success.  

In many ways, the narratives of Eun, Mun-He, and David, the three adult Korean 

learners, centered around their positionality as outsiders, a positionality they most clearly 

viewed as a result of their inability to be understood well in English as well as their status 

as foreigners.  This reversal could be realized institutionally, as Eun’s professional 

identity was curbed within the English-speaking hospital community where she 

volunteered, or it could be constructed through micro interactions, as Mun-He and David 

recounted. For example, Mun-He was reduced to a woman devoid of complex and 

intelligent thoughts in English as a participant in English-speaking social interactions 

with her roommate and her roommate’s friends, and she was engaged in an ongoing 

struggle to be recognized as a legitimate English speaker, often in simple gate-keeping 

interactions (such as the Whole Foods example).  

David, like Mun-He, perceived gate-keeping interactions as disempowering 

because of his interlocutors’ inability to understand his L2 speech. He did not see himself 

as a rightful participant within the Business courses he took with American students, and 

he, in a way, contributed to his invisibility by “playing the silent man.” His perception of 

himself as a student was that he was more or less invisible to the classroom community 

because he was a foreigner and his language skills were suspect. David was the least 

confident to speak English in public, and, for him, silence and invisibility were ways to 

avoid rejection of his identities and save face.  

 

Negative positioning and participation rights 

The nine learners in the study engaged with discourses surrounding linguistic 

ability, gender, race, and ethnicity in a variety of ways. In some interactions, the  

participants were able to construct counter-discourses and resist.  Although these nine 

learners were assessed as having a high level of oral proficiency on the IEP entrance 

exam, and they were placed in the highest level of the Listening and Speaking course 

available that semester, I found much evidence to show that they struggled to be 
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recognized as competent, legitimate English speakers within the various English-

speaking worlds that they valued. Accessing native-speaking communities and 

establishing opportunities to speak within them were activities that were generally 

considered to be the responsibility of the newcomers, as native-speakers seemed 

ambivalent toward them. Sonia, Alim, and Hugo had the most access to native-speaking 

communities, and they rarely spoke of the “lack of opportunity” to speak; however, their 

accounts also included examples of how they were marginalized in various expert 

communities, even though they were, perhaps, the most successful at renegotiating their 

positioning.  In terms of the group of learners as a whole, I believe there was ample 

evidence to conclude that accessing native-speaking communities took considerable 

effort and strategy that did not always result in success. Further, they considered the onus 

to be upon them, rather that members of the host community, to initiate relationships and 

access linguistic resources.  

 

 The onus of novice positionality. In Chapter Five, I used Musa’s comments 

about Americans being “comfortable in their situation” and unlikely to engage in the 

effort to make international friends as an overarching statement about second language 

learner (novice) positionality, and as I argued above, we cannot ignore intersection of 

gender, race, and L2 ability with their positioning as novices. The onus was generally 

perceived as on the learner to initiate interactions or relationships with native speakers. A 

few examples included Hafsa’s and Alim’s report of having “absent” American 

roommates, David’s and Yuri’s perceptions of the American students in continuing 

education courses being unconcerned with speaking with international students, and 

Hugo’s thoughts about the host community’s general lack of “caring” toward foreigners. 

 Tied to this theme was the reality for many of these participants that their novice 

and L2 learner identities were equated with incompetence and unintelligence. In simple 

terms, the learners felt that they were “lesser” people in English than they were in their 

first languages as a result of marginalization by native speakers and host community 

members. At the same time, it was the learners’ own perceived lack of L2 skills that kept 
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them from accessing and participating in new communities. The nine learners 

encountered negative positioning as a result of their novice, foreigner, and non-native 

speaking status within the host community, and that positionality could also be gendered 

and racialized. Drawing on Hall’s notion of “identification,” I saw these articulations of 

negative positioning that were shared among the participants’ narratives as examples of 

the “process of articulation” for which “there is always ‘too much’ or ‘too little’” (p. 3). 

In other words, never finding a total fit, the learners were always too much of a L2 

learner, novice, and foreigner, and too little of an expert in the multimodalities of English 

speakers to be recognized as legitimate community members. Further, such examples 

support what Norton’s work (1995, 2000, 2002) revealed, that L2 learners are 

continuously engaged in social plays for power as they negotiate their right to participate 

in local, L2-speaking communities of practice. As Norton’s work highlighted, it is often 

the individuals whom the learners consider most valuable for their language learning 

(expert, native-speakers of the L2) that they are the most fearful to engage. The evidence 

from this study indicated that learners chose non-participation because they perceived 

their L2 identities as grounds for exclusion among native speakers. 

I will pick up this topic again in my discussion of the third research question, and 

I will revisit evidence for the participants’ agency in accessing and negotiating 

participation rights within various new communities. Before I move on to the third 

research question, I need to address the category of social class and discuss its 

implications for language learning and identity research.  

 

Attention to Social Class 

As Block (2007) pointed out, social class has been thus far largely unaddressed in 

second language identity research.  Although there has been evidence that class identity 

interacts with other social identity types in complex ways (Block, 2006, Goldstein, 1995; 

Norton, 2000), it is often not attended to focally, in preference for attention to other social 

categories (e.g., gender, ethnicity). Research that has addressed second language learning 

and identity has generally focused on working class individuals and showed that social 
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class had clear implications for L2 learning in second/foreign language contexts. For 

example, Goldstein’s (1995) ethnographic study of Portuguese immigrant women factory 

workers in Toronto found that the “inability to speak English well” was not a 

deficiency—in work nor in family life—as the stereotype held. One important finding 

was that the women did not have a need for English in the work and social communities 

to which they were strongly attached, given that the majority of the individuals that made 

up the manufacturing network were immigrants and valued using Portuguese over 

English. Another reason for the women’s rejection of formal English courses related to 

social class; most of them had arrived in Canada with four years of formal education, so 

it was quite possible that, for these women, further formal education was not a reality.  

Similarly, Norton (2000) addressed issues of access to critical L2 resources in the 

host country, and she found that for the five women in her study, social identities were 

not always recognized as legitimate by the host community, and negative positioning 

curbed their access to Anglophone networks. In both Norton and Goldstein’s studies, 

social class intersected with gender in very significant ways:  as women, the learners 

were highly attached to the worlds of family and home, and although they participated in 

the workplace, the world of work often did not afford them access to L2 resources.  In 

fact, as in Goldstein’s study, using the L2 could be seen as suspect.  

In Norton’s (2000) study, the one participant who identified with wealth—

Felicia—was considerably de-classed through her experiences as an immigrant in 

Canada. Much of her interaction with Norton centered around the de-classing that she 

experienced in the host country, and she remained bitter about the undesirable reversal 

she was experiencing. In contrast to Felicia’s experience, it is worth mentioning here that 

Kinginger’s (2004) study of Alice, a working-class woman studying abroad in France, 

showed how class positionality can be expanded in migrant contexts. Through the study 

of French and her participation in local communities in Paris, Alice came to (re)position 

herself as a “self-realized Francophile.”  Compared the other Americans in her study 

abroad group, Alice was older and she did not share in their middle-class backgrounds. 

Her class positionality motivated her to transcend her disadvantaged background, as her 
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marginal position eventually led her to seek out native speakers and native-speaking 

communities more than her American counterparts.  Over time, she achieved new subject 

positions as a full-participant in new French-speaking communities.  

The evidence from my study showed how the participants experienced reversals 

as they negotiated a sense of self and social position in a foreign context; yet, unlike 

Felicia and Alice, the nine participants did not explicitly focus on their classed subject 

positions in their narratives of experience. Regardless, I offer that a discussion of social 

class is fundamental to  understanding the learners’ subject positions and how that 

positionality was transformed in the migrant context. As I argued in my rationale for the 

study, these learners represent a type of migrant that has been underexamined in second 

language identity research. Although their classed subject positions were just one of the 

subject positions among which they made their way, the intersection of social class with 

other social identity types resulted in some complex negotiations of identity. Their 

privilege and access to economic, social, and cultural capital was fundamental to gaining 

access to critical L2 resources; yet, it did not render them immune to the contentious 

practices of belonging, nor did it excuse them from being otherized on the basis of 

gender, race, and L2 ability. In the next sections, I will discuss how the learners’ 

positionality as middle-class migrants factored into their discursive positioning as 

migrants and second language learners abroad.  

 

Privilege and IEP students.  At the risk of generalizing, I could argue that IEPs 

are commonly comprised of privileged students.  Some teachers and scholars have, 

perhaps, struggled to see these individuals as worthy of examination in terms of critical 

social identity research because their privilege often trumps significant disruption to their 

subjectivities, as these types of students are able to avoid engaging with dominant 

marginalizing discourses of race, gender, and ethnicity. Vandrick (1995), in one of the 

few reports that explicitly addresses social class in adult TESOL, took up this exact 

viewpoint, as she described her university ESL students as more-or-less “elite” students 

who are immune to instances of serious marginalization or identity conflict: 
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This kind of privileged international student, although not often focused on in our 

professional literature, makes up a large proportion of students in ESL classes at 

many U.S. universities. These students are comfortable with privilege and know 

they will return to their countries and step into positions of power, wealth, and 

influence…even these students suffer some marginalization as foreigners, as 

people who cannot use the English language fluently, and, sometimes, as people 

of minority races and ethnicities…but clearly these problems are balanced, and 

probably outweighed by the students’ privilege. (p. 375)  

 

Vandrick’s statements, although arguably problematic, point to some important 

questions in TESOL that have yet to be critically examined. First, her report further 

points out the need for a more critical examination of the term privilege and the category 

of social class. If not among the poor and disadvantaged, are international students only 

offered the positions of “entitled” upper class individuals who “make [teachers] feel that 

we are glorified servants to this elite population” (p. 376)?  The findings of my study do 

not match exactly to Vandrick’s categorization of university students, most probably 

because  the participants of this study did not identify with this elite class category, but 

were instead more “in the middle.” Thus, I would argue, more examination of the middle 

is much needed to get a better understanding of how social class is implicated in L2 

learning. Secondly, such statements raise interesting and important questions about the 

role of privilege and social class in students’ access to L2 communities and participation 

rights within them. I would argue that, in fact, it is not clear that “these problems are 

balanced,” at least not without more systematic research. Perhaps, it is advantageous to 

ask more questions: What implications does social class positionality have for L2 

learning and identity research? How does social class intersect with race, gender, and 

L2 ability within the narratives of “privileged” ESL students?  

 

The privilege of capital. In the contexts of globalization, boundaries 

distinguishing class differences have become increasingly complex. This is not to say, of 

course, that social class was ever an easily defined social category. Some contend that 

social class has always been, and continues to be, a powerful social marker (Skeggs, 
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2004); yet, like other social identity types, it cannot be understood independently from 

the variety of subject positions offered to individuals in social contexts (e.g., those based 

on race, gender, and linguistic ability).  In understanding social class, Bourdieu’s (1991) 

metaphors of “capital” are often drawn upon to capture the structures of privilege, and, 

although an adherence to marketplace metaphors can run the risk of an overly-

deterministic view of social reality, a closer look into the types of economic, social, and 

cultural capital that these learners had access to can shed some important light on 

questions of privilege, migration, and L2 learning.  

As middling-transmigrants, all of the learners had access to considerable 

economic capital. Not only were these students able to pay considerable tuition (and 

verify sufficient financial funds during their visa processes), they (aside from Hugo) did 

not have to seek employment during their time abroad. In fact, as migrants with legal 

documentation of their  “right” to be in the host country, the learners were not sanctioned 

to earn income in the United States, and (somewhat ironically) their privilege allowed 

them to abide by such rules of the visa regime. This class difference clearly separated 

them from the relatively large undocumented immigrant community in Townesville 

whose right to participate in the host community is not legally sanctioned, and yet who 

arrive in dire straits and are motivated to migrate to the United States primarily to earn a 

living through labor. Clearly, for eight of the nine learners, the ability to break from 

employment and live and study abroad was a privilege shared by only a portion of the 

immigrant population. Having said that, the learners were not necessarily homogenous in 

their access to economic capital. Mun-He’s family had to endure significant sacrifices 

during their time abroad because of their limited finances, compared to Alim and Musa, 

for example, who were well-funded in their studies and enjoyed comfortable living 

conditions and academic support.  

It was not only economic capital that afforded the individuals access to privileged 

communities in the host country, but social capital played a significant role. As I outlined 

in my analysis of their narratives of departure, all of the learners capitalized on social ties 

both at home and in Townesville in order to facilitate their entrance into particular social, 
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academic, and professional communities abroad. These forms of social capital could be 

professional connections to the university (Hugo), membership within liason-type 

agencies (Musa, Alim), or personal connections of friends and family that offered both 

material support and personal aid as they gained footing in the new country (e.g., Mun-

He and Sonia’s immediate family in the area; Hafsa’s family’s relationship with 

Andrew). All of these types of social connections facilitated their entrance into certain 

communities of practice in Townesville, as well as access to economic resources that one 

might consider middle-class.  

Finally, it was the learners’ access to crucial forms of cultural capital that 

significantly aided in their success in academic and professional communities abroad. All 

of the learners arrived with years of formal education, high levels of literacy in their first 

languages (as well as English), and the older learners arrived with established 

professional careers and attachments to their professional identities. These forms of 

cultural capital are classed, and they are the types of capital valued in academic 

communities, such as the university. Further, they are associated with success in formal 

school settings, as these learners’ class culture afforded them preparation for university 

success. There has been considerable research that supports the notion that middle-class 

literacy practices are valued and carried out it formal school contexts; for example, 

Heath’s (1982) well known ethnography of pre-school literacy practices in three different 

communities showed how the home literacy practices of middle-class children were those 

that were valued within the context of school and, therefore, resulted in success among 

that group. Further, Cummins’ (1982, 1996) “iceberg hypothesis” and common versus 

separate underlying proficiency is useful in understanding the language learners’ success 

in school. Although they struggled considerably in their everyday communication skills 

(both formal and informal), their L1 literacy and academic skills (cognitive academic 

language proficiency) supported many of the cognitive activities required of them as 

students and professionals (e.g., preparing for written standardized tests, or publishing 

scientific articles in English, in Hugo’s case). As Cummins’ hypothesis suggest, it is 
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those cognitive skills that transfer from the L1 to the L2, and support the development of 

the second language.  

Overall, the cultural capital that these nine learners had access to, and brought 

with them into the host country, allowed for a long history of acculturation into 

“secondary discourses” (Gee, 1996), and it was their strong grasp and familiarity with 

school culture that supported their success within those world of primary importance to 

them in the host country, namely, the world of the IEP and the larger university. This was 

the (middle)classed positionality that the learners shared, and it afforded them access to 

legitimate pathways for membership abroad.   

 

Social class, IEP membership, and LPP.  Participation in the ESL program 

offered the learners a critical path towards membership in communities. Even thought 

they struggled outside of the classroom, their history of formal education and high levels 

of literacy were invaluable assets within the powerful academic and professional 

communities that they considered crucial to their futures. IEP membership afforded them 

legitimacy. Legitimacy was granted through the governing visa process (a legal 

legitimacy to participate) as well as through the university community’s recognition of 

the IEP program and its students. As ESL students, they were legitimate peripheral 

participants whose path toward full participation was sanctioned by those in power. Their 

participation in this program offered them a legitimate path toward achieving the cultural 

capital necessary to be admitted to the university. In this way, their positions as IEP 

students was a positive position from which they engaged with experts for the purposes 

of reaching full participation. They had access to critical resources in the L2 through their 

participation in the program, as well as relationships with knowledgeable experts who 

accepted their learner identities as legitimate, and viewed there learner identity as 

necessary instead of as a reason for exclusion from expert practices.  

For all of the reasons discussed in this section, this group of learners was 

separated in significant ways from a large portion of the immigrant population, and those 

differences are clearly related to class. The learners’ classed subject positions afforded 
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them privileges upon entrance into the host community that are not available to poor and 

working class immigrants to the United States, namely, legitimate documentation of their 

legal right to participate within the host community, along with the various forms of 

symbolic capital to which they had access that were validated within academic and 

professional communities. Yet, when taking a larger view of positionality that considers 

the multiple subject positions among which these learners made their way, class did not 

simply excuse them from some critical disruptions to their previous subjectivities. In 

following long-term geographical and metaphorical “paths” of their personal desire for 

various forms of success, they became involved in a complex process of “being and 

becoming” that very much centered around they ways in which they were positioned 

within local interactions.  

I want to end this section with a caution. In hopes of avoiding simple conclusions 

based on the participants’ class positionality, in this section I wanted to show the various 

ways in which they could engage in negotiations of legitimacy and membership—

negotiations that involved the intersection of multiple social categories. I focused on the 

ways in which the learners’ identities could be imposed upon through their discursive 

practices as well as the discursive practices of the host community.  However, as 

“choosing subjects,” these learners strategically negotiated their peripherality and were 

agentic in making moves toward the center of various communities of practice. In the 

next and final section of the findings discussion, I focus on the learners’ agency in 

negotiating “the periphery.”  

 

 

Reconsidering Peripherality 

What are the conditions and activities that constitute “the periphery” in communities 

of practice, and how does peripherality facilitate or hinder full participation? 

This is a particularly interesting category of findings because, in many ways, it 

ties in all of the salient issues that I have thus far attempted to relate. The issues I will 

discuss in this section draw attention to a space that has been, perhaps, taken for granted 
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in previous second language learning studies that draw on the metaphor of participation. 

In light of these learners’ own accounts of participation, I have to ask, in what ways was 

the “periphery” storied in the L2 accounts, and how is it understood as a both real and 

imagined place that the learners occupy?  This question is critical to the overarching 

issues that have emerged in previous identity research in SLA, and that emerged within 

this study, because it is within the learners’ understanding and negotiating of the 

periphery that we are provided insights into the real ways in which the learners come to 

belong. 

In answering this question, I highlight two major issues that I came to see as 

critical in light of the study findings. First, any analysis of the participation metaphor and 

the concept of “periphery” in L2 studies must take into account the practices of 

transmigrants and incorporate the various modes of participation characteristic of a 

transmigrant learning trajectory. Second, as was shown throughout the participants’ 

stories, participation was a physical practice in which the learners strategically carved 

geographical pathways toward adjacent positions vis-à-vis experts. Attention to the ways 

in which learners accomplish such movements, and how those movements lead to 

transformative positions, is an important part of the picture.  

 

Peripherality and transmigration.  In my summary of the findings, I wish to 

avoid simplistic notions of the periphery by first acknowledging that it is not exactly the 

same as what we might describe as the “margins” of a community. Drawing on Lave and 

Wenger’s (1991) concept of LPP, I understand peripherality as a place of possibility 

within which a learner occupies a heterogeneous stance vis-à-vis other novices (based on 

ways in which they are recruited to this space), and it is a space within which the learner 

can engage in a variety of interactions and negotiations that can either lead to a legitimate 

path toward full participation, or can result in negative positioning by which such a path 

is not sanctioned by experts.  

 As Lantolf and Pavlenko (2001) put forth, we need a richer knowledge of what 

goes on at the periphery of communities of practice in order to understand why learners 
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are or are not able to negotiate a legitimate right to participate within host communities. 

In their view, the “periphery” was an undesirable place where learners were forced to 

remain because LPP was not offered to them within the expert community. In many 

ways, Lantolf and Pavlenko’s call was an attempt to address inadequacies in the study-

abroad literature that had thus far revealed how learners’ multiple identities were 

contested and negotiated in those contexts (see Chapter 2). What was found was that 

study abroad students’ paths toward full participation in the host communities was not 

always sanctioned, and L2 learners could be kept on the periphery as a result of local 

constructions of gender, race, linguistic ability, etc.  Thus, there is a need for rich 

descriptions of how learners (re)negotiate such peripheral positionings.  

In my own analysis of findings of this study, I want to avoid simplistic 

dichotomies of novice and expert positions as well as narrow definitions of what 

constitutes the periphery of linguistic communities of practice. Such simplistic 

assumptions can fall into the trap of singling out one, unified positioning that is offered to 

an L2 learner is offered, and not acknowledging that second language learners share 

multiple modes of participation characteristic of a transmigrant lifestyle. When 

investigating how L2 learners negotiate their right to participate outside of the classroom, 

it may be assumed that the expert-novice relationship is represented in the non-native vs. 

native speaker relationship. This is a useful way to characterize the learning context, as 

L2 learners do occupy a novice position and value native speakers for their expertise, as 

was shown by evidence from this study. However, such a broad characterization is worth 

reconsidering on some levels because it does not wholly capture the transmigrant 

experience.  

Within their narratives, the learners described numerous communities of practice 

in which they desired membership. In fact, the participants in the study were in the midst 

of negotiating entrance to multiple communities of practice during their time abroad, and 

those were not limited to native-speaking groups. Hugo’s participation in the basketball 

community, Hafsa’s participation within Oliver’s elementary school, or Eun’s 

participation within the hospital community are a few examples of the multitude of 
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meaningful L2 worlds for these learners, each of which shared common social practices 

and artifacts, as well as rules for entry. Also, as I described in Part 1 of Chapter Five, the 

learners’ activities within the ESL classroom community involved an imagined 

dimension.  In order for the learners to see themselves as connected to other L2 speakers 

across variety of academic and professional contexts, they had to use their imagination, a 

concept that Wenger (1998) claimed as central to belonging. 

These learners also used their imagination to see themselves as rightful members 

of non-experts communities (e.g., other members of their home country abroad; other 

ESL students). Those “peripheral” communities were, if fact, central worlds to them that 

led to new ways of being. As it was my aim in describing “Common Spaces” in Chapter 

Five, I wanted to give a broader picture of the transmigrant social spaces within which 

these learners actively participated. When investigating the practices of transmigrant 

second language learners, we cannot downplay their active participation patterns within 

their L1 and migrant worlds (the worlds of family, church, ESL, or other international 

social communities) because it was within the back-and-forth between worlds that new 

ways of being and doing were offered to individuals. In this sense, the periphery is a 

complex and transformative space, not just a undesirable condition of inactivity and 

restriction.  

One important distinction to be made is the availability of LPP within the multiple 

communities that were central to these learners. The learners’ accounts showed how their 

participation patterns differed in non-native speaking communities (compared to native-

speaking communities) because they were legitimized within those spaces, through the 

variety of ways I described in Chapter 5. As ESL students, they were legitimate 

participants whose path toward full participation was sanctioned by those in power. Their 

participation in this program offered them a legitimate path toward achieving the cultural 

capital necessary to be admitted to the university. Experts (teachers and administrators) 

assumed community roles of mentoring these novices. Within other non-ESL migrant 

communities that the learners described (e.g., Eun’s church; David’s Korean community; 

Yuri’s international social network; Sonia’s Buddhist community), the participants 
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perceived their position as equal to other community members because of the common 

non-expert status they all shared.  

Outside of such non-expert communities, however, the conditions were not as 

favorable, and the learners’ accounts of their (non)participation in those spaces shows 

how peripherality could be forced upon them because of their L2 learner and foreigner 

status. In these instances, we can see how the periphery becomes a space in which 

learners must actively negotiate in order to access new communities. In other words, the 

learners had to be agentic in achieving access and negotiating their right to be there. In 

the next section, I want to emphasize some of the strategies used by the learners to 

establish membership and belonging.  

 

Maps of participation: Strategies of membership and belonging.  The physical 

spaces that the participants occupied during their time abroad were very important to 

their identity practice and modes of participation. These spaces were often peripheral in 

location and practice, when pitted against the native-speaking community of the 

university and beyond. The participants had a strong attachment to the particular place 

that they established as their home abroad, and their internal map of the city was largely 

structured around their movements from home to school and back again, as they became 

familiar with all of the spaces in between. Throughout their narratives, the learners 

highlighted the ways in which they navigated to and from their homes, and what their 

home meant to them in terms of accessing new communities.  

There were a few ways in which the space of home factored into their 

participation patterns. Musa, Yuri, and Mun-He all spoke to the value of living in close 

proximity to native-speakers, particularly in dormitory environments. Mun-He’s 

relationship with her American dorm roommate came to be the most important 

relationship she established with a native-speaker, and it opened new doors to native 

speaking communities to her. All three of these learners lamented the “apartment 

condition” in which they felt no real connection to a community, pointing to what Yuri 

described as the “big wall” that existed between her and other Americans. Sonia’s 
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account of moving from the suburbs to the city center resulted in proximity to English-

speaking worlds, and it marked her departure from her L1 world represented by her 

sisters’ homes that she had previously shared. These examples show how the periphery 

was a real place characterized by physical distance and literal “walls” that stood between 

them and members of the host community.  

In the face of experts’ ambivalence, the learners had to be agentic in positioning 

themselves adjacent to new communities, all the while acknowledging the appropriate 

conditions for initiating small talk or social interactions (randomly approaching strangers 

was not an option, no matter how confident the learner). The participants traced a variety 

of ways by which they made physical moves toward the center. Musa devoted much of 

his photo-narrative to describing the physical locations he occupied daily. He suggested 

that a photograph of the Brodie dormitory lobby should have been included in his 

presentation because it was a critical space of belonging for him. He would frequent that 

space with his laptop, placing himself within the pathways of American students with the 

intention of initiating talk. These initial interactions of small talk represented the initial 

steps of belonging to new communities outside his comfortable L1 worlds.  

Even David employed similar strategies in his routine movements around the 

space of the university. In his photo-narrative, he showed the class a picture of a park 

bench near the student union where he would sit and listen to native-speakers talking. 

The “silent man” enacted his own strategies of belonging; even though he didn’t speak, 

he positioned himself adjacent to experts, initiating a small act of belonging. Sonia’s 

geographical move toward the city-center, again, represents this point. Alim’s navigating 

of multiple homes around Townesville was a way to access new communities. He would 

frequent the common spaces of his apartment complex (e.g., the pool) so that his path 

would intersect with new people. 

Membership and recognition could occur in small feats, as learners established 

their right to “be” in particular places. I am reminded of Mun-He’s photo-narrative in 

which she described what the Starbuck’s coffee shop meant for her L2 identity—although 

it was “simple” to everyone, it was very symbolic to her. The coffee shop was a place in 
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which she had initially struggled in English. Her pronunciation would cause confusion 

when she ordered a “vanilla latte,” but she eventually became a regular to the place and 

was recognized as a rightful participant. Her legitimacy was recognized by baristas 

remembering her name. It was a “really small thing” and the barista did not even 

pronounce her name correctly, but this act of recognition was significant to her second 

language identity. 

These examples also reiterate the preference for mobility over stagnation that the 

participants showed throughout their stories. Interestingly, access to vehicles was another 

frequent topic within their photo-narratives. Alim and Sonia were the only participants 

who owned their own cars, and their cars meant something of great value to them; they 

symbolized freedom to access new places and allowed them to explore new territory. For 

others (Musa, David, and Hugo) who did not own a car, access to a car was periodically 

available to them, and all three expressed the importance of mobility to their current 

experiences. For Hugo and David, mobility was particularly important to their emerging 

second language identities. Hugo was able to borrow his friend’s car from time to time, 

and those movements made available to him via the car were important to him. In fact, he 

devoted an entire slide in his photo-presentation to “Richard’s Car.” After his 

presentation, during our one-on-one interview, I asked him to categorize this slide. It was 

during this moment that he began to consider the significance of Richard’s car in a deeper 

way. He decided to put the photo in the “English category” because “you have to face 

situations like fill the tank, and you make to understand to the employee to the gas station 

because you don’t understand how to use the credit card, and I have some trouble some 

time…you have to deal with English.”  

David shared with me a very meaningful experience of traveling in California 

with his wife and daughter on vacation. He made all of the arrangements himself, 

including renting a car for ten days, and they travelled up and down the coast by 

themselves during that time. Of all of my interactions and observations of David, this was 

the one and only time he shared an experience that resulted in a positive view of his 

second language identity, exclaiming “After the travelling, I think I am confident!” For 
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David, this was a critical, transformative moment in his journey. Being able to get around 

to “unknown place and unknown paths” and “deal with all situations” was extremely 

important to his sense of self in English. In fact, it was the first time he was able to 

consider himself a success in English, exclaiming, “So I can do! Yeah, I am confident.”  

Mobility signified a certain independence for David, as it did for several of the 

other participants. Mobility offered opportunities to act in English worlds, and even 

though many of these interactions were, at times, limited to superficial transactions with 

gatekeepers, they proved to be quite meaningful experiences. These interactions forced 

these participants to consider their second language identity and their attachment to that 

identity.  

 

Conclusion: Paths Well-Chosen 

 Mobility and proximity to new communities were intertwined in ways that led to 

significant experiences for the participants. By examining their physical movements as 

well as the physical places they considered important to their experience in Townesville, 

I came to see these individuals acting in highly strategic ways. They were agentic in their 

movements, often deliberating on the advantages and disadvantages of each move in how 

it would help them reach their goal of becoming recognized as a competent English 

speaker. The participants’ paths of participation highlight the dialogic relationship 

between the learner and society—that the learner is continuously engaged in a process of 

being “addressed” and “answering” the world (Bakhtin 1981, 1986).  These learners’ 

trajectories of movement and change were designed, in part, as “answers” to how they 

were discursively positioned within the worlds that were important to them. They were 

not merely positioned by the world, but engaged in a negotiation, out of which emerged 

their positionality.  

It is clear that these movements were also important to their sense of self because 

these interactions were often critical to their personal journey of self-expansion and 

transformation, and a central part of their narratives of (not)belonging. In respect to the 

overall findings of this study, we can see how L2 learning is more than a process of the 
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mind—an acquisition of structure—but it is a process of identification during which 

learners actively manage certain conditions of the learning environment in order to 

establish a rightful position within the communities of practice that are important to them.  

   

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE 

In this section, I will discuss some implications for second language teaching 

practice. In this study, I attempted to show the ways in which the language classroom, 

particularly the Listening and Speaking classroom, can be a space in which the “outside 

world” is mediated and learners are able to be guided through discursive practices that 

ultimately serve their future possible positions in imagined communities. My discussion 

of pedagogical implications rests on this implicit assumption of classroom learning—that 

many learners enroll in formal ESL classes for the purposes of becoming competent to 

participate in various communities of practice outside of the classroom. For all nine 

participants of this study, this was the case. In fact, the learners’ repeated emphasis on the 

value of “listening and speaking” throughout their narratives of departure as well as 

within their everyday experiences represented their desire to participate in authentic, 

English-speaking communities beyond the classroom. Listening and speaking were more 

than language skills, like that of grammar or reading; learning to speak and understand, 

for these learners, had become necessary practices for participation, practices that if 

mastered would allow them to connect to new worlds and carve out a legitimate voice for 

themselves. In many ways, the “Listening and Speaking” classroom was an important 

space in which learners began to understand how they fit within local, L2-speaking 

communities of practice.  It would be of great advantage for teachers to create space in 

such courses to “help language learners claim the right to speak outside the classroom” 

(Norton 1995, pp. 26).  

My observations of the particular language classroom in this study revealed 

several classroom practices that centered around an underlying value of professional and 

academic discourses, and an important aspect of the teachers’ role was to mediate the 

learners’ access and participation in new academic and professional communities. There 
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were several occasions in which the learners were required to interact with native-

speakers as part of their learning experiences; yet, the learners were not given much time 

or space within the classroom community to report on such experiences beyond the 

content that was gathered from these interactions. I found much evidence throughout this 

study to show that interacting with native speakers was, even for these advanced L2-

speakers, an activity that could bring about considerable anxiety and result in instances of 

rejection or misunderstanding. Although there were certainly occasions in which the 

learners were successful within interactions with native speakers for their homework 

assignments, there were also instances in which the learners avoided the assignment 

altogether, or chose to interview a nonnative speaker, because of the perceived lack of 

access to L2-speakers and the uncertainty of how to approach them.  

Given the value placed on L2-speaking communities by these learners and within 

IEP curricula, claiming the right to speak within them must be seen as an important goal 

of listening and speaking instruction. Norton (1995) introduced the idea of “classroom-

based social research” as a means for teachers to “engage the social identities of students 

in ways that will improve their language learning outside of the classroom and claim the 

right to speak” (p. 26). Teachers must have clear-cut goals beyond the collection of 

content for “interview” assignments and activities, and we should create classroom space 

to deconstruct the negotiations that learners engage in order to complete such 

assignments.  

Norton’s proposal included a few objectives that I believe align appropriately 

with Listening and Speaking curriculum. First, teachers can guide students to “investigate 

systematically” the various worlds in which they participate outside the classroom and to 

note the opportunities they have in those worlds to interact with L2-speakers. Second, 

teachers can guide students in critical reflections (classroom discussions) on their 

interactions with native speakers. For example, there were several aspects of Hugo’s 

experience at the Heberts’ grocery store that could have been proposed as points for 

critical reflection. Third, teachers could encourage learners to pay attention to “unusual 

events” in which learners are surprised by how certain speech acts are carried out by 
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others, or how specific language is used within particular interactions. Norton (1995) 

made a compelling argument for the social research approach, stating, “Given the subject 

position student researcher rather than language learner or immigrant, learners may be 

able to critically engage their histories and their experiences from a position of strength 

rather than a position of weakness” (pp. 28).  

 

LIMITATIONS  

I acknowledge that there were variables that affected the how these nine L2 

learning stories emerged within the context of a particular time and space. The study was 

limited in a few areas related to the research design and unforeseen factors that emerged 

during the investigation. I will discuss these in the following sections.  

 

Research Design 

One of the goals of this dissertation project was to give a voice to emic 

perspectives on second language learning, paying special attention to some of the 

particulars of L2 learning that are traditionally undervalued in SLA and Applied 

Linguistics research. In looking at the particulars, I realize that I have painted a 

particularized picture of a specific group of adult IEP students and that this picture cannot 

capture the vast experiences of the many adult L2 learners that we encounter in our ESL 

classrooms. I realize that an analysis of another classroom community, under the 

guidance of a different instructor, at another U.S. location, and at another point in time 

could result in different findings. Several serendipitous factors were involved in my 

entrance to this community that could not have been controlled nor foreseen. Some 

examples include (1) learners’ linguistic and cultural diversity; (2) learners’ diversity in 

age; (3) learners’ diversity in professional status in future visions. All three of these 

factors could be typically absent in any other ELP classroom at this university, and, as I 

outlined in Chapter 3, I did not have complete control over choosing with which 

instructor and class I worked.   
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Additionally, the period of data collection could be seen as a limitation to the 

study. Longer observation and interaction with these nine participants could have 

certainly revealed much more in terms of how these learners achieved membership and 

belonging in various communities of practice. More longitudinal studies of adult migrants 

studying English abroad could undoubtedly lead to more insights into several of the 

issues at hand: how and why L2 learning motivation changes over time; how L2 learners’ 

participation patterns evolve as they become more invested in their second language 

identities; and how instances of marginalization and exclusion influence participation and 

identity construction over time.  

Also, the number of students in relation to the time allotted for data collection 

could also be viewed as a limitation to the study. An investigation of three focal 

participants, for example, would have allowed for more closer observation outside of the 

classroom, more interview time, and more regular ongoing contact. With a group of nine 

participants, I had to compromise depth for scope.  

Finally, the learners’ level of language competence (advanced) could be seen as a 

limiting factor of the generalizability of the study. Examining a group of second language 

learners at lower levels of proficiency could have produced much different findings. First, 

beginning language learners might not have had the linguistic competence to elaborate 

both concretely and figuratively on their L2 experiences as this advanced group did. 

Secondly, learners’ with much shorter histories of English language learners might not 

have endured the significant experiences over time that this group did. Clearly, these 

learners’ level of competence and sharing in a long history of EFL/ESL learning factored 

into their own understanding of their shifting subject positions in English.  

 

Unforeseen Factors 

 Given the nature of this investigation and time restrictions I felt were involved in 

achieving a favorable deadline of completion, a pilot study was not feasible. A pilot study 

would have been advantageous in a few aspects in terms of unforeseen factors that 

emerged during the period of data collection. 
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 Clearly, having previous experience conducting a camera project would have 

helped me avoid the issues that surfaced with the project, those I outlined in Chapter 3. 

The students’ unfamiliarity with disposable cameras as well as several participants’ 

procrastination in underaking the activity yielded a particular product that was not 

necessarily what I had designed. Although, as I discussed, there were several advantages 

to the learners’ reinterpretation of the project, I believe that adherence to the activity as a 

photo-journal in which the participants actively record different attitudes, positions, and 

reactions to the questions posed during the data collection period  could have led to a 

different data in respect to the research questions.  

 Additionally, I could not have foreseen how, or if at all, the participant group 

would be narrowed, nor which participants would become the focal subjects of the 

analysis. As I described in Chapter Three, the three students who were the least 

participatory in class (i.e., class attendance) and the least available to complete interviews 

outside of class were excluded from the final analysis. I view this as a limitation because 

I am certain that an analysis of their narratives, if I could have collected more data on 

them, would have proved insightful in light of the findings. In other words, the particular 

stories of non-participation would have undoubtedly nuanced the other nine stories 

presented in this dissertation.  

 

  

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

 

Research Design in Second Language Identity Research 

 In light of the several factors discussed in the previous section, there are a few 

implications for the design of L2 (auto)biography and second language identity research.  

More longitudinal studies are needed to shed additional light on the complexities of 

gaining access to new communities outside of one’s home country and establishing  

membership within them. Further, depth of observation and interaction is needed to 

corroborate the types of critical experiences that were narrated by the participants as 
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transformative. Although there are several strengths to L2 narrative analysis—and it a 

very specific project in scope—a more ethnographic approach to second language 

identity research in which the researcher is able to observe learners’ actual negotiations 

and interactions within various communities of practice could certainly lead to more 

insight into the practice of “becoming.”  

 

More Psychological Perspectives 

 Lastly, a major area that has been little addressed in second language identity 

literature and not addressed at all in this dissertation is the role of psychological 

perspectives on identity. It is clear that identity research in SLA and Applied Linguistics 

has drawn heavily on sociocultural theories of learning and identity.  Although this has 

been an unarguably valuable perspective to explore, particularly because this perspective 

values critical analysis of power structures that encompass the language learning context, 

it could be advantageous to examine the issue of whether there is an organizing self that 

seems to manage the ongoing and multiple identity shifts that comprise L2 learning 

experiences.  

On this point, I am reminded of the questions Marx (2002) posed in her analysis 

of her re-entry into the context of her L1 and C1 (English in Canada) after years of living 

in a L2 and C2 context (German in Germany). In light of her own analysis, she felt it 

relevant to ask if everyone experiences a “re-construction” of self with every border 

crossing, especially in a globalized world where it is common to move in and out of 

multiple cultural spaces. Although identities can be multiple and fluid, she asks, what is 

at work to “maintain one’s self across boundaries” (p. 266)? 

The findings from this dissertation point strongly to similar questions. These 

participants were continually involved in social plays for power, their multiple identities 

contested, and they were actively engaged in assuaging ruptures in their subjectivities as 

a result of their positionality as migrants and nonnative speakers. However, many of the 

learners expressed an attachment to a core sense of self that they maintained in the midst 

of dealing with such disruptions and reversals.  In this respect, I see it problematic to 
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view identity only as multiple and fluid when such a view could assess identity as 

impermanent.  Bendle (2002) offered a compelling criticism of the multiple-identities 

view, proposing that we consider “[upon] what psychological substrate such a transient 

construction rests and how it mobilizes the energies that are observably necessary to 

maintain an integrated personality in dynamic conditions of social change…” (pp. 8).  

From a somewhat separate but related approach to integrating the psychological 

with the sociolinguistic, current conversations in discursive psychology are pointing to 

promising ways to explore psychology in investigations of language and language use. 

Discursive psychology places emphasis on “the publicly available social practices which 

constitute the psychological” (Wetherell, 2007, pp. 664). In consideration of the evidence 

presented in this dissertation, I think it is highly relevant to explore how “psycho-

discursive practices” show the participants’ investment in particular subject positions 

constituted their “personal order” (Wetherell, 2003, 2007).  In light of such perspectives, 

I can see how each of the language learners became a “site” where meaning-making 

practices were organized through language. As Wetherell (2007) put forth, the individual, 

like institutions or social interaction, draws on resources and procedures for meaning-

making as well as past practices for guides:  

Over time, particular routines, repetitions, procedures and modes of practice build 

up to form personal style, psycho-biography and life history and become a guide 

for how to go on to the present…Psycho-discursive practices are those which 

among the sum of social practices constitute psychology, formulate mental life 

and have consequences for the formation and presentation of the person. (pp. 268)  

 

Considering the variation in experience found among the nine L2 learners, 

particularly in their construction of their sense of self vis-à-vis local native speaking and 

transmigrant communities of the host country, I see some intriguing questions as 

emerging: Why do L2 learners invest in certain subject positions over time, through 

particular routines and repetitions? What do their “psycho-biographies” reveal about what 

has been traditionally termed in psychology as their personality or character?  These 

questions, along with Marx’s, certainly point to some directions in second language 

identity research that with further investigation could lead to provocative findings.  
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APPENDIX  

 

CLASS HANDOUT: INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE CAMERA PROJECT 

  

  

Over the next few Townesville, Texas. For this assignment, you will take  

some photographs of the most important or significant experiences you have  

in Townesville, or the most important people, places and activities that you  

encounter here. While you can feel free to take pictures that you want to,  

you should think of these specific questions:  
  
~What communities to I belong to?  

~What activities are most important to me?  

~Whom do I communicate most with?  

~Who and what is most important to me?  

~What reflects WHO I AM?  

 

For this assignment, take pictures that relate to those questions above. If you 

run out of space on your camera and you need another one, please let 

Shannon know. When you have completed the pictures, give your cameras 

to Anne or Shannon.  Shannon will process the pictures and give you copies 

of all of them 

 

At the end of the semester, you will give a presentation about your photos.   

 

Have Fun! 
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